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PATERNAL ABSENCE AND FATHERS' ROLES

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 10143

HOUSE OF REPRI,Nb;NTATIVES,
ECONOMIC SECURITY TASK FORCE,

SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIk5,
Washington, D.0

The select committee met, pursuant to .notice, at 9:35 a.m., in
room 1310, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Patricia &time-
der, presiding.

Members present: Representatives Schroeder, Miller, Anthony,
Levin, Sikorski, Marriott, Coats, Wolf, and Johnson.

Staff present: Alan J. Stone, staff director and counsel; Ann
Rosewater, deputy staff director; Linda Itcsier, ptofessional staff;
Linda Belachew, Christine Elliott-Groves, minority staff director;
George Elser, minority counsel; and Joan Cotiley, committee clerk.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Good morning, I am happy to call the hearing
to order this morning.

As Chair of the Task Force on Economic Security of the Select
Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, I am very pleased to
call to order this very exciting heath*. .

I want to thank my ranking nbinority member who has worked
so hard to make this hearing a success. I think it is terribly impor-
tant because avve talk about family issues, people frequently want,
to make them just women's issues. Clearly, family issues are issues
for both men and women which. this committee has recognized.
Today we focus on this very important subject.

Because of the time and the crunch, I am just going to put my
opening' remarks in the record. I yield to the gentleman from Indi-
ana, Mr. Coats. And again, thank you for all your help.

[Opening statement of Cong. Patricia Schroeder follows:]
OPENING STATEMENT OP HON. PATRICIA SCHROEVLIL A REPRLIWNTATIVE IN CONGRIXN

FROM THE STATE OF COLORADO AND CHAIRWOMAN. TAR FORCE ON ECONOMIC SECU-
RITY

1 would like to welcome you to the second hearing of the" Tusk Force on Equnomt
Security Of the Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families. During our first
hearing we surveyed the economics of family the e.oSt of providing the basics for
a family, and trends for the thture.

Today we shift our attention to the role of fathers in our society. In recent years
there has been increased interest in fathers and fathering. To learn more about this
important subject we have tact-the-focus of this hearing on Paternal Absence and
Fathers' Roles.

The first panel will preacnt an overview of paternal abzerice and father involVe-
ment. Much or 'he literature on fathers has stressed their absence, their disinterest,

(1)
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and their luck of 'competence in child care. Our first witness will dispute this view
and describe new levels of father Interaction and skill in dealing with their infants.

The sueund panel will concentrateon military families and paternal absence. We
are delighted to hear from the rr4 Chief IA Staff, who has made the army family
a priority itga on his agenda. e will learn about the Arm's efforts to deal with
both the changing nature and ircurw'ances of the military femily. We will hear
from another witness about lift ses on military families and their needs.

During the third panel we will hear experts des:vribe'the effects of paternal ab-
:sence and involvement on children. At a time when twent. percent of children live
in single parent homes we need to know the impact of:this phenomenon on families
and how we ear prornote the wellbeing of children in single parent ho nes. We will
learn what studies on black 'fathers and futheting tell us about the importance of
economic security for

The fir.al panel will list privet.- sector irritiatives that address paternal absence
and father involvement. We will he told what voluntary organizations are doing to
serve the needs of our youth. Other witnesses will talk about new developments in
schools, hospitals,-sociaLsvrvices, the courts. and among employers to enhance the
roles of fathers in the family. The final witness will testify about father absence and
its impact on the families of the incarcerated.

We think that this ie a significant hearing. We need to know what the effects of
broken homes are on children. We need to know how. families (-tope when they are
separated for work related reasons for short term and long term periods We need to
know what impact new foffns of lathering have on the total family children, fa-
thers, and mothers

We welcome our witnesses Ind look forward to learning from your testimony

Mr. Cowes. I thank the Chair for assisting in planning this hear-
ing on a subject that I feel is extremely important, and one that is
often overlooked. All of us know and recognize the importance of a
mother in terms of raising children arid shaping their development.
But I think we have ignored the father, and it is important that we
also focus on the role of the father.

Nothing has come home to me more this week than the impor-
tance of a mother at home since my children's mother is at a con-
ference in Philadephia this week. I am being a mother and father,
and finding it an impossible task. I urn anxious for her to get home
and resume that role. But I have gotten a real understanding of
what it is like to be a mother, and it is tough, tough business. It is
also tough business being a father. This hearing will focus on the
role and the importance of the father in the f: I commend the
Chair, the committee, the staff' and all those who have worked so
hard to bring this about.

I am going to forgo any more of an opening statement in the in-
terest of moving on and hearing the witnesses that we have. And I
thank the Chair.

Mrs. SCHWONDER. Congressman Anthony. do you have anything
you would like to add?

Mr. ANTHONY. I thank the Chair. I will be able to stay for part of
the hearing. Unfortunately, I will have to go downstairs to another
hearing, but interesOngly enough, it has something to do with
what we are doing today. We are trying to amend the laws on
AFDC, and the principal recipients are single parehts, but in this
case mothers normally rather than fathers. And yesterday we did
something on child support, but again it was more with runaway
fathers than it was with runaway mothers. So I think today is
going to prove an interesting balance between what is going on.

Mrs. Sengoimete. Thank you very much

7
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And since he ended with runaway fathers, we will start the hear-
ing' today that deals with paternal absence and fathers' rules which
I think will be very exciting.

Our first panel is Mr. Michael Yogman, M.D., from Children's
Hospitui Medical Center at the Harvard Medical School in Boston,
Mass.,lnd Mr. William Wilson, an M.D. and professor of psychim.
try at Duke university Medical Center in Ifurham, N.C.

If both of you would like to come forward and sit at the table, we
welcome you. Yon may .proceed however/you would like. We will
put your full statement' in the record. If want to just mamma-

.) rize, that would be fine.
Dr. Yogman, would you like to lead off!
Very goad. Thank you.

STATEMENT OF MICLAEL W. I'M:MAN. NILD., ASSOCIATE CHIEF.
DIVISION OF CHILD DEVELOPMENT, CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL
DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS, HARVARD MEDICAL SCII(01.,
1308tON, MASS.

Dr. Y0GMAN. Madam Chairwoman Schroeder, Representative
Coats, distinguished committee members, committee staff, and
members of the press: My mentor and colleague at Harvard Medi-

® cal School, Or. T. Berry Brazelton, addressed the initial hearings of
this committee severpl months ago and outfit-avid a strategy of pre-
vention to support American 'families during the stressful transi-
tion period of the MO's.

With that goal in mind, I commend the members of thi4; commit-
tee for convening today's hearing, because understanding and en-
couraging the father's active role in the family becomes, I think,
one crucial means for preventing some of the adverse consequences
of this stressful transition for our children and youth.

In the next ti minutes I wish to address six points, all of which
are elaborated in greater detail in the written testimony which I
previously subriiitted. I also wish to submit some 'additional back-
ground material for'inclusion in the record of this hearing.

My first point is that fathers are increasing their involvement in
family life across all subcultures and all social classes, and' these
trends are long term and likely to continue.

Second of all, fathers can and do form significant and meaningful
relationships with their infants right from. birth. Fathers start out
as quite similar to rnotheru in their competence, and in their capa-
bility to interact with young infants. Their sensitivity to the baby's
behavior and rhythms is almnst identical to that of mothers, and
the infants clearly delight in their play, with lather.

A meaningful relationship between a father and his infant re-
quires psychological akerilability as well us physical availability.
Neither alone will sufMe.

I would like now to show a !1.-treirrute-film clip of a 3-month-old
male infant playing with his I ther''in our research laboratory to
illustrate this mutual' delight Laird the competence of fathers that I
have just alluded to.

If we can shut down the lights, we can see the film more clearly .

[A film was shown.]
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Dr. Y0GMAN. I wanted to show;you flint dip to give you a sense
of a real father and infant together, and to give you a sense of the
kind of excitement and enthusiasm that I think fathers start out
within

Cis
their'relationship with an infant.

The sense of excitement, hope and tremendous opportunity that
a new infant represents "for a father as well as a new mother is an
opportunity for renewal via a new generation; and I suggest that
our tank, the task of policymakers, is to find ways to support and
sustain that kind of excitement, that kind of paternal involvement.

My third point is that fathers are Much more likely to be their
infant's play parte%er and to have a qualitatively distinct style of
play that is more stimulating and arousing than play by mothers
and infants. . .

My fourth point is`that fathers' actual ongoing involvement with
their children, as opposed to the kind of capability for involvement
you have just seen 'in the film, is influenced by forces within the
family such as mother's wishes and marital quality, al d by farces
outside the family such as stresses from illness, job loss, low
income, and conflict between employnient. demands and family in-
volvement. Fathers currently express considerably dissatisfaction
with the time available for family Life.

My fifth point is that father involvement duriag the perinatal
period shortly after birth is at a very high level, currently ap-'
pi-catching 100 percent across all social classes and subcultures.
This represents. a rather dramatic and startling change from even
10 years ago. Minimal, brief. inexpensive inzerveritions involving
parental mudding, education, and demonstrations of newborn be-
havior can have a dramatic effect on prolonging paternal involve
ment.

My sixth and final point is that father participation .in cbool
programs and involvement with older children-seem, to diminish.
rapidly after infancy. WHO a better understanding of this phe-
nomenon is needed, conflicts between employment policiils and

\ facially life and the lack of meaningful outreach. programs for ,fa-
Nthrs of school-age children are likely explanations.

Areasavhere policy interventions could be effective in sustaining
greater father involvement in family life include courses in parent-
ing, child:care, and sthild development for school-age children. of
both sexes; changes in employment policies such as limited paid pa-
rentag leave programs, better outreach to fathers by schools, and
equally important. changes in health insurance plan reimburse-
ment incentives so that counseling and human service consulta-
tions for both parents are reimbursed on an equal basis with medi-
cal /technical diagnostic procedures.

will briefly elaborate on each of those points, but more explana-
tion can be fount) in the written testimony.

First, apart from,,any response to the increase in women's ern-
ployment, I believe-fhat men are also seeking increased emotional
closeness with their infants as part, of a men's movement toward
fuller personhood and as a reaction against the alienation and
burnout of a purely instrumental role of family provider.

Chang o in men's participation in what has been called family
work 100 not transient, but area long-term trend and likely to con-
tinue, as evidenced by a fair amount of survey data. They are or-
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curridg across social classes and subcultural groups, and the net
effect is that infants today do receive more of their fathers' time
than in the recent past during the perinatal period.

IPMy second point: Within contemporary Western society the evi-
dence that fathers and infants con develop a meaningful relation-
ship right from birth is impresAive. Furthermore, the similarities
between the psychological experience of pregnancy and infant care
fin mothers and fathem are striking, even including the _presence
of psychosomatic symptoms in men during pregnancy such as
nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain, and headache.

During the perinatA period fathers are almost now routinely
present during labor and delivery. and their support lessens mater-
nal distress, shortens labor and may even improve pregnancy out-

..comas.
Third. regardless of the amount. of time fathers spend with their

infants, our own research shows that they are much more likely to
be the infant's play ',linnet- than the mother, and that fathers'
play tends to be inure arousing and physical with the infant.

I can probably more easily describe the specifics of thi play by
describing a game played by the father and baby we just saw in the
film. Whet his baby was only ti weeks Of age. this father began to
play a pull to sit ysine with his kiaby, puling the baby up in the
chair by his tarries, both baby and father imitating each others
facial expressions during this little exercise game.

We see exaMples of these games between fathers and infants
starting in the first few weeks. For example, the father of a 2:I-day-
old little girl infant begins tamilng her orpund her mouth, and the
slightest little wisp of a smile from her captures him and enthusi-
astically reinforces him to continue with this behavior. kis impor-
tant to note that father's participation in caiegiving tads -such as
diapering and bathing seems much more modifiable than these
play differences and more closely related to role than to gender.

Fourth, father' participation in family life can vary from t teal
physical absence due to death or silesertion to psychological unavail-
ability as might occur if a father was depressed after loss of a job,
and finally, to an ideal combination of physical and emotional
availability which represents an unequivocally positive paternal
contribution to an infant or child's life.

A father's actual ongoing involvement with his child is influ-
enced both by forces within the family and by those external to the
family. Probably the single most important influence on father in-
volvement is the mother's wishes. The mother seems to function
much as a gatekeeper, reguliting the father'b involvement with the
infant. The mother continues to influence a father's relationship
with his infant even when he is not home, since mother conveys a
representation of father in his absenzs which can be either positive
or negative.

Forces outside the family also have a major impact on father in-
volvement. Stressful events such as maternai illness, a cesarean
section birth or the premature birth of an infant may act to in-
crease paternal involvement as a coping mechanism and support
for the mother. In the case of prematurity, enhanced paternal in-
volvement seems also to benefit the infant's developmental out-
come.
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Conversely, paternal job loss with accompanying depression or
even job insecurity is likely to diminish psychological, and perhaps
even physical availability of father to the child. Paternal job inse-
curity has even been associated with increased freqUency of illness
in children.

Employment policies and work schedules probably have the most
powerful influence of all on fathers' role with children and youth,
and tile influence in general is not a supportive one. In an .-ecent
pilot interview study of fathers I conducted during the perinatal
period, fathers expressed considerable dissatisfaction with employ-
er policies concerning childbirth leave or even sick days during
childbirth. One father spoke to me about having used up his vaca-
tion time and his sick time: "The only way I was able to get a day
or two to be with my wife and new baby at thelime of birth was to
pay someone else to work for me." I think that indicates the deter-
mination and motivation of this man to be with his family at a cru-
cial time in spite of considerable negative incentives by his employ

r.
Even limited,- paid,- short-term parental leave for fathers is terri-

bly important to the -se men. Eniployers such as AT&T are already
noting4that unmet family concerns may decrease employee produc-
tivity, and this, I think, may provide the best incentive for change
by the private sector.

1 will just mention briefly and refer you to my written testimony
regarding an increasingly important phenomenon in family life:
the occurrence of shift work by families as a way of coping with
child cure and the dangers that that poses for or children.

Fifth, as I outlined in mm written testimony, the limited research
available suggests that father involvement is beneficial for children
and youth, and therefore, it seems wise to support continuing in-
volvement. We have already witnessed the enthusiasM of this new
father and infant during early infancy on film.

It is not surprising that dramatic changes in father involvement
during labor and delivery have occurred during this perinatal
period. Men are increasingly participating in prenatal classes, in
postpartum classes and in caregiving demonstrations.

Inexpensive, simple interventions during this time have surpris-
ingly long-lasting effects on sustaining father involvement. Several
educational programs have shown that brief interventions with fa-
thers in the perinatal period influences their attitudes, caregiving
skills and knowledge of infant capabilities for as king as 3 months.

Demonstrations of newborn behavior to fathers of newborns has
also been shown to influence paternal involvement for as long as 6
months.

Parent education must begin by teaching parenting skills to
schoolage boys and girls if we are. to promote the involvement of
_fathers with children over the long term. Several schools now offer
this curriculum and scheduled witnesses from the Bank Street
project will describe this in more detail later in the morning. The
workplace represents an equally important site to reach men with
prep,arenting classes.

The high levels of father involvement with infants that we have
seen on film in the first few months arid years of life do not cur-
rently appear to ix. sustained. While systematic data are not avail-
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able, fathers are rarely seen in preschool or school settings; and we
must. be concerned that they are less available to their children at
home during this period as

We need riew research to understand whether and why hither in-
volvement diminishes rapidly after children reach age 2. and we
need to find ways to sustain paternal involvement and build on the
hope and optimism of the perinatal period that we saw earlier.

More outreach by the staff of schools is likely to be helpful, as
are changes in emplo3linent policies and greater availability of edu-
.cational programs for fathers as well as mothers.

Finally, since stressful events are *fairly common &end a typical
paternal response to stress is an emotional withdrawal from chil-
dren, we need to change reimbursement incentives so that fathers
can more' readily svek counseling services to cope with these
st re&ses.

In conclusion, even when our social policies and programs gatis
Iactorily reflect an appreciation and greater knowledge of the
father-infant relationship, men will still have to make trsonal
choices regarding fatherhood. Our goals should be to make it easier
for men to remain involved with their children. Any efforts to
change policy toward fathers should aim to increase the options
available to fathers as well as mothers rather than promoting al-
ternative constraints. At the same time, shifts in parental re-
sponses to this period of stressful transition fur the American
family should remain sem.;itive_to the implications Pr children and
their needs.

Ideally, our social policies should help families to continue to
seek and to find an optimal balance between the responsibility and
rewards of both work and parenthood.

(Prepared statement of Michael W. Yognom, M.D., follows:I
PitErmals SMTENEN-r LW W Yot:MAN, Asseichers: DivisioN('Hill, HOSPITAL, DEPARTMENT PEDIATIaCti. IIARVARLI

MEDICAL Sl'HOOL, tioroN,

Ten years after extensive scientific study of the father-infunt relationship. it isuseful to reflect on the significance 01 this research wish regard to what we have
learned about futherti and children. what we still need to know, and what the policy
implications um fur this committee and furrAber public and private leadero.

I will address and later elaborate upon, iiiiffirincipal point:;:
1. Fathers. inertising their involvetnent in family life perhaps across all sub-cultures and social classes. These are long-term trends, likely to.continue.
2. Fathcni can and du form significant and meaningful relationships with their

infants right from birth. Fathers sttirt out as quite similar to mothers in their corn
tieterice and capability to interact with young infants Their sensitivity to the baby's
behaviur and rhythms is almost identical to that of motheu A meaningful relation-
ship between a father and his infant requires psychological availability w, well af,
physical availability: Neither alone will suffice

3. Fathers are more likely to be their infant's play partner and have a qualitative
ly distinct style of play that is more stimulating and Brous. g than play among
mothers and Infants.

9 Father's actual ongoing involvement with his child las applii41.d to ins capability
for inviilvemnti it. influenced by farces within the farnil', (mother's wishes, marital
quality) and by forces outside the family, such a stress from illnms or job loss or
conflicts between employment demands and family involvement Fathers express
considerable dissictisifactien with the limited time /Wadable far family life

5. Involvement of fathers during the perinatal period is at a very high level, cur
really approaching WO per-vent across SoCial ClasSeS and sub-cultures. This repr
seine a dramatic. change from ten years ago. Minimal brief, inexpensive interven-

4 . wir
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tiona invalvine pare mparental modeling toad 11 Ci4tani have a dreamt w effect on prolong
ing paternal involvement

41. rather participation in programs (shools' and involvement with older children
billrla to diminish rapidly alter infancy. While a better andemtanding of this phen-
onmenon is needed. conflicts between employment policies and family schedules and
the lack of meaningful outreach programs fur fathers of school-age children are
likely xaloriatione. Areas where policy interventions could be effective in sustain
ing greater father involvement in finr.ily life include courses in parenting, child cart-
and child development rie.vici,s fur school-age children of both aexes. change...) in ern
ployment policies such us limited paid parental leave programs better outreach to
fathers by sehtxds, and changes in health insurance plan reimbursement incentives
so that counseling and human service COMUltatIOM Ifor both paretasi are reim-
bursed on an equal basis with medical 'technical daignoatic procedure?,

I SIII'll.W1:1:11,11Al I'HANC.F.S AND FAHF:Ii. lavoeviabaaNT

The American family If in a time of transition and stress Parnta un- now more
violated from extended family members; they move more otter and have fewer long-
term friends and neighbors As o result. parents need more support from within the
family and troop the public and private sector Members of this Cammittee have
struggled hard ,in the het few years to protect many of the current private and
public prugrums which provide critical support to families

Within the family, (Inbar is the most readily available iource of support in help-
ing to raise children Sociocultural changes in Western societies provide the back-
ground for understanding why fathers art- becoming more involved with their in-
fants. The masaive entry of women into the labor force has hiusederl many of the old
sex-role stereotypes for men and women and now permits wider variations in the
behavior and rules of Oa, parents with then infanta In a 197t4 survey, 44
percent a women beivisk ages of la. 34 with children under the age of 3 were
employed 111 Fur-then-Ian s workforce participation represents economic ne-
cessity rather than care.. is cement or feminist ideology. in families where
women work full tune they mtribu 4(1 percesa:Artamily int-omen

That men are more act, l pick]; up the skids in family life attributable to the
atatence of working women 04 a reality. but men are also seeking increased emotion-
al closeness with their infants as part of a men's movement toward fuller person
hood and as a reaction against the alieaation and burnout of the purely instrumen-
tal rule of family Frovider While some of the *Publicity about greater paternal in-
volvement with infants may lflect social acceptability, a 1979 U.S national survey
of father participation in handy work does suggest a real increase over the period
19601970.131 Between 1975 and i9t41, men's; participation in family work has contin-
ued to increase at the same rate so that these changes are riot transient but rather
lung-term trends and likely to continue. They are occurring across social clans and
sub-cultural groups. The net effect is that children today receive more of their fa-
ther's time than in our recent past

II. OF FAIIEkli AND INFANTS

While older theories oltchild development suggvat that parenting lie predominant-
ly instinctual. biologically determined, and exclusively maternal, a careful look at
scientific studies conducted in the last ten years does not support such a view of
paternal incompetence with young infants The evidence suggests emit biological
constraints are much leas significant determinants of mule care of infanta than eco-
logical influences such art the modal social structure -

Within contemporary Western soeiety, the evidence that fathers and infants can
develop a meaningful relationship right from birth is impressive. Furthermore, the
similarities between the psychological experience of pregnancy and infant care for
mothers and fathers are striking, even including the pretence of psychosomatic
symptoms in men diming pregnancy such ate nausea, vomiting, abdominal pain and

ibackache.During the' mate.) period, fathers; are now almost routinely present
during labor and delive In fact, husband support during this period lessens mi.,
ternal distress, 'shortcutt labor and may even improve pregnancy auta:omes.141

Since 1974, logether'with colleagues) at Boston's Children's Hospital, 1 have stud-
ied the social nava:titian of fathers with their infants of two weeks to six months of
age.(51 These studies have shown that fathers start out as competent and capable of
skilled and sensitive social interaction with young infants. Fathers could be just as
sensitive to their baby's behavior and rhythms of arousal as mothers and the in-
fants clearly delight in this play willi both parents iratherinfant film here-161
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rally interactiens turn the ['arab for older infant and toddlers to display
ea _silent attachnienta to fathers lei well motheracij

tfitile similarities exist in parental competence between father-infant and
motherinfant relationships. there is evidence to suggest that the relationships are
complementary and not redunclant..181 and that in times of stress the titther-infat
relationship may even compeneate for an inadequate nuitherinfard relationship anti
vice - versa.

I. Father-infant play
itegardhais of the amount of time fathers spend with their infanta, they are mere

likely to be the infant's play partner than the mother and father's play tends to be
more stimulating, physical, vigorous. roughond-mble, and arousing for the
infant4111 These findings are surprisingly robust in r V similar findings have been
replicated with different age infants in different sit IttIerlf4101 and persist even in
studies of primary caregiver fathers in the U.S411, e. fr,:ed in studies of non-tradi-
tional fathers taking advantage of paternity leave in '-lysien.(121 It is interesting to
speculate that these play differences may become less ...ed to gender as socialization
of young children changes. It is important to note that the performance of cartgiv-
ing bias teems more madifiable and more closely related to role rather than to

render.
Nevertheleisa thew differences in play suggest that fathers seem more

likely to develop a heightened, arousing and pl vful relationship with their in-
fant/45J and to provide a more novel and complex e irontrient.(14)

ter I NIPLUENCII3 ON PATERNAL INVO PM ENT

hi spite of recent changes. (others spend much less time with their children than
mothers do. JAven so, surveys in the 11S. indicate that at least 25-50 percent of fa-
them are involved in some caretaking responsibilities.113]

Father's participation in family life can vary from total physical absence due to
death or desertion; to psychological unavailability as might occur if a father was
depressed after loss of a job, to physical and emotional availability which represents
the only unequivocally positive paternal for parental' contribution to an infant or
child's life.

Father's actual ongoing involvement with his child is influenced by forces within
the family and by those external to the family. Probably the single moist important
influence on father involvement is the mother b wishes, The mother seems to func-
tion much as a "gatekeeper- regulating the father's involvement with the infant.
The mother continues to Influence a father's relationship with his infant even when
he is not home since mother conveys a representation of father in his absent:m.1151
When a mother first returns to work full-time, a transitional period occurs; during
which she actually spends more time with the infant in the evening which is etztici-
ated with lowerlevels of father-infant interaction.I161

The quality of the marital relationship is another intra-familial influence on pa-
ternal iriolverrwnt. Fathers (as well us mothers, have better relationships with
their infants where marriages are free of conflict Conversely, in marriages filled
with conflict, apparel+ may attempt to undermine the partner's, parenting role.

Forces outside the family -also have a major impact on fattier involve?kent.
events such as maternal ilinessa Cesarean section birth or the premature birth

cif an infant may act to increase paternal involvement as a family co P ig mecha-
nism to support the mother. In the case of prematurity. enhTinced potern ml involve-
ment may actually be beneficial to the infant's developmental outcome.(161 Con-
versely, paternal job loss with accompanying depression or even job insecurity is
likely to diminish the psychological if not physical availability of the father to the
child. Paternal joh)insecurity has been associated with increased illness err chit-
dren.(171

Employment policies and work schedules probably have the most powerful influ-
ence of all on father's role with children and youth and the influence is not a sup-
portive one. In a recent pilot interview study of fathers I conducted during the per.
&natal period, fathers, expressed considerable dissatisfaction with employee policies
concerning childbirth leave or er,en sick days during childbirth. One father stated
that he "had used his sick time and was not eligible for vacation.- Another father
who had used his sick time maaaged to pay a friend to work for him, such is the
motivation cif men to be with their families during this time. Even limited, psi
short-term parental leave for father/1ln] is terribly important to these men. Allots
ing both parents to take sick days wfwn children are ill lin addition to when they
themselves are ill, is another example of a simple change in employment policy that
is highl3v4upportive of fathers, mothers and children Employers such as AT&T are
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alleady aware tht unmet family concerns may decrease employee pruductivity)1O1
and thisi mavproside the best incentive for change.

An increeisingly common response by families to work/family conflict is the grow -
ing pattern of work in which two parents work different shifts,. In ten percent
of U.S. families, parents' work schedules do not overlap.120) Serious questime, must
be raised about -the impact of this sociul experiment on children what percent of
theae children are unsupervised by adults and do hey contribute to the alarmmo
statistic released by this committee's counterpart Orisi.bastleriate that 1 million chil-
dren under age are unaupervised much of the day. By contrast, a recent study of
flexible work schedules supersts that this encourages father. to increase their in-
volvenient in childcars1211

IV PATEIrtNAL INFLUENelsS ON CH DEVIr:1.01$1.1ENT

The influence of the !Other-infant relationship on Liter coaitive, sticial and emo-
tional development of the infant has not beets well-studied. The influence of the
hither-infiint relationship on the infant during these curly months is sum/silted by
there port that, at leuat for maks. incri used father involvement at home is associat-
ed with greater infant social responsiveness at five months of age during a develop-
mental test.12.21 Infants whose fathers participate highly in caregiving cry less after
aeparation from parents and when left with a stranger than infants whose fathers
five less involved.1131 In our own longitudinul study of healthy fullterm infanta in
Boston, paternal involvement defined by the sum of measures of prenatal and peri-
natal involvement and caregiving vna correlated tr .391 with infant developmental
Scores-at 9 months Ipayley. MDI). A simple measure of the involvement of young
fathers living in Dublia, Irelund also correlate with 12 month cognitive scores and.
when combined with meaauras of parental social class, neonatal behavior and ma-
ternul socialization goals in `a multiple- regression analysis, 1i7 percent of the vari-
ance in cognitive scores at 12 months was accounted for.12:11 Concurrent predictions
of infant developmental scores at and 22 months were related to the father's posi-
tive perception]; of the child and his ability top:zip**. the child in play-asid to antici-
pate independence on the part of the child. Predictions of concurrent sociaLcompe-
fence were related to the father's verbal and playful behavior and fur girls. his ex-
pectations of independence110) Buys in particular'laisge been found to be more au-
tonomous when both parents are WI rm and affect ionate.124)

Most attempts to assess the imp .ct of the hither-infant relationship on later de-
velopment have looked at father-absent families and the relationship to sex rule
identification. fiather-absence, particularly prior to age five125) has been shown to
influence masculine sex role adoption and cognitive style among boyn126 27. 214, 291
and heterosexual roles among girls.(301 However, these studies have been criticized
for confounding both the UhldeglAng rem:on for the father's alk.ence and its effect on
the mot her.131)

V. INTCHVENTIONti EATHEN INVoLVEIVIENT WITH HILDMEN

If even limited research suggests that father involvement is beneficial for children
and youth, it seems wise- to support controbing involvement. In fathers as well as
mothers, the birth of an infant captivates them with a sense of excitement. hope,
and a tremendous opportunity for renewal via a new generation. It not surprising
that dramatic changes in father involvement have occurred during this perinatal
period. In 1972, only 27 percent of American hospitals allowed fathers to be present
during birth. By 19R11, the figure had risen to 140 percent and it currently approaches
109 percent foralloiocial classes and all subcultures. We should be aware that hospi-

t' tal policies changed primarily as a result of economic incentives w,itti a falling birth
rate hospitals were competing for business and strove to offer more attractive 'wry-
ices to families. Men are increasingly participating in prenatal classes and in post-

rpartum classes and caregiving demonstrations.
Inexpensive, simple interventions during this time have surprisingly longlusting

effects on sustaining father involvement. Postpartum support groups have docu-
mented father's unmet needs for discussing their concerns and fears without being
labeled aberrant. Several educational programs have shown that brief interventions
with fathers in the perinatal period could influence their attitudes. caregiving skills,
and knowledge of infant...capabilities for as long as three months.(321 In Sweden, fa-
thers who received simple instructions on bathing, changing, and feeding in the per-
inatal period were found to have higher degrees of infant caretaking activity as re-
corded on a rfiaternal questionnaire six weeks after discharge.133) Demonstrations of
the Brazelton Newborn Behavioral Assessment (hiking 20 minutest to fathers in the
newborn period has been shown to influence paternal involvement for as long as fi
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months.134, 35) Simple intervention with fathers of older children (instructing them
to play with their 12-month-old sons 50 minutes a days were also effective. One
del nth later, infante in the intervention group showed greater degrees of closeness
with their fat hers during free pluy136]

Parent education must begin with school age children !flee are to promote' the
involvement of fathers with children over the long term. In a few rare instanceswhich will be died in MOM detail by The Fatherhood Project' Staff, programs
exist in which 7 'year old boys are taught to take can' of babies as part of a school
curriculum. Adolescents need educational programe in high schools that provide in-
formation about parenting and child development. The workplace can /deo be a very
ire at site in efforts to reuchlhen with preparentiag classes.

e high levels of father involvement with infants in the first few mon'hs and
years of life do nut currently appear to be sustained. While systematic data are nut
available. fathers are rarely seen in preschool or school settings and we must be
concerned that they are lees available to their children at home during this period
as well. We need new research to understand why father involvement diminishes
rapidly caer children reach age 2 and we need to End ways to sustain paternal in-
volvement and build on the hope and optimism of the perinatal period. More out-
reach by stall of schools is likely to be helpful as are changes in employment poli-
cies, and greater availability of educational programs for futheire as well as mothers.
Finally, ranee stressful events ure fairly common and a typical paternal response to
stre:ai is an emotional withdrawal from children,1371 we need to change reimburee-
merit ince 'ves so that fathers can more readily seek counseling services to copewith th stresses.

In a elusion, even when our social policies and programs satisfactorily reflect ap-
Lan and greater knowledge of the father-infant relationship. men will still

aye to make personal choices regarding fatherhood. Our goal should be to make it
easier for men to remain involved with their children. Any efforts to change policy
toward fathers should aim to increase the options available to father as well as
mothers rather than promoting alternative constraints. At the feline time, parental
responses to this period of stressful transition for the Ai erican family, should
remain sensitive to the implications for children and their needs. Families will con-
tinue to seek and, it is hoped, to find an optimal balance between the responsibil-
ities and rewards of both work and parenthood. Ideally, an individual's need to
achieve economic security and adult fulfillment should not compromise his or her
opportunity to experience the emotiorysleiend creative joys that Maw from intimate
participation in the growth of a child.
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Mrs. ScHaornEa. Thank you very much, Doctor. It was very illu-
minating. And now I think we will move to Dr. Wilson.

We welcome you, and we are delighted to hear what you have to
say.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM P. WILSON, M.D., PROFESSOR OF PSY.
CHIATRY, DUKE UNIVERSITY MEITICAL CENTER, DURHAM, N.C.

Dr. WILSON. Madam Chairperson and members of the committee.
I come speaking from a point of view which has to do with the de-
velopment of mental disease in patients from broken homes, the
role of family structure and particularly the role of the father in
the development of that mental disease.

As you know, it is estimated that 40 percent of children born in
America today will 'grow up in a broken home. In 1974 only 14 per-
cent of children could anticipate this fate. At that time 18 million
children experienced a disruption of parental relationship. Since 85
percent of the parents remarried, and of these 40 percent divorced
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a second time, a huge percentage of children could expect to experi-
ence the trauma of a broken home more than twice.

These children are at risk psychiatrically. The risks are as fol-lows: First, the child may become psychiat? 'ally disturbed; second,
that they may turn away from marriage as a satisfactory mode of
human relationships; and third, the children of divorced an develop
psychiatric disorders in later adtat life that have as their origin the
broken home which is at the least a contributing factor.

These risks arise because of the stresses that arise in the predi-
vorce period. Conflicted marriages make for conflicted children.
Emotional divorce breeds affectionless children, skewed marriageslead to dominant or dependent children, and neurotic marriages
may load the child with feelings that contribute to the develop-
ment of problems in later life.

Divorce when it occurs results in grief associated with shame and
anger. These emotional burdens arise as a result of a number of
problems. During the last few years I have seen and investigated
about 1,400 broken marriages, and one of the great problems is eco-
nomic. The mother is suddenly thrust into the work forte with in-
adequate training. Many times the fathers refuse to support the,
mother or harasses the mother in an effort to avoid any economic
responsibility. It is a chronic problem at all socioeconomic levels
from class 1 through class 5.

There also are other emotional problems that the child feels.Only a day or two ago a young man described his feeling as his
mother deserted his father. He stood on the lawn at age 12 with
tears streaming down his face begging hi mother to dime back.You hear the same stories from young adults whose fathers have

s deserted with the same emotional response
They feel horribly rejected, and this often influences their later

life relationships with other people, particularly persons of the
same sex. Many of them have a fear of the future. They feel de seet-
ed and hopeless. They also have unrealized expectations and hopesthat are dashed, particularly if there are numerous separations
before the divorce and the leaving finally takes place.

They have feelings of emptiness and loneliness because their
mother is often harassed as well as required to support the family.
She's not available, the father is not available, so that the children
feel that no one really cares about them. They will describe over
and again to you the terrible feelings of loneliness that they have.

Many of them are angry. They are angry that their father was
not available, that he had deserted and left. And since most of the
time it is the father who deserts and leaves, it's quite clear ,that
Is Ali female children as well as male children deveiod very nega-
tive attitudes toward 'men in their subsequent relationships t:'
them.

After divorce, as I've already pointed out, that there is an unre-
solved grief. It's as if the parent has died, and yet has not died.
They are still available and have a very profound effect on their
lives. Still, they are not able to grieve and detach themselves emo-
tionally from the father, who many times has little or no interest
in them.

Now, after children of divorce marry many problems arise in role
modeling. Young men often have problems because the mother
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projects a variety of role models. Sometimes she has ttirned her son
into a substitute husband. Other times she tak tvi out all of her hos-
tility and anger on him and attributes to him the same problems
that his father had, the same personality patterns. It he tries to
live up to her expectations he finds that it is beyond his capacity.
Children of divorce also have poor impulse control.

Many mothers feel incapable of administering firm discipline. If
heyou have a 6 foot 2 son and the mother is 5 foot 4, it is difficult for

r to discipline that child and deal with him in a way that is ef-
fective.

Since the behavior of parents before, during, and after divorce
most often reflects a disparate value system, the child also grows
up With Poorly defined values.

In the past rur interest has been in comparing the homelife of
normal people with people with mental proble&s. We -came to the
conclusion that normal people come from homes where there is a
stable, harmonious marriage of the parents, where there is love
and order in the home, where there is administration of consistent
and just discipline, where roles are well defined, and where the
presentation of a traditional value system is presented, and where
there is a philosophy to live by, this gives some structure to theii-
thinking and to their lives.

The studies of people like Grinker, Valliant and ourselves have
clearly demonstrated the influence of these particular basic princi-

*pies of home life.
In contrast, the observations of Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck or

people who have been delinquenthave clearly demonstrated that
you can grow up in the ghetto, and if you have a well-structured
home life, your chalices of being a normal person and being out of
that ghetto in a few yearsis extremely high. Whereas if you grow
up in a broken home with an harassed mother where value sys-
tems are poorly presented and where discipline is often harsh and
unjust and inconsistent, you will grow up to be delinquent. At the
end of 20 years' followup, you will still be delinquent and still
living in the ghetto.

The same thing can be said to be true about heroin addicts and
alcoholics. In our study of over 450 alcoholics and 80 heroin ad-
dictswe found that the absent father is a very common phenome-
non. As a matter of fact, it is the rule rather than the exception.
He is in the homb on rare occasions or has deserted. The child
grows up in a world without a father.

We find also that there is enormous distortion in the structure of
the homes of manic depressive patients and scNzophrenic patients.
There father operates in roles which are grossly distorted. Many
times they are emotionally absent.

In a different version, Frances Welsing had emphasized that the
biggest problem facing blaCks in America today is the absence of
the father from the home and the role reversals found in the black
family. Her observations now are beginning to apply equally to all
families, whether they are black or white or other racial origins.

It is quite clear that we do have to have family life which is well
structured, which is harmonious, and which is likely to produce
good citizens. Plato made that observation in his Republic, 2,000
years ago; and if you go back to some of the early Egyptian writ,
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ings, the same thing was true. If you expect t9 have a society that
is stable, you have to have stable homes in that society. And the
at!ilitity or the ease with which fathers may desert all of their re-
speasibilities in our society today is going to be deleterious in the
long run. We will have a generation or two of very disturbed
people.

Finally I w' uld add that we also haVe looked at the family struc-
tu;-e of abused children who have grown up. Most of these children
are now what we call borderline personality disorders. They too
often have a father who is in and out of the home or is not avail-
able on a consistent basis.

Now, just to summarize what I had to say, and I did not prepare
any long statements because I think the data and the literature
speaks for itself. The absence of the father from the home has the
following effects on a growing child.

After the second year of life it profoundly distorts the:develop-
ment of normal role assumption. A person really does not come to
know who he is within his own sex. Second, it is a primary cause of
low self-esteem. Unfortunately, my reference to this was left out of
the bibliography attached, but it is to Coopersmith who has a book
on the subject. His work and the work of Rosenberg has shownthat the father's presence in the home is an absolute necessity for
the development of good self-esteem in males. Our own studies
have demonstrated quite clearly that it is also necessary for the
mother to be in the home for a for a female to develop good self-
esteem.

Third, it creates a model of separatio and/or di.:orce for the
management of marital conflict in their n lives as they become\ adults.

Fourfh,. it also distorts values development so that the child has
a tendency to adopt peer values rather than the conventional,values of the parent with whom they continue to live. We find this
very frequently among heroin addicts and alcoholics.

One of the important things that I think has to be faced in this
whole issue is the child's need. Julian Marias, a Spanish philoso-
pher who wrote a book called "Metaphysical Anthropology," has
pointed out that all children have radical needs for a variety of
people in their lives.

They first of all have a radical need for their parent and for
pair-ents, not just a parent. And as they grow, these parents are
installed in them so that they become part of the child, and as the
child grows up and begins the separation and individuation of their
lives, having had parents and will determine what kind of person-ality structure they are going to have when they reach maturity.

[Prepared statement of William P. Wilson, M.D., follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT or WILLIAM P. WILSON. M 11. PROFESSOR Or PRYCIIIATRY, Dust

UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER, I./MIRAN/1.

It is estimated that forty percent of the children born in America today will grow
up in a broken banns. In 1974 only fourteen percent of children could anticipate thisfate. At that time eighteen million children experienced the disruption of parental
relationship. Since eighty five percent of the parents remarried and of these forty
percent divorced a second time, a large percentage of children could expect to expe-riencet the trauma more than twice since eighty percent of third manitwes end in
divorce. These children are at risk psychiatrically The risks are as follows:
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1. The child may become psychiatrically disturbed as Li child
2. The child will turn away from marriage cap a iattisfatiory mode of hunum eels

tioliehin.
3. The'children of divori:e can develop psychiatric disorders in adult life
These risks arise because of the stressea that arise in the prdivorce period. Con-

flicted marritiew make for conflicted childnai, emotional diVInte breeds affection-
lee; children. skewed marriages lead to dominant ur dependent children, and neu-
rotic marriages may loud the child with feelings: that contribute to the development
of problems in later life.'

Divorce, when it occurs, results in grief ziasuiated with shame and anger, these
are rarely resolved.

After divorce there is fear. anger, and sorrow (unresolved grieW As 'met children
remain with their mother, there are a variety of problems that muy arise us. a result
of inadequate role modeling. Among these the most handicapping is dig projection
of role models on bone. In both see problems in separationindividuation occur so
that children of divorce are often quite immature. Since many mothers feel invitee
ble of administering firm discipline, the developing child may develop poor impulse
control. Since the behavior of parents before, during, and after divorce most often
regects disparate value systems, the child may grow up withal poorly defined value
system.

The study of normal individuals reveals that there arc five factors that influence
the development of a normal personality in children. .

1. A stable, harmonious marriage of the parents.
. Love and order in the home.

:I. The administration of consistant, just discipline
4. The presentation of a traditional value system.
fi. The presentation of a philosophy to live by.
The !audio; of (1rinker,4 Vailliant," and Wilson 4 41 C 7 have clearly demonstrated

their influence.
In contrast the observations of Sheldon and Eleanor filueck." on juvenile delin-

quents and normal controls. Wilson on heroin addicts, alcoholics, munic-depnesiye
and schizophrenic patients, as well as borderline personalities with normal contralti, .

have clearly deaamstrated that patients with psychiatric disease come from homy,:.
where the bask principles necessary fur the development urourmal persona do
not structure family life. a

retakes Welsing ° has emphasized that the biggest problem facing blacks in
Ann rican today is the since of the father from the home and the role reversals
found in the black family. Her ober:Notion now applies equally to all furnilie4

The.absene! of the 'father frum the home has the following effects on a growing
child:

1. After the second year of life, it profilundly distorts the development of normal
rule usaumption.

2. It is a primary cause of low self-esteem
a. It creates a model of separation and or divorce for the management of marital

conflict in their own lives.
4. It may so distort value development that the child adopts peer values rather

than the conventional values of the parent with whom they continue `to live
5. It creates+ a per:middy substrate 'hut can contribute to f he development of

other psychopathology such as delinquency, alcoholism. drug addiction. and neurosis
in adult life.

.
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Mrs. SCHROEDER. Dr. Wilson, we have u slight problem since thatthat is our second bell. We are going to have to recess for a fewminutes to go vote.
What we are going to have to do because the time crunch andbecause General Wickham has a time problem; too, is to have Gen-eral Wickham and Shauna. Whitworth on the next- panel. If youtwo could, wait, we would like to ask you questions with the thirdpanel if that would be all right.
So when we come back, we could start with Getieral Wickhamand Shauna Whitworth. We hope you can stand by. We will beright back as soon as we vote. .

'Recess.)
Mrs. SCHROEDER. General, we want to thank you for being here. I

apologize for the time difficulties around here. If we could only con-trol our we could have a more sane life. You know how thatgoes because you are an old hand around this place.We are very, very honored that you would be !.ere, and we arevery moved by the kind of work that you are doing. We look for-ward to your testimony.
If you do not mind, we would like for you to proceed, and ttrnwe will move to the next witness on the panel.
Thank you for being here, and the floor is yours.

STA7EMENT OF GEN. JOHN A. WI('KHAM. JR.. CHIEF OF STAFF,U.S. ARMY. WASHINGTON, D.C., ACCOMPANIED BY MAJ. GEN.JOHN H. MITCHELL, DIRECTOR, HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOP-
MENT, DEPARTMENT OF' THE ARMY ,

General WICKHAM. Congresswoman Schroeder, thank you verymuch for the opportunity to appear before this congressional sub-committee and the members here.
I would like to introduce the staff assistants that have muchmore detailed knowledge than I do--Major General Mitchell fromthe Army staff and Ms. Whitwort/Lfrom the Military Family Re-source Center.
What I would like to do, ma'am, would lve to put my formalstatement it the record and to give you a overview of it.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Without objection, that will be wonderful.General WICIIHAM. So that you will have a feel tor the nature of

my commitment to this important work that your committee is un-dertaking here I would like to ',mention a recen' operation.The operation in Grenada brings into sharp focus the importanceof family action efforts. Young soldiers who were quickly Aitkenfrom their military camps and moved to a hostile environment,
young soldiers that performed superbly, very professionally, over-came difficult resistance. they freed Americans and they estab-lished law a/id order in an anarchic situation.

But thfte young` `soldiers, probably the best that I have seen inalmost 34 years orgervice, are better because they arc supported by
an institutional structure that takes care of families, because theArmy is people, and people come from families, and the strongerthe family structureI realize I sin preaching to the choirthestronger the family structure, the better the soldier, the moreready he will be, the more committed and forward looking he will
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be, 'rather than looking over his shotilder and being concerned
about the problems behind him.

And so inevitably, as the Army seeks to perform its mission with
2eady forces, which is oar obligation to the American people, we
eed to be committed to the extent resotIrccs alloW to taking care

of families, because the two are inextricakily related.
Someone said a few years ago that we enlist soldiers, but we

retain families; and I think that is an apt description of the' need N.

for doing better.
Now, as you may know, the Army is about 50 percent married.

For 20 percent of these wives, English is a second langitage. Most
of these wives are very young. The families have very small chil-
dren. Many 9f the wives do not drive. Many of them live in trailer
courts, in-the United States, and for them an architecture of sup-
porthich reaches out and britigs them into connection with the
facilities that are available on the post, that brings them religious
values into their life if' they need that, that brings counseling, if
they needAthat, for family circumstances, all of this is valuable.
And that,ln 'part. is what we have tried to do in 'de,elopitig our
whole approach Coward dealing with families.

Let me touch very briefly on several themes that wt lirt. commit-
ted to. There are three of them. I have touched on them in greater
detail in my formal statempnt.

One of them deals with partnership, another with wellness, and
a third with a sense of community. Just a word or Aso about each.

Partnership: What we are trying to do is to involve the family
members more in the activities, administrative activities go on
on our installations. Family members are invited to sit on selection
boards that review the design and construction of pfojects for
family quarters. They are involved in the councils that deal with
past exchanges and commissaries so that they can say we need to
get these kinds of baby foods, we need to get foods that have less
salt in them, et cetera. So they are deeply involved.

Special problems are posed by constant relocation of our forces.
We are tryi4 to work arrangements so that wives that workand
most of the4 young wives do work, either fidl time or part time
to find jelevane employment for them on their new installations.
Sc, that as the husband,'or in the case of a female member of the
service, the spouse, moves to the new duty location, and was work-
ing, then we would try to help them find work related to their spe-
ciality.

I might say as an offshoot here, Mrs. Schroeder, that we appreci-
ate the initiative that you have taken in arranging through the
Congress here support for dependent student tra reel overseas; 43
percent of the Army is deployed overseas, and the turbulence that
comes from that and the expense that comes from that contributes
to serious problems in retainability and serious morale problems in
the families.

I saw that for 3 years in Korea. If you had a child in college in
the United States, it cost $1,000 to bring that child to Korea be-
cause space-available airlift, in most instances. is not available. But
your initiative here and the Congress initiative to fund 'dependent
travel, if they are in school, will have a resounding impact on the
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morale of oi_r fainiliea, our people, see the Congress as being genu-inely interested.
The second broad scene that we aee committed to is one of well-

ness. Part of out effor't there involves a family advocacy programwhere we are working on problems of apousc and child abuse
through detection, prevention, and better education.

Another one is our efforts to deal with drug and alcohol abuse,
not only with the service member but also with the family and theyouths in that family. I am deeply committed to dealing authorita-
tively and helpfully with problems of drug and alcohol abuse in the
Army. I believe that they have no place among our uniformed
people. And to the extent we can contribute to reducing abuse in
the families, we are all better off for it.

A third area of wellness is in the exceptional family member pro-
gram where we try to identify and treat handicapped family mem-bers so that they, as they move, their husband or sponsor moves toa new location, that the exceptional child would find adequatemedical facilities or adequate educational facilities to deal with
their special situation.

I might add here also as an offshoot that the symbolic actions
taken by the Congress are very important. We are trying, as you
see, with wellness to create an uplifting medical and psychological
environment for our families and our soldiers, and that does in-
volve medical care. But when the Congress undertakes an initiativesuch us the one that was proposed of a $10 service fee every time
you go to the hospital, many of our young soldiers are close to the
margin in terms of their economic situation, that kind of $10 feewould drive them away from the hospital. It is not a lot of money,
but the symbolic effect of it flies in the face of what we are trying
to do. And so I applaud the fact that that has been withdrawn as
an initiative this session, and I would hope that the efforts of your
committee would seek to educate others about trying to be consist-
ent, in support of our initiatives.

The third one is in the sense of community. Volunteer programs
''dearly are very important throughout the /United States in our
social fabric, and they are no less important in the Army. We try
to foster a sense a community, encourage the commitment of vol-
unteers to broaden our base of resour7es.

Unit-family-support networks are another important aspect ofthe sense of community. I went down, as an illustration of this, to
Fort Stewart, Ga., the night that our Rangers returned from Gre-
nada. This was midnight. I was stunned, as was my wife, to see the
outpouring of thanks from about.1.000 memberS of that post, fami-
lies that were there, families other than the Ranger families, obvi-
ously, a network of support. Many of the wives had slumber parties
in other homes so that they would have an institutional support
structure while their husbands were away and they did not know
where they were.

So it was family support in being that I saw and my wife saw
there, so it does work. And that is part of the kind of networking
that we are encouraging.

We also have embarked on a program at our senior service
schools. We appoint a young officer to be a battalion commander or
a brigade commander. He goes to school, the school system there,
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for several weeks to learn about his job, and his wife also goes to
learn about. the social programs that we are trying to encourage so
that she is as much educated on that side us' he.

And. incidentally. I go to talk to all of those courses, as does my
wife who has been strongly involved in this whole activity for all of
my career.

In each of these themes, our commanders and their wives are in-
volved actively. Programs are in motion and they are functioning,
and they have my full support and that of the Secretary of the
Army.

As you may know, this year we have put in a white paper
spells out the relationship between the Army and the Army
in terms of partnership, wellness, and the sense of community 1...ta.
I have just outlined. We are now actively at work on an Army
family action plan that translates this relationship into more than
just rhetoric and words. We are making every effort to insure that
we place our resources where they will do the most good, even
though those resources may he limited.

To close, I will touch on what I mentioned at the beginning: that
the operation in Grenada underscores the need for a well-grounded
family-support program to make our soldiers, who are the best we
have ever had in this Nation that I have seen, to make thaw sol-
diers as ready us we possibly can make them.

I am convinced that we are moving in the right direction. I am"
deeply appreciative of efforts by Members in this Congrew and par-
ticularly members in this committee here for their deep commit-
ment and support of what we are trying to. do.

Thank you so much for the opportunity to come here and share
some of the thoughts that we are committed to in the Army.

(Prepared statement of Gen. John' A. Wickham and a 1!Ki white
paper entitled "The Army Family" follow:1

PINKFAIMAI S4ATEMLNI UP' CFA A WICKHAM. Js . OHIO' STAVV, 11 S ARMY

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before this committee and speak with you
about the importance of Army families.

The current operation in Granada provided a specific example of the points I
would like' to emphasize today Our soldiers there, by MI accounts. conducted cc very
professional operation. Quality persontwl and good creiuipinent combined with de.
mantling training all iontributed to their success A let acclaimed, but dually im-
portant part of their succesa was the role of the Army family. Our soldiers in (rena-
da were confident the Array was concerned about their families and their families
would receive as.liatance if needed. At the' aurae' time the families mobilived to New-
port the military operation and themselves. For instance, homily members within
the 112d Airborne 1)ivisitui nwratcd Family Support Gre.tupt, to provide an informa-
tion and an aMilitiince network which reduced demon& on the deploying forces
Further. they assisted by packing health and comfort item fur shipment to Grena-
da For the first time family inembera were part of 11w teurns that mformed
of casualties and provided a nuppurt system fur the affected family members.

All this did not just happen It woe: the' result of ongoing fforie by the chain-el-
command and family sliembena, and underlin!, the tinportunce of commitment in
the, readinew; equation

Today's Army centers around remandmentcommitment by our leadership to
fully develop the potential of each and every soldier In morn, the inditido:11 sol-
dier must be (mostly committed to he ready to deploy send fight when needed. In
toduy's Army. where over till percent of our floret' 16 married, the soldiers knowledge
that the Army cares about their families is vital Soldiers ane their families gain
through the Army institution a sense of common identity---a partnership and com-
mitment to the overall nucL,Aon and heceptance of the toireLitrictd coutract.

2.') BEST COPY
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Total individual commitment through taiteilaction of the soldiers needs tram %ties
into readiness of the Total Army We recruit soldiers but we retain lanithes

The Army hus rev-own:PA the part the Lamely plays in this relationship Mr ninnyyears. Establishment of the Army Emergency Relief during World War II and the
Army Community Services during the Dominican Republic and Vietnam Erii are examphi of earlier attempts, albeit reactive. to support families during. wartime
Recent initiatives have been robe:- pioactive and have litcused on providing our sol-
diera: lumilies the &time rituality of life as those they are committed to defend Car-
nada. while involving only a small portion of our Army. shows olearly we :ire on therigtht track

'Mere have been many ontiatives aimed at assisting our families Three themes
emerge. partnersOlip. wellness. and sense of community. I would like It lir-telly de
scribe inttuitives that support oitch of the themes

PARTNER:411P

First of all in the 'writ of partnership is the Mayoral system Military family
members are elected by community retodents to repre'se'nt the neighborh(sid in com-munity mutters

Secondly is faintly memberilitp participation in design of family quarters Family
members art. invited to sit on seletion hoards to review design and construction
pro;tects fur family quartets.

Finally, in recognition of the special problems paved by couttant relocation we areundertaking a number of employment initiatives These include' a test program toprovide a systematic means of referral and placement for family members employed
by the Army who are required to naive with their sponsor within the t:nited States

One of our initiatives in support of wellite-ss is the Family Advocacy Program
ghee program addresses the problvms of liPlIWA and child abuse by detection. preyention, and education.

Another its the Drug and Alcohol Abuse Program Our existing program has he-en
expandt-d to specau,ally addres.q the problems of uuth by too our:041w communityinvolvement

A third one is the Exceptional Vann! Member Program This is identificatiooand treatment program for handicapped military family members

SeNSP: QF (1/1.41ki I IS VIA

Our third traitor theme is a set tie of community. Our v !uatee'r program!, art- ovital element of this theme Stildiers and family members support community pro-grams by volunteer service. Red Crow Artmeittmounity Ser-vice, and Youth Ath-letic Programs are examples.
Also included hero are unit family Rapport net kgi fir Its We ore explioing ways to

ent'ourage' active family involvement in developing struciure. to summit t 011q another when units deploy.
Lastly, training for Army families is critical Right now, at Soria of our Sensor

Service Schools, training is ronducted fur spouseii of nulitury members This train
ing emphasizes community organizot ion. problem solving, and volunteerismIn each of these themes the chainoleommand is actively involved The to-ogramsare in motion and functioning but as you realize, tle...re remains much to be dune

Therefore we must ensure our focus is dear in addressing the challenges of the
14.1ttfs and to assist us lib we forge our way to an Army of Excellence in the 199's
We ;Aso must continue the momentum to do more to demonstrate the Army's cummitment to its soldiers and handy members Thin commitment announced in the
White Paper issued in August of this year, provides a philosphy %%eh spells out
the relationship between the Army and the Army fumily It proyale:4 titre framework
to direct our iurrerit and future efforts

We are currently working on an Army Family Action Plan which translate:, this
philosophy into action. It recognizes resources ore hooted and balances faintly pro-
grams with other readine,e prioraws. We ore making every effort to ensure that we
plav our resources where they will make the greatest impact Therefore. family.-e,
quirements have been divided into two groups, those we can u-solve with amovati%
'ow cot solutions and thot* which carry a high price tag fie assured we are Priovnip
out on thuae programs within our existing resource capability We look for your sup
port for those pre rams beyond tiqr (lit-rent memo,

2t3 BEST COPY
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I am proud of what we have areamplished to dote. The operation in Grenada has
again =dowered the need for concrete programs that hit the math. Weil-founded

rants mast be in place when, and if, critical events or emergencies occur. As I
analyze the Army'o challenges for the years ahead, I can convinced we are moving
in the right risedisa. I urge your continued interest and support in our efforts.
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UNITED STATES ARMY
The CHIEF OF STAFF

15 August 1983

TO: The Soldiers. Civilians, and Family Nesters of the US Army

The Constitution of the United States calls for raising and maintaining an
Army for the purpose of national defense. As a consequence the Army's first
priority lost be to execute the missions entrusted to it by political

authority. While this priority Is clear, the Army can and must assure within
available resources and commitments adequate care for families of its members.

Although we now have the smallest Army in 30 years, improvements are
underway to strengthen the Army's capabilities for deterring war and for win-
ning war should deterrence fail. During this decade several hundred new
systems of eqoipment will be distributed to the Active Army and Reserve Com-

poneets. Through tough, realistic training such as thot at the National
Training Center, readiness of the Army has increased. Manning initiatives

including the Regimental System, coupled with the high (polity of recruits and
reenlistees, continue to strengthen the human dimension of the Army. '

The Army Goals have become the management tools for the planning and pro-
graming necessary to nere our Army to the future in the most effective way
balancing constrained resources and force improvement requirements.

Since the Army's strength lies in its people, the Human Goal undergirds
the other Army Goals and realization of their full potential. A crucial

component of the Mamma Goal is our objective of fostering wholesome lives for
our families and conmenities. Policy reviews of this goal led to the need for

formally articulating a basic Army philoscnity for families. The purpose would

be to direct In a coopreheesive way our current and future efforts to foster
Army Families of Excellence within available resources and in concert with

other Army Goals.

The purpose of this paper is to assure that all of us--family members,
sponsors, the chain of commend. and plaaners/programers--understend the

allriatIon we are headed in development of an Army Family Action elan.

Our stated philosophy Is--

A partnership exists between the Army and Army Families.
The Army's unique missions, concept of service and life-

style of its veneersall affect the nature of this
partnership. Towards the goal of building a strong

partdership, time Arny remains committed to assuring adequate
support to families in order to promote wellness; to develop
a sense of community; and to strengthen the mutually
reinforcing bonds between the Amy and its families.
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The basis of this statement is the understanding that the Army is an
institution, not an occupation. Members take an oath of service to the Ration
and Amy, rather than simply accept a job. As an institution, the Army has
moral and ethical obligations to those who serve and their families; they,
correspondingly, have responsibilities to the Army. This relationship creates
a partnership based on the constants of human behavior and our American tradi-
tions that blend the responsibility of each individual for his/her own welfare
and the obligations of the society to its members.

Our unique mission and lifes!lle affect this partnership in ways rarely
found in our society. Since we arc in the readiness business, we are con-
cerned not only with the number of people in the forte but also with their
degree of commitment- -their willingness to not only train, but also to deploy
and, If necessary, to fight--their acceptance of the unlimited liability
contract. The need for reciprocity of this commitment is the basis of the
partnership between the Army and the Army Family.

As a result, adequacy of support must be based on this unique partner-
ship. The Army will never have all the resources It needs. Therefore, we
mast balance our dollars spent for family programs with those spent to dis-
charge our moral responsibilities to give our soldiers

talhlibmiPaelit, train-
ing. and leadership they need to have the best chance for survival (from a
family perspective) and victory (from to societal perspective) gm the battle-
field. This is wt.f we have targeted 'Wellness" and "Sense of 'amiunity" as
tne major thrusts of our efforts.

In promotig family wellness, we must also find ways to transfer the
skills. expert noes, attitudes, and ethical strengths of the many healthy Army
families. Despite the pressures the vast majority of families manage and grow
through their involvement with Army life. We know that most Army families
find military lifestyle exciting; enjoy the opportunities for travel and
cultural interaction; and most importantly, have positive feelings about the
Army anu its place in our society. While the needs of families experiencing
stress must be considered, we must research and promote the positive aspects
of Army families ss our primary goal.

The strengt' cf- a community lies in the contributions and talents of its
members. if the right elements are together in the right environment, the end
product is often grt ter than what would otherwise be expected from the ele-
ments functioning inaependently.

Uur concept of the Army - family community is such a relationship. The
family is linked to the uni, by the servicesmoter and those unit prograws in
which the family wishes to participate. The family and unft are linked also
by common community activities.. Our goal is to increase the bonding between
the family unit and the Any coloaunitycreate a sense of interdependence.

In fostering interdependence between the faadly and the Army, we are again
)coking at the Army as an institution. The Army has a responsibility to its
members and the members have a responsibility to the Army and each other. iffor the greater good resources most be used rimier modernization or other
programm, Army families, COmmunitieS, and the chain of command must through
their own efforts insure that the reciprocity of commitrent remains. It is
not a we/they situation, it is us--US as in U.S. Army.

....0MAI A. WICKHAM,

eneral, United States Army
Chief of Staff
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Need for a Philosophy
The Army's need to articulate a philosophy for its families has become an

institutional obligationAt is now generally recognized that families have an
important impact on the Army's ability to accomplish its mission. This is true
with other societal institutions as well. :The family life of members of
organizations, once a private matter, is now an organizational concern.
Geographic mobility, changing family structures and the recognition that
competition between family and organizational needs can be destructive to
both parties has led to the realizaticiii that family issues are no longer a
private matter.

The proliferation of family-oriented programs in the private sector is a
recent phenomenon that demands increasing attention by organizational
leaders. These programs are tacit acknowledgment that people belong to
many interdependent groups and communities. What happens to individuals
in one group affects their relationship with and productivity in others. There
is a natural tension between group% to which people belong which leads to
competition for time, commitment and other resources. The Army is no
different from other institutions in its concern for families. but the unique
nature of military service fends an urgency to the need to develop a
coherent philosophy for the Army family.

Servicemembers and their families should be able to enjoy the benefits of
the society they are pledged to defend. Furthermore, the nature of the
commitment of the servicemember dictates to the Army a moral obligation
to support their families.

The Army has elbt always acknowledged this obligation. Its current
relationship to the family did not develop from a consistent rationale but,
rather, from the historical evolution of piecemeal programs.

Evolution of the Partnership: Army and Famil
Families have always been associated with the Army. But the Army's

willingness to acknowledge the critical role families play in its mission has
moved from studied neglect, through ambivalent and selective inclusion of
families in the military community, to a sense that ttle development of a
family philosophy is an institutional imperative_

In the earliest years of its existence, the tiny Army of the new republic
avoided any reference to family issues in its formal regulations Wives and

children followed their husbands as the Army began its trek across the

continent. The only regulation which could be interpreted as recognition of

their presence concerned the status of "camp followers" and gave regimen-
tal or post commanders complete and arbitrary authority over all civilians
Attitudes toward officers' families were the result of the unwritten proles.
sional code of the 18th century European officer corps-. officers took careof

thee own. This same outlook assumed that enlisted men never married, but
recognized that many senior noncommissioned officers did. In this recogni-
tion lies the root of the Army's acknowledgment of an implied obligation to
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provide the r. of life e.g., shelter. food, and medical care. Gradually the
ecineklions life on the pre-Civil War frontier led to a recognition that the

to officers' fanilies as wet But its expression reemined
exte 1).
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FIGURE 1

By the late 1800's, several trends were evident. The obligation to provide
for basic family needs received formal recognition in Army regulations. At
the same time, the Army displayed a tendency to specify services and
benefits and reskict etiblity to the families of officers and senior noncom-
missioned officers. The citify 20th century Army considered families of
enlisted men below nom 3mmissioned rank an unwanted burden. In lack,
Army regulations, with c .ceptions, forbade the peacetime enlistment cif
reenlistment of men with wives and minor cluldren until 1942. Housing.
medical care in Army facilities. rations-in-kind and other associated benefits
were not formally availatie to enlisted families, although the Army continued
to recognize an wed responsibility to them and frequently over-extended
its limited resources to meet that requirement.
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Until World War I, the Army was small enough that most benefits were ire-

ful-id. Following World War I, accelerating during the buikkip for World War

II, and continuing to the present, the practice of authorizing monetary
entitlements in lieu of goods and services in-kind began to expand. For
example, today approximately 42 percent of soldiers live in the civilian

community and receive Basic Allowance for Quarters.
In 1940 the creation of a new civilian Army began as a result of the

enactment of the Selective Training and Service Act. The tremendous Army

expansion which followed the United States' entry into World War II found

no agency prepared to assist young soldiers and their families experiencing

problems of adjustment, financial straits, wartime separation, and emotional

burdens_ Heretofore, the Army dealt with families requiring emergency
support informally through post funds, cooperation with local charitable

organizations. and referrals to the American Red Cross. The American Red

Cross expanded their operations but resources were not enough to meet

growing needs for assistance. This generated the need for Army members

to have an agency of their own to which they could turn without resort to

public charity or welfare. The Secretary of War directed the organization of

Army Emergency Relief (AER) on 5 February 1942 as a private, nonprofit

organization, the express purpose of which was to collect and administer

funds to relieve distress among Army members and their families: "The

Army Takes Care Of Its Own" was adopted as the AER slogan. The

activities of AER and the Red Cross were carefully coordinated to prevent

duplication of effort. AER also maintained close contact and cooperation

with Federal, State. county, municipal, and private agencies to effectively

.rUltzea all resources to retieve distress among soldiers and their family
members. After World War II, it was determined that AER should continue

as a private, nonprofit organization

3
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The mariner in which AER came into existence typified the Army's ad hoc
approach to dealing with families. Services and benefits came into exist-.
ence piecemeal and evolved individually (Figure 2). Thus, housing and
rations-in-kind fell under the prerogative of the old Quartermaster Corps;
health benefits were administered by The Surgeon General; and manage-
ment of Arm, Emergency Relief programs developed into another bureauc-
racy. This trend continued in the post-World War II and Korean War period.

ARMY COMMUNITY SERVICES
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Thu maintenance of a large standing peacetime Army in the Cold War
made it impossible to revert to the pre-World War II practice of discouraging
enlistment of married personnel. By 1960. family members outnumbered
uniformed personnel in the active force. The existence of this large
population led to the first anempt to establish an umbrella organization for
family servicesThe Army Community Service (ACS) Program. The cre-
ation of the Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed Services
(CHAMPUS) in 1966 to ensure "adequate', medical care for military families
stationed at locations away from military treatment facilities was a big step
toward direct. planned, formalized action for family support.
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The adventei the All Volunteer Force caused the Army's leaders to
address military personnel policies from a new perspective. especially with
respect to the enlisted ranks. With the growth of young enlisted families.
leaders began to recognized that the Army recruits individuals but retains

Today's active Army consists of approximately 780.000 soldiers: 13
percent officers and 87 percent enlisted. The enlisted corps is young-94
percent are between the ages of 21 and 25; only 6 percent of the officers
are that young. The maiority of career soldiers aro married. The total
millibar of family members (1,082.000) increases the total population of the
active Army force by one and a haft times. About hail this number (W30,000)
are children; one-third (384,000) are spouses; and the other 68,000 are
dependent parents, etc. No aggregate numbers reflect the diversity of Army
familiesthere is no stereotypical Anny family, different families have
different needs. But all Army famiTies have needs civilian families don't
have.

Another look at Army family statistics reveals that more than 80 percent
. of the active duty officers' MPS is married; 78 Percent of the enlisted career

force and 28 percent of first term enlistees are married (Figrre 3). In sum.
over 50 percent of the Army's active duty force Is married.
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The site of Army *ran varies according to rank and time in service
(Figure 4).
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Mother significant cleinsogliglic development for Army families s the
percentage of solders married to other soldiers. Note thei relatively -high
percentage of "fast twines" who are married to other soldiers (Figure 5).
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The Family Life Cycle (Figure 6) provkles another view of the Army Family.
Family nee& and developmental stages change as a family goes through
each stage. These stages 'vise different issues for providing family services
and for developing personnel policy. For example, our enlisted fc rce will

probably be more concerned with day-care centers, while our our officers

will be more concerned with youth activities.
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Another revealing demographic statistic regarding the Army family is that
more than 21 percent of Ary spouses speak English only as a second
language. The corresponding difficulty these spouses encounter in comuni-
cutely needs and securing family support services exemplifies Other issues
Army teodermust address in providing for the Army family

° The total Army Family includes more than the active force. The Reserve
Components add another dimension. National Guard members total over
418,000; Army Reservists, 476,000. Family members of Reserve Compo-
nent (RC) soldiers experience problems unique to the RC environment and
require special consideration by Army planners. Another important part of
the Total Army is the Department of tht. Army's civilians. There are over
322.000 U.S. citizen civilians serving the Army worldwide. Of these, 36,000
Army civilian employees and their 12,000 family members serve with and
are part of overseas Army communities. Finally, retired servicemembers
(499.000) and their families (683.000) must be included.

The Family of the Future
In the late 1950's, the vast malonty of Americans expected to be married.

Wives expected to play a supportive role to their husbands' careers, and to
center their lives ar nd a traditional concept of family, homemaking, and
childrearing. These dudes persisted into the 1960's. when 80 percent of
all Americans belie ed that being unmarried was an unnatural state for a
man or a woman. These attitudes have undergone radical revision.

The "traditional family" has been joined in increasing numbers by other
modes of family life: single parent families, couples without children,
marriages of convenience, and c-siples "living together." The single life-
style is increasingly seen as normal and viable. The divorce rate has
skyrocketed in the last 20 years. It is predicted that by 1990 up to 50
percent of all children wid have experienced divorce and remarriage in their
families.

Another significant change has been delayed or foregone childbearing.
Birthrates in the United States have declined significantly over the past 18
years, with 22 percent fewer children being born now than were born in
1959. The "baby bust" which followed the post-World War ll "baby boom"
has reduced the number of children enrolled in elementary school by
lasproximately 10 percent in the same time period; this reduction is expected
to reach 17 418 percent by the mid-1980's. In addition, we are seeing
increases in 1 e expectancy at birth Sole 70.8 in 1983 to 74.4 in 2033 for
men; from 78.2 -1983 to 82.7 in 2033 for women, The drop in population
growth, coupled with increasing life expetitancy, is expected to raise the
median age from 30.9 years in 1983 to 41.1h.years in 2033.

Nontraditional families and delayed or foregone childbearing have been
accompanied by changing expectations for spousal roles. Husbands are
questioning the costs of traditional fathering, for example, extended separa-
tions from their families. long working hours, limited contact with wives and
children, and, in the case of divorce, unquestioned assignment of child
custody to the mother. Wives' roles have undergone an even more dramatic
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change. Most noticeable is the greater tendency of wives to work outside
the home and to view their gobs as genuine careers rather than supplemen-
tary family income.

These changing roles and expectations, along with growing economic
needs and aspirations, have affected the Army family. As the following chart
(Figure 7) shows, more than half of career soldsurs' spouses work outside
the home. As with families in the civilian population, the number of Army
spouses working outside the home is increasing. More importantly, the
financial contribution of working spouses is greater in military families than
in civilian families. As the second chart (Figure 8) shows, the military
spouse's ob contributes 33 percent of family income, while the civilian
spouse coratibutes only 19 percent.

PERCENTAGE OF SPOUSES CURRENTLY WORTUNG
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Employment of the spouse NI a military marriage is often on a temporary
or part-time basis and at lower pay, due to frequent and unpredictable
military moves. However, career development (combining long- and short-
term goals, training, education, and meaningful volunteer or salaried sobs)
has become a frequent demand among Army spouses and military mem-
bers. Increasingly, career development of spouses has forced military
families to choose betwnen one career or the other.

The rise in the number of military spouses who work outside the home
directly affects the spouses' ability to become involved in social and
volunteer activities. Army leaders must be alert to the stress placed on the
military family with a working spouse and consider this when planning social
and volunteer programs. Efforts we ongoing to educate am] involve military

9
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spouses in Army family support programs. TRADOC schools now offer
orientation classes for those spouses of military members attending career
development courses on a permanent change of station. Such initiatives
must recognize the "volunteer" aspect of spouse involvement in community
activities and capitalize an the individuality and intery le of each family
member.

Another significant change in families is their social and technical sophis-
tication. Today's young families are a product of the computer and media
age; they learn as well, if not better, from media (television, radio. and films)
than from the traditional learning devices of prior generations (books and
newspapers). Their children, who will be 17 to 20 by the year 2000, will be
the "microkids" who will understand computers and software as their
parents understood today's media. Today's families are also a product of
the social movements of the 1960's and 1970's: the civil rights movement,
the women's movement. and consumer activism. They have internalized the
questioning, activist nature of these movements and have become adept at
identifying their problems and advocating for their common needs.

What do those trends mean for today's Army and the Army of the future?

An increase in the percentage of soldiers who are marred and who
have families, particularly in lower ranks and among younger soldiers.

An increase in stress caused by the perplexities of divorce, particularly
among career military families. These problems include the needs of youth
being raised in single parent homes, custody disputes and child-kidnapping,
assurance of child support payments, settlement of military retirement
funds, and the problems of displaced homemakers.

An increase it nontraditional families, particularly single parents (includ-
ing fathers raise...4 c.'-o!dien without the assistance of a wife).

Presently there is a grr ater demand for quality childcare, education for
youth, and youth activities. The tendency of today's families to delay
childbearing and have fewer children will change the needs of Army
families.

An increase in the numbers of elderly dependents fee Army families.

An increased desire of the Army family to "own their own home" and
the associated command complexities generated by larger numbers of
families "living off-post."

Demands fur "equal rights" for fathesS----hrhe off for childreanngand
more stability in an otherwise unstable career

Demands for career development assistance for Army spouses, and
accommodation of families in which the jobs of both husband and wife arri
considered equally important

Political sophistication of Army families that organize at the grassroots
level to form seft-help and advocacy groups. We are already experiencing
this phenomenon. Beginning in the late 70's throughout USARELJR,
spouses began to meet informally with commanders to air problems and
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seek solutions A Women's Symposium was held in Munich, Germany, in
August of 1979 to give women representatives from VII Corps communities
the opportunity to identify and prioritize issues and concerns. In 1980, the
Officer lesees, Club of the Greater Washington Area sponsored the First
Army-Wide Family Symposium with the amtistanco of The Association of the
United States Army. In 1981 and 1982, the Family ANits Committee (FAC),
a group composed of Army spouses in the Washington, D.C., area, held
worldwide Army Family Symposia. All those efforts have spread through
command channels and through informal grapevines Family advisory /ac-
tion groups have cropped up at several constellations and are working with
the Army to identify, prioritize, and resolve specific family problems.

What FUMINQS Say They Need

As a result of the Army Family Symposia of 1980, 1981, and 1982,
dialogues have be-gun between the Army and its families, and among
families. Families say they need:

Employment assistancea referral service which responds to the
special needs of the Army family.

An educational model---establishment of minimum standards of accept-
able education for children

Health carebetter medical and dental care

Volunteer recognitionikrcurnentation of professional development
acquired as a volunteer.

Expanded transportationinclusion of off-post families

Improved youth activitiesstronger emphasis on youth orientation
programs.

Improved sponsorship program, to include outsponsoring.

Improved quarters termination procedures--revision of cleaning/clear-
ing policies and a more standardized system.

Improved support of child care facilities and extended hours of oper-
ation.

Recognition of and sensArvity to individuality of family members (par.
ticularly spouse's role).

Centralization of activities which support family programs.

Derr aphis data, analysts of future Vends, and the opening of dialogues
with families have highlighted the need to reevaluate existing programs and
policies in terms of it cogent, consistent philosophy. Our data bases can
astrial us in a target analysis for family programs to better deliver the help
needed and properly u ze resources. For example, can we any longer
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afford to lobate all of our family services on installations when the vast 
mejority of users live in bailer parks isolated from the maim post, camp, or 
station? Furthermore. our deivery systems need consistency end stability to 
desist the family in adapting from one installation to another. 

Bonding an Army Family Philosophy 
The basis for developing any staternerd of philosophy for the Army Family 

Is the fact that the Army is an institillion, not lust a lob. This is the 
philosophical underpiming that will shape our statement of philosophy in a 
much different context than If it were based on market place forces. 

Beceuse the Army is an institution, it has moral and ethi^ift.....1 recm4.0.--"s 
to use who serve, and those who serve have reciprocal resporisllAilles. 
Some are stated in policies and regutations and others we implied Of, like 
retirement pay, we an informal contract. This relationship creates a partner- 
ship unique tO our instikeion but still based on an understanding of the 
behaviot of human "Icings, groups of human beings ailed famities, and 
communities. For our culture, this behavior has its basis in some well 
accepted coreitanis: 

." 
Deistic to upgrade (or retain) standard of living (butter life) for famlly 

especially chlldren. 

Desire to reduce disruptionsimistrustunpredictitile hours. ssign- 
ments. separations, inadequate remuneration. 

Need to be neededfeeling of self worth: 
Familyby servicernember. 
Servicememtherby family. 
Fan1y and servicememberby Army. community, nation. 

Conittence that basic needs will be i-ecognized end fulfilled. 

Existence of opportunity to grow. 
Need to belongsense of community. 

insktutortal support of quality family time (quantity timeimpossible). 
Expectation of fair and equitatte treatment 

Desire to accwnulate "weelth"home, savings, property. belongings. 
Competing demandstamily versus professional choices. 

Conflicting requirtamerllsfamily versus Job tasks. 
The impact at the societal level is our American tradition of blending the 

reseonsibllity of each indivitted for his/her welfare and the tions of the 
community to its flUnfd)Ofial. 

Our unique mission and resulting lifestyle affects this partnership In ways 
That we far different than other elements of our society, even those who 
have a similar service or Ile threatening mission such as policemen and 
firemore 
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The Army recognizes a moral obligation to its soldiers and their families.
Because of this, soldiers and their families must be able to enjoy the
benefits of the society which they are pledged to defend. Requirements of
the unlimited liability contract of the servicemember mandate corresponding
obligations of support for Army families. It is understood that a strong,
posdive relationship exists between soldier commitment and force readi-
ness. This relationship makes support of Army families an organizational
imperative.

We are concerned not only with the number of people in the force, but
with their degree of commitmenttheir willingness to not only train, but to
deploy and if necessary, to fight --and their acceptance of the unlimited
liability contract. Such commitment is best engendered if soldiers view the
Army as a total institution with a high purposea fraternal organization
where the welfare of its members has a high value.

Soldiers and their families gain through the Army institution a sense of
COFINTIN1 identitya shared purpose and commitment to the overall mis-
sion. They come to view the Army as providing for their total basic needs in
exchange for total commitment they acceptance of the unrestricted liabili-
ty contract. Total individual commitment through satisfaction of the family
needs translates into readiness of the Total Army.

It is this reciprocity of commitment that makes the family programs so
important and justifies resource competition with other competing programs.
The unanswered question is. "How much is enough?"

The Army will never have all the resources it feels it needs. Therefore, we
must balance those used for family programs with thos' spent to discharge
our mew vi responsibiNty to give our soldiers the equipment training, and
leadershti they need to have the best chance for survival (from a family
perspective) and victory (from a societal perspective) on the battlefteld.
Unless we achieve an optimum balance, all of us become losers. Thus, we
must determine what is adequate based on how we can get the most return
on our investment

An analysis of what Army Families say they need and the demographics of
the Army Family of the 1990's suggests two major thrusts for our programs:
a locus on Wellness as a proactive way to reduce costs and grow families of
exceSence, and a nurturing of a Senw of Cornmeal& to promote the
reciprocity of commitment.

It is the job of the Army's sea*, leadership to sesate those policies and
programs which support the Army family without i ng dictatorial. This is a
chatkingins tie*, requirkig the building of linkages between the fam9y and
the unit without destroying the integrity of either. We must recognize the
innate tension existing between these two entities, and the conflicting
demands they place on individual soldiers.

At an organizational level, we must balance the three co is of
organizational excellence stressed by the Secretary of the Army and the
Chief of Staff of the Army: productivity, stabikly and adaptability.

Procbctivdy. For the Army, productivity equates to readiness. Our policies
must recognize that soldiers cannot perform efficiently while distracted by

13
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overwhelming family concerns. Data support this assertion: studies of the
1973 Arab-Israeli war indicate that family stability promotes greater individu-
al effectiveness. According to a recent examination of factors affecting
retention, when a tug-of-we occurs between a military family and a military
organization, the family usually wins. Of greater importance, we do not want
to generate or add to any such personal conflicts. In short, we do not
detract from organizational productivity by supporting Army tameless; rather,
taking care of our families enhances both retention and readiness.

. Stability versus Adaptibility. In striving for excellence, the Army's family
piticies must accommodate the seemingly conflicting factors of stability and
adaptability. We develop standardized systems at the Headquarters, De-
partment of the Army, that essentially stabilize family life throughout the
Army. Examples are our efforts to extend command tours, standardize
installation organization and delivery systems, and improve one station
inprocessing and outprocessing. Additionally, efforts to build cohesive units
and to move toward unit rather than individual replacement will enhance
assignment predictability. However, our stabilizing efforts must not stagnate
the Army of the future: we must incorporate adaptation in our Army-wide
systems. We must plan .for change through more sophisticated use of
research and data on changing family demographics and through continued
communication with Army family members.

Finally, we must recognize that the sheer diversity of Army families means
that not all family needs will be responsive to Army-wide standardized
systems. We have and must continue to promote individualized, community-
unique projects and programs initiated at command and, especially, installa-
tion level. These are our best evidence of organizational adaptability.

Wellness Wellness is a key component of our thrust to reduce costs and
grow families of excellence. In this context, wellness is a state of mind
brought about by plans, programs, and policies that satisfy essential family
needs or, more accurately, that reduce or eliminate stressful forces.

There are numerous stressful events common to military and civilian
families. The list below is not all-inclusive.

Death of a geouse
Marital separation
Death of a close family member
Personal injury or illness
Marriage
Loss of job
Retirement
Gain of a new family member
Change in financial status
Change to a different kind of work
Purchase of a home with a big mortgage
Change in work responsibilities
Trouble with business superior
Change in work hours or conditions
Change in residence
Change in schools

14
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Because of the unique lifestyle of the military, these events tend to be
frequent and dramatic.

/ Family problems caused by stress, and those conditions which produce
/ stress, are cumulativethey become more severe over timeand are

costly to correct. In the past, we halte fpnerally attacked the problems only
after they have become severe and., impact obvious. For both humanitar-
ian and readiness reasons, we neecHsi shift the emphasis from a focss only
on families already experiencing problems to programs designed to help
families cope with stress by building better stability and adaptability.

In promoting family wellnessoust also find ways to transfer the skills,
experiences and attitudes of the many healthy Army families. Despite the
pressures, the vast majority of families manage and grew through their
involvement with Army life. We know that most Army families find military
lifestyle exciting; enjoy the opportunities for travel and social interaction;
and, most importantly, have positive feelings about the Army and its place in
our society. While the needs of families experiencing stress must be
considered, we must research and promote the positive aspects of Army
Families as our primary goal.

Sense of Community. A partnership has to exist between the Army as an
institution and the individuals who are a part of it: the soldiers, civilians, and
family members.

This partnership must center on a genuine sense of "the Army Communi-
ty" with all members offered the challenge and opportunity lo work together
for the common good. We muse take care not to misinterpret the age-old
slogan, "The Army takes care of its own." This in not a promise for the
institution to provide all of the individual and group support requirements
to make the members of the community dependent upon the institution and
the federally funded support structure. Rather the slogan is a challenge for
ali of us in "the Army Community" to work together, as equal partners,
applying our talents, skills, creativity and time to faking care of our own and
improving the community as a whole. Each of us has a special responsibility
as a member of this worldwide community to work to make it a better place.
This is not at all dissimilar from our responsibility toward the civilian
communities in which we often live: you get out of the community what you
put into it; if you want it to be better or more responsive you have to be
willing to make a personal investment and commitment to it.

In the past several years, many Army community issues have been
surfaced through both internal and external forums. In addition, these
forums have surfaced a wealth of goods, new ideas to improve the Army
community. Whale° must do now is establish a framework within which we
can apply these good ideas and the talents of all, of our community
members to the problems/issues known today and those that will continue
to surface in the future.

In building this framework, we have to work with management tiers We
have to create a flexible structure remembering while some broad issues
must have uniform treatment across the Army, each installation has its own
unique community character, issues and solutions. Our management frame-
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work has to allow for installation-specific programs and recognize that the
unique community character is the key to local issues and local solutions.

We also need to recognize, up front, that the community character is not
staticit changes continually as the aammunity membership changes.
Therefore, we should not try to put a static, formal program in place but try
instead to establish a leadership philosophy and community environment
that will encourage everyone to identify both the issues to be addressed and
creative solutions to them. Simultaneously, the Army must insure that
constant, Army-wide programs (housing, schooling, medical care) are both
properly resourced and well delivered to all members of the community.

The Army community of the future must be centered on the concept of
interdependence between the Army and the family, with a responsibility on
the part of the Army to its members and their families, and a reciprocal
responsibility of servicernembers and their families to the Army. This
interdependence is the capstone that ties together the elements of partner-
ship, adequacy of support, wellness, and development of a sense of
community. It underscores the tact that it is our Army and if in the
competition for resources higher priorities dictate fewer resources for family
programs, then family members, communities, and the chain of command
must through their own efforts insure a reciprocity of commitment. It
highlights the role of volunteers working with the chain of command to
develop local initiatives to promote wellness and a sense of community. If,.
the Army is to survive as an institution a true partnership must exist. It
cannot b come a we/they situation; it must be us/US, as in U.S. Army.

The following lays an excellent foundation for a statement of the Army
Family Philosophy:

A partnership exists between the Army and Army Families The
Army's unique missions, concept of service and lifostyle of its
membersall affect the nature of this partnership. Towards the
goal of building a strong partnership, the Army remains committed
to assuring adequate support to families to promote wellness;
develop a sense of community; and strengthen the mutually
reinforcing bonds between the Army and its families.

This Army Family Philosophy gives clarity, direction, and cohesion to
family programs and provides guidance to agencies responsible for devel-
oping and implementing those programs. In a larger sense the formal
articulation of an Army Family Philosophy represents a break with the past.
It recognizes that ad hoc programs established on a piecemeal basis that
treat the symptoms but not the causes of family stress are no longer
sufficient. it makes specaic that which has been implied. It forms the basis
for a review of existing programs and sets the stage for the development of
an Army Family Action Plan that will provide the roadmap to move us to the
1990's.
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Developing an Army Family Action Plan
Family Advocates. Several agencies already exist and have re :.ponsibility

for family policy and programs. Advice to policy makers is provided by the
Family Liaison Office located within the Office of the Deputy Chief of Staff
for Personnel (DCSPER). The Family Liaison Office also facilitates coordi-
nation between Army staff elements. The Director of the Human Resources
Directorate is the DCSPER proponent for the Army Family Program. The
Adjutant General is responsible for implementing most existing Army family
support programs. The Surgeon General plans health services support for
families anti has a major advisory role for Army fitness. The Chief of
Chaplains' Office provides programs in support of religious and moral
development as well as pastoral family member counseling. The Judge
Advocate General's Office oversees legal service programs which affect
fan* members.

Enhancing Gluakly of Life for Famikes. The Army's duality of Life (COL)
Program directly affects the Army's ability to man the force and improve
near-term readiness. The 001 Program addresses the Army's obligation to
provide adequate housing, health care, education, pay, facilities mainte-
At safe and healthful working conditions, and essential community

welfare, and recreation activities.
We are making steady progress in increasing funding for many of the OM.

e Programs which directly affect living and working conditions for soldiers and
family members. Funding for our Army Community Services (ACS) Programs
has increased substantially as a result of the growth in new and improved
facilities and services for family members. The Army has programed 14 new
child care centers for construction during fiscal years 1984 and 1985. We
are implementing several new programs such as the Exceptional Family
Member Program, Consumer Affairs and Family Advocacy to assist Army
families, In short, we recognize that family support programs must be based
on families' needs.

We are making gains in increasing the amount of Family Housing for
families stationed overseas. Post Exchanges and commissaries are also
programed for increases in facilities construction. We are conducting a
vigorous campaign to build more libraries, chapels. skill development
centers, youth activities centers and bowling alleys with appropriated and

norsappropriated funds.
Your Army leadership is working with the Department of Defense to

ensure that no Army family pays tuition for public sci looting for children who
attend school off-post. We we committed to provide quality health care to
soldiers and family members. The number of Army physicians has grown 23
percent from 1978 to 1982. This results in the availability of more physicians
to treat soldiers and family members. The Army Medical Department is
working on several innovative approaches for health care delivery. One
such program is "Family Practice" in which a military physician becomes the
family doctor for specified familia,. This program has been enthusiastically
received by family members and plans exist to continue to develop more
innovative programs for health care delivery.
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Pay and Allowances. Pay is an important factor affecting a soldier's
decision to enlist or reenlist. In recent years, we made progress in
restoring comparability of our soldiers' and, therefore, their families'
purchasing power.
We are advocating increased funds for Permanent Change of Station

(PCS) entitlements to diminish the impact of out -of- pocket costs of families'
moves. Ttrase include a proposal to reimburse servicemenbers for fees
associated with the sale and purchase of homes and to extend existing tax
relief upon sale of a principal residence when a member is stationed
overseas or occapies Government-provided quarters. The Army supports
proposed legislation to fund student travel for families stationed overseas.
Likewise, we advocate the passage of legislation to cover storage costs for
automobiles of families assigned to countries which prohibit the importation
of servicemembers' privately owned vehicles. In 1901. Congress authorized
a Temporary Lodging Expense (TLE) for CONUS moves but has not funded
the program. TLE will cover a maximum of 4 days of lodging costs (up to
$110 a day) for a member and family in conjunction with a move from
anywhere to a US duty station, and 2 days for a CONUS to overseas move.
The Army continues to advocate funding of this important legislation.

Other Initiatives. In addition to the aforementioned on-going programs.
the Army is implementing several initiatives designed to promote partner-
ship, wellness, and a sense of community. Our Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Prevention and Control Program (ADAPCP) has been expanded to
include education, treatment referral, prevention, and intervention for all
family members. The Army's Exceptional Family Member Program writ
locus on consideration of exceptional family members` needs during the
assignment process as well as providing health related services Army-
wide. The Child Care Program is undergoing dynamic change as we work
to upgrade existing facilities, plan for construction of new physical plants,
develop separate career fields for child care professionals and refine job
standards and training. We are developing a sponsorship program for
those personnel newly assigned to or leaving a command. Our Family
Assistance Mobilization Handbook will provide Army Reserve families
with information on how and where to obtain family support services in
the event of mobitizatiorl.
The high cost of raising children has not gone unnoticed. An average

American family can expect to spend $226,000 to rear a first-born son to
age 22, or $247.000 for a first-born daughter. With each additional child,
these costs drop as various items are shared. Your Army leadership favors
legislation which would provide for the transfer of educational benefits from
servicemembers to their children.

At the local level, there are several innovative and exciting programs
working to achieve WELLNESS, PARTNERSHIP, and a SENSE OF GONaguNiTv.
Fort Hood has developed programs such as "We Care Days," Unit Family
Awareness Programs, and responsive engineer repair teams for quarters
maintenance. Currently, there are 12 mayoral programs in existence on
various CONUS posts. Mayoral programs provide family members with the
opportunity to participate in the managerial decision-making process for
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those programs. poems, and procedures which directly affect their way of
life. on and off post. Fort Belvoir has established a Spouse Education and
Employment Resources Center in addition to In-Home Child Care Centers.
Fort Bragg's brigade-sponwred on and off post communities program. and
its hcmdicapped children's activities demonstrate that post's coneems for
partnership and sense of community. To complement military programs,
many civilian personnel offices have established special job counseling.
educational and referral services targeted at famity members. Fort Knox
provides WeiC01710 and Information packets to famikes, hosts evening
employment seminars and airs weekly "How to apply for Federal employ-
ment" films on installation cable T.V. These ongoing programs and initia-
tives underscore the need for an Army Famky Plan which will provide Army-
wide unity and direction for the Army Family Philosophy the 1980's.
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The Army Family Plan

The Army is fully committed to supporting families, but we must be
realistic enough to recognize that we will not have unlimited resources as
we develop our plan for die rest of the 1980's. We must avoid the
"shotgun" apPr000n by identifying specific needs and prioritizing them to
ensure that we spend our money where it will make the greatest difference.
To do this, the Army must continue to sponsor forums from which we can
receive direct responses from family members, and analyze their perceived
problems to identify how they can be met most efficiently. In addition, we
must refine areas where research and studies are necessary to target
effectively resources and programs. There is a pressing need for basic
research on the role. of Army families and The effect, both positive and
negative, of Army life on those families. While we have made progress in
this area, reliable data are still rare. We must have more information on
stress factors, needs of single soldiers with children, ways to build bridges
between heterogeneous family groups, ways to train fameies for wellness,
and myriad other factors. Without this information, we will be groping in thedark and will never approach the maximum possible level of effectiveness.

Once a target list of needs has been developed, we must divide them into
two groups: those that can be addressed with few, if any, additional
resources; and those which will require major expenditures of new re-
sources. The first group of requirements can be met by replicating through-
out the Army low cost/high payoff programs that currently exist at individual
installations. At most posts, innovative leaders have developed new meth-
ods of eriiploying existing assets to extend the amount of support available
to families. A good example is the assignment of a family support mission a!
Fort Bragg td the Rear Detachmentcommander of the Sinai Peace Keeping
Force. The Rear Detachment commander coordinates support services for
the families of the ovemea troops, distributes information from the Sinai
Force. and responds to any unusual situation that affects family members.
This type of effort strengthens the bonds between the families and the unit,
provides peace-of-mind for the soldiers in the field, and helps to make the
most efficient use of Fort Bragg's community service resources. This
program has had a make impact on the quality of life of the families of the
Sinai Force with a negligible increase in resource requirements. We have to
do a better job of identifying similar low cost, but effective, programs and
implementing thorn throughout the Army.

Of course, not every lecetimate family need can be met by changing tiie
way we do business at the installation. There are some probleme which will
refire additional funding, for which we will fight, in spite of tight budgets. In
contrast with the low cost initiatives which deal with assistance to Individual
famdies. most of our high cost requirements are generated by systemic
prat 'ems which affect a very large percentage of our soldiers. As noted
earlier. rmy families have cletely identified those problems which need to
be addressed. Improved medical and dental care, more and better on- and
off-post housing, a more equitable reimbursement system for expenses
incurred on PCS moves, financial assistance for higher education of our
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childref, and sromi liat issues, have been repeatedly cited by family members

as areas where improvement is needed. Most of these prof ms affect the
basic needs of families. Failure to meet these needs can generate SOMA)
dissatisfaction with Army life. For example, even a young soldier who is
dedicated to the Army may decide not to stay if his or her family must face

continued financial hardship.
Responsibility for resolving these issues rests with the Department of the

Army. The solutions require obtaining congressioriel support for major new
funding. Although difficult, the potential result in improved retention and
readiness is correspondingly great. We must convince the Congress of the

necessity of these programs.
Replicating low cost programs and allocating new resources on high

payoff prefects must be priority efforts, but we must also make sure that we

get the most out of what Is already avertable. in the immediate Mute. there
are two areas which require attention:

1. The structure of the Army family- support system. Be CallSO our family

support system developed piecemeal over the long history of our service,
there is no standard "Family Support System." The services available, and

the system for delivering those se cis, change from installation to installa-
tion. A program which is operated by ttie Adjutant General at one post may
belong to the Chaplain at a.second and the MCA at a third. As a result,
duplication of effort and contusion exist among consumers. tftli new to
examine our system, realign functions where required and standardize it S3

that everyone Welles who to see for help.
2. Policy review. While the support structure is being examined, we wall

also review policy in areas with a direct effect on tarnihes. The range of
questions to be considered must include such basic issues as quarters
clearing procedures; our allocation of resources, such as the percentage of

our family housing units allocated to various grades; as well as major shifts
in direction for our family support system, such as seeking legislation to
allow the Army to employ more volunteers as staff for the Army Community
Services program. In all cases, we must strive to streamline the system to
provide more effective service, and to eliminate "red tape."

The Army recognizes its responsibility to work with families to promote a
partnership which fosters individual exoellence among sponsors and family

members, as well as maximizing their contribution to maintenance of
national security. Simply slated, the Army intends to meet this responsibility

by capitalizing on low cost programs to assist families by promoting
weitnese reed by building a sense of community, by seeking additional
resources when required to correct major systemic problems, and by
reorganizing oiji management structure to Maxitrae efficiency (Figure ej.
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Summary
This white paper describes the evolution of the Army family: its history,

present status, and future. It is the first time that information about the Army
family has been systematically gathered and consolidated. In that regard,
this paper is only the first step of our needs assessment Future months will-
be devoted to a continuing analysis in needs and the development of
solution& It will be a time-consuming process; but, given the long history of
the Army family and the piecemeal planning to date, our time will be well
went The Army will articulate a well conceived strategic plan for the Army
family.

It is important the Department of the Army proceed to implement und
institutionalize the programs, plans, and other solutions identified through
our needs assessment. However, this plan will not work if It is fed only by
Department of the Army initiatives. Each component of the Army, by it unit,
Mstallatios, or activity, and all members of the Army communityactivii
duty, civilian, reservist, or terrify membermust understand and embrace
the philosophy articulated in this paper. All need to contribute to make it a
reality.

This plan envisions family members as true partners, in sm Army which is
aeon as a way of We, not a job. The family responsibihty in this partnership is
to support soldiers and employees and participate in building wholesome
communities. The Army's responsibility is to create an environment where
families and family members prosper and realize their potential. Each of us
has a part to play in this partnership.
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Mrs. SCHROEDEk. Thank you very much, General.
Now we will welcome Shauna Whitworth.
Welcome, and we are delighted to have you here.

STATEMENT OF SHAITNA WLITIVORTIL DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH.
MILITARY FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER. SPRINGFIELD. VA.

Ms. WHITWORTH. Thank-you. I am also very delighted to be here.
I appreciate the opportunity to talk about the military in any

context, including paternal absence. In the process of discussing
the military family, I do not want to dwell on paternal absence in
the beginning. I would like to start with a more global view.

If you look at the number of people involved in the military and
their family members in our country, the total is almost 12 million.
not counting the civilians who work within the military sector.
However, today I would like to focus on the active duty families,
those people in uniform who are married and have family mem-
bers; and then we are talking about 3.7 million individuals.

To me that is a significant group that lives with a specific set of
lifestyle factors. One of these factors is paternal absence, but. I

would like to talk about other factors as well.
The military family probably has eight factors that make them

significantly different from the civilian population. I would like to
underscore that these are factors. They are not stressors, nor is any
function of your job a stressor until you internally interpret it as a
Armor. So where something like mobility may be a stress factor to
one family, moving frequently is the very thing that keeps another
familiy in the military service. So these are factors.

Factors that are involved in military life are, briefly-4a I will
run over them for youmobility. Military families move on an av-
erage of about 42.2 times in a 5-year span. The officers move more
than the enlisted people. And probably someone could say to me,
"Yes, but, Shauna, people in the civilian sector move, too. That is
true. However, in the civilian sector, in the corporate world, it is
...at likely that their people who are comparable to our E-1's, E-2's,
E-3's--that is our privates and our seamen and our airmenare
being moved across country or to another country. Mobility is a
factor that is, therefore, similar in ways to the civilian sector and
yet unique to the military.

Another factor is family separation. Military family members are
separated from their family of origin, from the city or town they
know and understand. They are very often separated from one an-
other. Sometimes that is a function of receiving uitleis that exclude
the family and sometimes separation 4 a function of the family
iftelf. Sometimes the family decides that, in light of what is hap-
pening in that family at that time if a child happens to be in line
for a scholarship next year, for instance it may not be wise for the
entire family to move somewhere else; and as a functiee of the
family they may decide to be geographically separated for a while.

Parent absence is a significant factor. In the context of this ,,ar-
ticular group I would like to speak of paternal absence since that is
more likely the case in the military sector by virtue of the fact that
there are more men in uniform than women.
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We know for sure that patent absence does affect the entire
family. The literature and research contradict themselves over andover again when t r get into the fine details of how that happens.
It seems that we tieeto know whether the absence is long term orshort term, whethee it is in peacetime or wartime, liow old thechild is, and what his or her position is in the family. We really do
not have clear answers to questions about these variables at thispoint.

We do know that the roles of every family member alter dra-
matically when ci parent is removed tram the home; and we knowthat when that parent comes back, the roles alter dramatically
again; and this constant shift can be difficult In those segments of
the military service where these separations are intermittent and
frequent, that role change can be extremely difficult, but no more,difficult than when separation is isolated or infrequent. In somecareer spans a parent removed may be gone only once or twice but
for a longer period of time.

Even though we have this contradiction in the literature about
exactly what happens negatively, separation does effect the child.

Another factor is overseas living. it is a very exg ting adventure
to have a tour overseas as a military family and an opportunity
that many civilian families do not have. Living overseas also hasits challenges, particularly involving housing, language, the differ-ence in the cost of living, and a number of things that military
families experience but are not prepared for. Despite the services
efforts to prepare families. you sometimes don't accept the realities
you are alerted to until you experience them yourself.

Another military lifestyle factor is child adjustment Not all chil-dren at all ages and at all placements in the family adjust equally
to being military family members. You may have four or five chil-dren in a family. Maybe one of ivy(' of them do not function well
within a military family setting, whereas : he others may be doing
beautifully. We do not really understand why. I would suggest aneed for research in that area.

The military has some high-stress and high-risk jobs. and I think
that General Wickham pointed that out very dearly when he said
we recently gathered Ranger units together and deployed them to
Grenada without notice. Their family members did not know where
they were going. That is high stress, and that is high risk. But mili-
tary families know what their business is about. Unexpected de-
ployments and separations could happen at any time. That is what
service members train for constantly. And though military family
members do not sit and dwell on this reality, it is always there in
their family life.

Often military family needs and military organizational needs do
not mesh. Sometimes when the birth of a child is imminent, that
may be the very time when the Ranger must he deployed. It is notthe design of the family or of the military to have this miemeshitig.
if you will, but it happens; and it happens in every military family
somewhere along the line, sometimes frequently.

Also, the authoritarian management style is necessary in the
military setting because their mission is national defense. The mili-tary leadership must be able to authoritatively tell service mem-bers that they will be leaving tomorrow, and family issues cannot
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necessarily be taken into consideration when the main issue is na-
tional defense.

Now I would like to very quickly tell you a little bit about what I

A call the average or typical military family member. The greatest
numbers of people in the military are those who are called at the
E-4 or an Esti level. The greatest numbers are no longer at the pri-
vate or the young seaman or airman level. These people are usual-
ly in the rank of sergeant, corporal, specialist 4, specialist 5, petty
officer third class or second class.

Let me quickly draw a picture, it' you will, of what is known as
the typical or average military family. The husband-father is prob-
ably from 23 to 25 years old; he has a high school diploma; and he
has been in the service for 4 to 6 years. The wite-mother is 21 to 23
and also has a high school diploma. She at one time was referred to
us a dependent, although that term is losing popularity. This
family has two children. One is probably near kindergarten age,
and the other one is a toddler or an infant, and they have been
married just over 5 years.

The military pay portion of the E-4's family income is about
$1,225 a month. 'Mat works out to about $14,700 a year. If you cal-,
culated that income at an hourly rate for a 40-hour week, the serv-
i.. member would be earning about $7 an hour.

I do not think there are too many people in the military working
a 40-hour week job. The father in this family is probably moon-
lighting; that is, he is working at night for extra income, and that
probably brings in about 25 percent of the total family income. If
he is not moonlighting, then his wife is most likely working at
least part time for a minimum wage, and her contribution to the
total family income is probably about 20 percent.

This family is likely to be $2,000 to $5,000 in debt, and the items
that they are in debt for will most likely be things like cars and
stereos and furniture and children's items that are needed as a
family begins to build. The family probably has one car. it is likely
that they live off the military installation. And because this one
car is used by the man to go to and from work, there is also a high
likelihood that they do not use the commissary or the PX or those
items that are part of the benefit package of military life very
often.

What I have not mentioned as a part of military life in this day
and age is that very often military families are dual career; that is,
both husband end wife are uniformed people. Without going into
that at any great length, let me add that there are some challenges
attached to being a dual-career military family.

The other dual-career military family consists of an active duty
husband and a civilian wife who is pursuing a career. This also
offers its challenges, particularly concerning mobility and separa-
tion. It is very difficult to keep a career afloat if' you are moving
every 2.2 years inside a 5-year period of time.

Also, foreign-born spoutesas General Wickham told yot, there
are quite a number of themhave their challenges.

We are not sure of their exact numbers and how many of them
are European-born and how many are Asian-bar We also do not
know how many have adequate language skills ....d how many do
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not. We do know that their challenges are large in adjusting to ourculture.
Also, the family with a handicapped member has challengeswithin the military system. Again, mobility and all of the otherfactors that we mentioned can often make that quite different fromliving in the civilian sector.
As in the civilian world, families do not always fall neatly into.patterns of being a specific age at a specific rank and movingsmoothly along. There are 20,000 people in all branches of the mili-tary who are adolescentsthat is, 17, 18, or 19 years oldand aremarried. That is quite a number of people. Each one of them has aspouse who is probably 2.4 years younger than he is; usually theactive duty person is male.
We also have similar number or people who are over the age of25 and under the rank of E-3. you are in the rank E-1 to 3,many benefits such as financial assistance for a move, housing, etcetera, are not available to you, so those people who are at an un-usual age for their career positions also have challenges within themilitary setting.
We have had military families for over the past 200 years. Onlyin about the last decade has there been a strong interest in what isgoing on with military families. And over the past 7 years a seriesof cnferenaes, seminars, symposia, et cetera, have addressed theneeds of military families. These were organized, in the main, bymilitary families themselves. Over that period of time family mem-bers have identified their issues and what the challenges are toliving in the military setting and have offered those to the mili-tary. The military has acted on these issues.
I suspect, and maybe you would agree with rne, sir, that thearmy family white paper possibly would not have come as quicklywithout the involvement of the family members. All of the servicesare finding that military families are very, very involved in thiseiTort to see change happen in a positive way. However, the mili-tary service cannot change all of the things that family membershave pointed out over the past 7 years as needing to be done. Someissues need congressional intervention.
I would like to very quickly point out some of the items thathave repeatedly shown up that the military cannot change or fixwithout the help of the Congress.
One has to do with medical care and CHAMPUS. Interestingly,General Wickham spoke of the $10 user feeI am not sure whatthe term is for thatthat would be levied on the families for eachclinic visit and he said that is very likely to drive families awayfrom proper medical care. I suggest that is very likely to drivethem away from the military, period. It is one more infringementupon what they see as the package of benefits attached to militarylife.
Military families report that medical CHAMPUS is difficult toobtain. Instructions and regulations on CHAMPUS are confusing.There is a great deal of information available on this problem, and1 would be glad to share that with you if any of you are interested.Dentaldental care is virtually nonexistent for military families.Overseas and in the United States at certain locations it is avail-
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able on an extremely limited basis in what they call space avail-
able.

Housingmilitary families feel that the housing is inadequate
both in quantity and in quality.

Relocation and mobilitythe families feel that the costs out of
their own pocket for moving are tremendous and that moving dis-
rupts their employment and career opportunities and family devel-
opment. They would like some ways to reduce the costs and disrup-
tions.

Deploymentdeployment, the time that a military family
member is gone from the family, is felt to be unnecessarily long in
some cases. The support services that General Wickham talked
about need to be supported financially and formalized rather than
offered informally.

Child care and youth activitiesthere simply are not enough
open slots in child-care centers for military families, nor are there
enough youth activities.

In the education department, there is the issue in some States of
having to pay out-of-State tuition each time families move. This
can be very difficult, not only because of the disruption of the edu-
cation but because of the cost. And last but not least, families feel
that the defense-dependent schools, the DODDS schools, lack stand-
ardization and quality assurance.

That, in essence, is what I have to say about military family
within this time limit. I certainly have a lot more to say.

Thank you very much.
(Prepared statement of Shauna Whitworth follows:I
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PREPARED STATLIMENT OF Stu UNA WINSWONIN. LANNeTOR OF RISEARCN. MUTANT
FAULIN RitsoUNeN Canyme, Seentorma, VA.

TESTIMONY ON MILITARY FAMILIES

The United States military Is made up of the Army, Navy, Marine
Corps, Air Force and Coast Guard (the Coast Guard is under the
Department of Transportation). This paper refers to the military
service all of the above branches.

The services are made up of full-time active duty personnel;
reserve personnel who train in preparation for mobilization; and retired
personnel. that Is , those who have served twenty years or more in the
military as active duty or reserve.

Military personnel and members of their families total some 12
million individuals in the military community.

110 testimony today focuses primarily on active duty personnel and
their families.

Family members total 2.6 million individuals, as compared to a
total military force of nearly 2.1 Milian 'active duty members.
Excluding from this total the number of non married military members.there are slightly over 3.7 million individuals in active duty militaryfamilies today. 4 . -

There are more family members than there are uniformed members of
the United States armed forces, including both single and the married
uniformed personnel.
(see pie chart on page 16)

Military anirtfiair rosily

Uniformed personnel 2,095,009 (single and married)
Spouses 1,075,302
Children 1.546,630
Parents/others 68,620

TOTAL 1-.76-361
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The military is organized in a series of ranks or grades that range

from seaman or private to admiral or general, and there are 24 different

gradations. There are two general categories, the officers and tic

enlisted personnel; 142 of which are officers and 86% enlisted.

'See pie graph on perceirorsonnefT7cers.rTrrans

cit is clear that if en average military family were to be

described, it would likely be drawn from the enlisted ranks, In view of

that fact the greatest numbers of enlisted personnel are in the E4 or 15

rank it would be logical that the 'average or 'typical" Americae

military family would have an active duty npmber In one of these ranks.

Names of this rank depending on the branch of service atfiliatioo are:

Sergeant. Corporal, Specialist 4 or 5, Petty Officer 3rd class or 2nd

class.

pea rgra---w-a--wcIrriiisz.ir

The "average" or the most likely composite profile of a military

family would be the following:

The uniformed husband/father is age 23-25, in the rank of

14 or ES. He has a high school diploma and has probably

beee in the service four to six years.

o The wifc/mother is a civilian married to a uniformed

member of the Armed forces (at one time she was referred

to as a dependent). She is 21-23 years of age has a high

school diploma.

This family has two children, one near kiedergarten age,

and the other one a toddler or infant.

They have been married just over five years.

o She military pray portion of the 14 family income is $1225

gross per moc, including housdng allowance; their

annual salary $14.700.00 or 57."03 per hour based on a

typical 40 hour week. The military pay for the average

15 is $1,332 gross per month, including housing

allowance, or 1:5,900.00 - or $7.60 per hour based on a

40 hour week.

o In this family there is a 401 chance that the uniformed

member is "moonlighting,' or working at night; this

income would be about 25% additional family income.

3
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o The wife likely works at a minimum wage au a part-time
basis, thereby Contributing 20% additional family income.

(Note: It would not be highly likely that the man worked
nights and the women worked alsoit would probably be
one or the other).

o This f fly is probably 52,000 to 65,000 in debt.

o It spe tes one car and probably lives off the military
installation since housing is not available for all
military families. It is also likely that this family
does not use tha military commissary or exchange on a
regular basis.

Military and their family etchers have a distinct lifestyle as a
result of the military career that is different from a lifestyle in
other groups of the American population. Basically, them are eight
factors that mike the military family life unique.

Before these factors are idefitified they should be given soma
attention as a "package of factors." Each of the eight factors listed
can be found in other subgroups of the American population (many
civilian families move, live overseas, and at times experience family
separation), but the military family has these eight factors as a given
in their lifestyle. That is to say that in the course of the families'
affiliation with the military service they will probably experience all
of the factorsmany of them repeatedly, and several of the factors will
be experienced simultaneously. The eight military family lifestyle
factors are:

Mobility
Separation
Parent Absence
Child Adjustment
Overseas Living
High-stress/High-risk jobs
Military Family Needs vs. Military System Needs
Authoritarian Management Style of the Military

How does Ihe "average" American military family fit with the
military family lifestyle factors? We will review the eight factors
with the "average" military family in mind.

MOBILITY: This family moves on the average of 2.2 times in a five
year ipii7761% of enlisted have had 1 to 3 moves in the first 6 years
of their military life). For the average military family, issues
involving mobility include whether the car cars make it to the new duty
station or if they have a zccond car for the wife, how will they move
with two children and two cars? How will the family adjust to the
reduction of family income caused by the wife no longer working and the
loss of the income from moonlighting? Will the wife be able to find
employment at the new duty station? How will this family absorb the out

4
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of pocket expenses attached to the move? In view of the strain on the

budget and the adjustment of the husband and wife, how will the

logistics of moving, the setting up of a new household and adjusting to

a new area be experienced by this family? The Policy on reimbursement

of moving expenses is designed to increased with rank and not because of

family factors. Some point out that some of this could be offset

through a tax deduction, but that is of little use to our 'average"

American military family because they incur little or no tax liability.

SEPARATION: This family will be separated from reletives and

lifelong friends, as well as froorthe newly forced friendships and

support systems that are familiar (support systems refer to church,

school, trusted babysitter, eechanic, ee, so on.) Military orders

soeetimes interrupt family plans, which results in a self-imposed family

separation. An example of this is the spouse with a job she values, may

be reluctant to move and decide to stay. The evographical marital

separation puts a strain on many military MarLi4ge..,

PARENT ABSENCE: The uniformed parent may be absent from the family

unit f=or a varfety of reasons --exaeples are short-term training

exercises; a one- hi-three-month temporary
duty assignment for a school

or technical training program; a remote, overseas, or sea duty

assignment that precludes family member accompaniment (this may be a

routine assignment with advance notice or a short notice resporse to

national emergency or war). How will the children cope with the

Paternal absence? The nature of the separation, the fregoency, and the

length are important variables to consider in had children, youth, and

the entire family copes with the parental absence. However, regardless

of those variables it can be generally stated that in any separation

each family member will experience a shift In roles during the parent

absence phase as well as the reunion phase. Other intervening variables

that will impact on a child coping with parental absence in the military

family include:

o Is the separation long-term or short-term?

o Is the separation in peace-time or war-time?

o What is the age of the child?

o What is the sex of the child?

o How many prior episodes of parental absence has the child .

experienced?
o What are the mother's attitude and coping skill in the

-absent parent situation?
aP What types of social supports that offer an absent parent

model to the child are available?

Some research indicates the father's prolonged absence increases

the probability of developaental difficulties in children. This is

especially true in programmed intermittent and transient father 40--nce

with the preschool child. The absence of the father Cie impact or Lhe

child's emerging sense of gender identity; capacity to modulate and

express aggression; and on his or her role as a child in the family.

5
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A growing amount of research aid literature on father absence in
the military family indicates the effects of father absence on the child
often reflects parental behaviors and attitudes regarding the situation.

One study of military families presenting at a pediatric clinic in
the AM), (*ISO) reported that of the 100 families in the sample who had
experienced father absence, 66 (or two-thirds) reported a problem with
at least one child in the family which was serious enough to cause them
to seek professional bee. The author did not relate to how many
families this clinic was available to as opposed to how many sought help
for a parent absent related difficulty. Another study (0531 all
officers families) reported the finding that there is nothing
intrinsically wrong with absence of father per se. Other factors appear
to have more to do with the emotional stability or instability of a
child. These studies are an example on contradictory findings.

There Is much literature addressing father absence in the military
family. Much of it is contradictory, but still it points to the fact
that the father has a definite role In the development of his child --en1
paternal absence negatively affects'teat development.

However, much is still unknown as to what or how the specific
effects of father absence may be impacting on the child.

OVERSEAS LIVING: The excitement and the adventure of the tour of
duty liFIETIKTTIIFy family of any grade or rank is prevalent. In
terms of our 'average" American military family, how many other young
families with a $15,000 gross annual income would protably be offered
this opportunity? If the life skills of the couple are well developed
(to enable them to initiate some prior planning), and the wife does not
wind the high likelihood of not being employed while overseas; and most
importantly, if they are in relatively stable financial order; if this
family can be fortunate enough to have a concerned and active family
assigned to then who will help them with the transition (the military
calls this the sponsorship program); if the family can, find housing that
is livable, affordable and located reasonably near the military
installation, then the tour will be most desirable. Each time one of
these conditions is absent the probability of the tour's befog
successful and satisfying is reduced. Many families have arrived in
overseas to find that the children must travel great distances to go to
school (or possibly attend boarding school) that language barriers are a
major frustration, that isolation from friends and family members back
in the states is accentuated by the distance, and cost of living is
unexpectedly high (which adds to money problems) and for each of these
problems there are fewer resources available overseas to facilitate
intervention.

4

(NOTE: There Is a Congressional limit on sponsored, or accompanied
tours, which means not all families are sponsored by the military to go
overseas with the uniformed member. When the family decides to follow
the uniformed eember overseas when the military does not sponsor then,
the family will experience a different set of variables that can be more
stress-producing).

6
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An added stress to the overseas experience is the knowledge that In

the event of international emergency the military member will be called

to his or her military responsibility and the family will be left to the

military system to be brought to safety. This plan to tend to family

needs In such a situation is not highly regarded by military family

members and is a source of stress for the sponsored family and,

certainly, for the non- sponsored family.

CHILD ADJUSTMENT: Not all children at all ages and placement in

the fialiiallirti-the military lifestyle equally. Within the same

family one child may thrive on changing schools every two or three

years--weile for soother, these changes may be agony. And. au it is

related in the section of parental absence, the child is affected by

these absences but the evidence on exactly how they are affected is

lacking.

NIGH STRESS/NIGH RISK JOBS: The mission of the military is
naticarliVinsei------iifTTEPifamlly knows that the uniformed member is

In constant readiness to be removed from the family unit oa a moment's

notice. The family also knows he may never return from this mission.

This cannot be ignored because the military advises the foully to have

power of attorney, wills drawn up, and their legal matters in order

prior to the deployment. Each time the media covers the building up of

a potential conflict that will mean United States military involvement,

the military family feels the tension. The loss of lives 0f United

States melitare in Beirut and Granada has been a sad and upsetting

experience for most Amertans but for the military family it has

underlined the very real risk of death attached to life In the military.

The military has certain peace-time Jobs that carry with them a high

risk factor, and the constant state of readiness required for equivent

and personnel is a source of strew, in the military foully.

MILITARY FAMILY NEEDS vs. MILITARY SYSTEM NEEDS: Not always does

the timing of the needst the "Wry coincide with the needs of the

military system. Military families compare statistics on the number of

times the uniformed member has messed birthdays, aneiversaries.

Christmases, graduations, and so on. If the military needs the member

to attend a training or school that contllcts with the needs of the

family, a tension builds. Many a military father has been away on a

training exercise, or out to sea, etc. when the birth of a child in his

family occurred. There is no doubt that the military Is more sensitive

to the needs of the family today, but the mission of being ready to

defend this nation is the primary concern.

AUTHORITARIAN MANAGEMENT STYLE: The military mission requires by

its nature aorilliaTf-iy over all military personnel, and military

families shin*, with their active duty cponsor this loss of control over

their lives. NO UNITED STATES CIVILIAN FAMILY INCURS A COMPARABLE COST

AS A CONDITION OF EMPLOYMENT.

The military family lifestyle factors can be challenges for

families, and the factors can take on an added dimension when internal

t3J
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family variables are included. Some of the family varekebles that can
increase the likelihood of military family life being stressful are:

Oual Career (military member married to a military member):
Military members can be married to:Of:other military members
within the same branch of the military or in i different
branch. The marriage can be officer to officer enlisted to
enlisted, or officer to enlisted. The wife fel) u a higher
rank than the husband. They may or may not get tattooed In
the same place, their benefits are figured differently in same
cases. Some issues for-the dual career family include who
will care for the child when they are.ill or in the case of
national emergency.

Dual Career (military married to a career ci: 'Ilan woman):
in 1970, 30% of military wives wor:ed, in 1980, 655 of
military wives worker (this includes the wife in uniform).
The military wife wiL has career aspirations finds the moving
every 2 years a detriment to her career advancement. Later,
the military family in which the husband and wife have
distinct and different career goals may experience temporary
separations. The military een become geographic bachelors
because the wives choose not to move even though they want to
continue the marriage. In the first case, attrition is the
concern of the military. In the second case, the lack of a
family team involved in the leadership of the entire military
community is evident when the =mending officer's lady is not
located at this installation. The military is responding to
this issue in much the same way as the corporate
communitythey are developing Job skills bank and women's
resources on the installation to assist the family (however
these are (still in the prototype stage and each service only
has one or two such agencies to date).
MOTE: In'spite of the military family's reliance on the
wife/mother's income, the military spouse Is given no formal
preference for civilian Jobs on military installationsthe
one labor market she might expect to access.

Foreign-born spouse (can refer to ethnic or racially mixed families,
also):

To date the military does not know exactly how many of these
families there are in the military coumunity. They do not
know: how many of foreign -born spouses are recent arrivals
with minimum coping and language skills, how many of them have
been in this country for 10 years or more and have mastered
the language but are still not comfortable with the culture,
or how many of the foreign-born wives are fully comfortable
with their transition. They do not know how many foreign-born
spouses are European or Asian--and although program people
indicate that the needs in support services to the two groups
are quite different, no studies of significance have been
conducted on these military families. The children of
military familie In this group are an unknown to the military

8



in terms of numbers or how they are doing socially or

developmentally.

Family with a handicapped member:
If a member of the family is hameicapped it may preclude that

family from accepting (when they are given the choice) some ,

duty stations because of the lack of services needed by that

member. The services are sensitive to the needs of the family

with a handicapped family member and encourage the
servicemecber to register information on the family member
(including the type of handicap) with the military. The

military is then willing to take this into consideration in
the relocation of the family. It has been noted that the

families are reluctant to register a handicapped family member
beceuSe they perceive that this may hurt military career

advancement because the military member is not available for

duty as the military deems necessary. Is the perception based

on some reality? Is this an erroneous perception? The

answers to these questions are not known at this time.

The military family is thought to be important to the military In

part because there is growing evidence that the quality of family living

In the military community influences the uniformed members' rtadinesS

a' retention (most of thi evi"..nce lacks empirical data to substantiate

t t which is to date known circumstantially and intuitively).

If it Is true that military-families do influence readiness and

retention, and i strongly believe this is the case, then the specific

issues that impact military families should be ideetified eeeetitively,

and, where appropriate, acted upon.

The variables that family members see as detereets to making the

military carter choice are known. They have been identified through
symposia, conferences, workshops and seminars, reports and studies where

family members have given direct input. The history of this date

gathering and issue reporting spans the last seven years. In that time

each of the services has responded to military family input. The

military has opened 'Emily support centers; they have written policy

regarding child abuse/neglect and spouse abuse; improved child care
regulations and standards; established the Military Family Resuurce
Center, a centralized clearinghouse of resources for military family

information ante programs; addressed policy regarding handicapped family

members, single parents and other Issues. And each of the services has

initiatives in consideration to further address, end improve eilictry

family life.

However, many of the identified Issues require congressional action
and/or funding before improvement can be realised.

The symposia, conferences. reports. etc.. of the Past seven years
have produced a common list of issues which are beyond the services'

9
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capability to change without Congressional support . The common list is
as -follows:

o Medical/CAMPUS: The families report difficulty in obtaining
an appointment. CNANPUS Is confusing, inadequate, and
difficult to use.

o Centel: Dental care for family members Is virtually
non-existant.

o Mousing; Families state that housing is inadequate in
quantity and often in quality. Availability is based on rank
not need.

Relocationtnobility: Each move costs the military family out
of tlIi$r own pocket and disrupts employment and career
opportunities for the spouses.

o Do lo t: Families cite length of deployment and lack of
su mechanisms for family members to be a problem during
pre-deployment, deployment, and reunion periods.

Child care/Youth activities: Increased numbers of both
parents wafting, single parents and dual military families
indicates that the need for child care exceeds available
openings. They also report needing flexible and extended
hours. These points require facilities and staff in the
solution.

o Education/0000S: Spouses obtaining education in many cases
must p.,- out of state tuition, and have educational pursuits
intern ed. Families report experiencing the Department of
Defense Dependent Schools as lacking standardization and
quality assurance.

In the over two hundred year history of families in the military
system programs have come and gone based on economics and interest of
the era. Never in that time has a_clear policy that states how
responsive the military should be to military family members been
determined. For instanci:Miuld the military operate battered spouse
shelters and if so, under what conditions? What are the parameters to
military program and services for military families?

The quality of life programs for children, youth and families in
the military fluctuates because of a lack of definitive policy and
because the dollars are vulnerable. Historically, funding for hardware
displaces funding for family programs; and policy regarding family
members has been in the main implicit..

If the children, youth end families 0f military personnel are to
have an adiquate quality of life that enhances them as indivMuals and
promotes tie military system to meet readiness and retention beds, I
believe that policy most be written; and then, more importantly, funding

earmarked specifically for family programs and needs shoeld accompany
the policy.

C6
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DoD Married Enlisted
(Percent or married personnel by a

.
r

2929 31-39 40-49 56-166

OF INIFCRWED MENER

The enlisted personnel who are married are found most often
in the age range or 20 to 29 (likely to be the rank of FA or
£5. Therefore the "average" or 'typical" married enlisted
family would be defined as moat probably from this group.

As of 9/30/82
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Enlisted by Rank Group
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MILITARY PERSCWEL AND FAMILY MEMBERS

UM *rail 43.72

Military peraonnel 2,095,009

iamily ember 2,690.552

4 Am of 9/30/82

S. 56.32
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Mrs. SCHROEDER. Well, you are both wonderful. We cannot com-
pliment you enough for being here and helping us shed some light
on family issues.

General, let me start with you. The ranking member and I
worked very hard on the dependent travel issue to permit college-
age children one trip home a year when their families are sta-
tioned overseas. And as you probably know, we could never get out
of DOD an exact sum for the cost of the proposal. We had to
engage in a colloquy with the Chair and ranking minority member
of the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Defense to say we
wanted to make sure they fund dependent travel for children of
families serving in foreign posts. DOD would not give us a figure so
we could put a sum certain in, so we ended up saying it was the
intent of Congress that dependent travel be funded and funded out
of operations and maintenance.

What do you do with that kind of lack of support from DOD? I
mean it is outrageous that they cannot give us a figure.

General WICKHAM. Well, I appreciate your word "outrageous"it really isthat we could not develop a more definitive figure. It
probably is in the neighborhood of $1 million a year.

The symbolic act of the Congress to authorize us to do this and
tell us to take the money out of OMA is fine, but it is the impor-
tant commitment that will have the profound effect.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. We really hope you will keep this committee
apprised if something goes offtrack. We not only wanted to author-
ize it; we wanted to make sure that there was a targeted appropria-
tion so we would not get the squeeze put on us again.

Unfortunately, because we could never get a figure out of DOD,
we could not target it and had to charge it to O&M. We want to
change that as soon as possible because we feel that if the State
Department has this for their families, it is totally unfair to have
military families not have it. So please keep us informed.

General WICKHAM. I think over a period of time, Mrs. Schroeder,
we probably can aggregate data as we find out exactly the number
of students that are in college at any particular time.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. We really appreciate that.
I noticed, Shauna, in your testimony about important Army

family issues, which I find very helpful, the employment assistance
area comes up on all lists. One of the problems I hear about is that
the status of forces agreements 'SOFA, negotiated with countries
where our overseas bases are located often prevent military
spouses from working. Some say the State Department does a
better job in getting slots for their spouses when they negotiate
than they do for the military spouses.

Now, I do not know. Do you hear the same type of criticism?
General WICKHAM. Yes, we do. Status of forces agreements in

various countries which are negotiated diplomatically do prescribe
the conditions under which local labor and military dependent
labor might be used.

In the Philippines, for example, it is very restrictive. In Korea
and in Germany, I believe it is more liberal. We would find it help-
ful to have more liberal opportunity for spouse employment, but
that needs to be weighed against the overall diplomatic objectives
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that we are trying to achieve and base rights that may carry great
strategic value.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I certainly understand that and none of us
would want to jeopardize that. When you look at how much
progress has been Made by the State Department in spouse employ-
ment abroad, we just have not seen anything comparable in the
military. They keep holding those job slots for the foreign labor
pool, which many of our own people could do. It would certainly
enhance their family life. I thought Shauna's comment was excel-
lent. We have to remember at what income level we are paying
military families abroad. That may be a real focus. I noticed this
problem is at the top of the list and maybe this committee could
make a real impact on the spouse-employment issue.

So thank you both for your insight into that.
Congressman Coats.
Mr. COATS. Thank you, and thank you both, Ms. Whitworth and

General Wickham, for your excellent testimony.
I am particularly impressed, General Wickham, with your sensi-

tivity to the problem and your commitment to doing something
from the top down. I think in the past often these types of prob-
lems have probably been assigned to a lower level. But I think
when the forces see that the Chief of Staff has a personal commit-
ment, that both you and your wife have a personal commitment to
the needs of families, it is going to make a tremendous psychologi-
cal difference all the way down to the latest private recruit that
serves in the military. I want to commend you for your involve-
ment there.

Ms. Whitworth gave ki her wish list as defined by many of the
families, things that they think cannot be accomplished without
congressional support. I wonder if you have in your mind a wish
list in regard to services and support for Army families that you
would like to leave with those of us in Congress. What would you
ask Congress to give you in this area, in priority, or in some sense
of priority if you had a wish list?

General WICKHAM. Congressman, let me take that for action and
provide a response for the record.

The priority areas the Army needs congressional support for are: child care facili
ties, dental care for family members, completion of the aligning of CHAMPIIS with
Medicare/Medicaid by requiring the provider of care who accepts Medicare/Medic-
aid to accept CHAMPUS. not inetitutiug a user fee for medical care, reduction of
out-of-pocket expenses caused by relocation, and family housing

General WICKHAM. I subscribe to everything that Shauna has
outlined here. Perhaps I might elaborate on that.

In general, of course, as I touched on in my oral statement, to
the extent that your committee can be instrumental in assuring
more consistent support through the appropriations and authoriza-
tion process so that we do not do foolish things that fly in the face
of what the services are trying to do to help themselves.

No. 2, to the extent that your committee can sponsor legislation,
legislative reform that helps us deal with our families in a more
concrete, uplifting way, that will be helpful. And as things happen
here, we will obviously call upon you with legislation, just as we
did with this dependent travel issue.
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Those would be sort of the general comments. I wonder if I might
just tag a moment onto Shauna's statement, because we may be
leaving an unfortunate impression here that there is an awful lot
of turbulence in the Army that is self-generated in the services.

Yes, there is a lot of movement. The Congress has been helpful
in the past in encouraging us to be more careful with permanent
change of station [PAS] money. Much of the turbulence that comes
from service life :-04 due to accessions and separations. It has noth-
ing to do with reassignment. Most of it is from accessio:is and sepa-
rations.

Mr. COATS. Would you define for us what you mean by "acces-
sions?"

General WICKHAM. Recruiting. New people coming and time
people leaving the service at the end of their time of service or re-
tirement. So that is involved. That is factored into those figures of
two or so moves every 5 years.

What we are trying to do in the Army that is a parallel to this
whole approach of wellness and sense of community and partner-
ship, we are trying to stlatbilize people in positions from the top
down. I have started the policy of keeping our generals in positions
at least 2 years rather than this terrific cycling of people. And I
think if the top down stabilization can take place, then we are
going to see people staying in locations for 3, 4, 5 years. And that
has a signal bearing on the wellness of the family and children in
schools, the whole approach.

Mr. COATS. Thank you.
I have a long list of questions, but I know your time is very limit-

ed, and I want to give other members of the panel a chance.
I will yield back the balance of my time.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you very much.
Congressman Miller, who is the chairman of the full committee

has come in. We are very honored to have him here.
Chairmail MILLER. Thank you, Madam Chairman.
General Wickham, you just mentioned again that the Army em-

braces the concept of "wellness" within the Army family. I think it
is a rather exciting concept and is certainly a healthy one to be put
forth. Can you give us some indication when the Ai my will start to
identify specific programs and policies to begin implementation of
that goal.

Do you have a plan that has been put forth that the committee
could look at or that could be made part of the record?

General WicxxAm. Yes, sir. I can add that to the record. It is just
not talk. There are actions underway.

The Army Plan 19 -2000 calls for the implementation of specific programs and
policies toward implementation of the concept of -wellness- An objective of the
Total Army's Human Goal is to develop people who are fit: mind. body, and spirit
Consequently, we have concentrated on total fitness in the Army. This includes not
only soldier but also family member involvement in programs to improve readiness,
reduce/adapt to stress. improve lifestyle. and improve nutritional habits. Ongoing
initiatives include establishment of The Soldier Fitness Center at Fort Benjamin
Harrison. Indiana. publishing a series of fitness handbooks (commander, individual
and family!. actions to "deglamorize" alcohol abuse, The Family Advocacy Program
dealing not only with the symptoms of abuse. but with healthy families to prevent
abuse, programs to help stop smoking, youth and Army sports programs, and family
enrichment seminars
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The Army Family Action Plan details several other 14 pecific initiatives that we are
taking to foster wellness tie total fitness: mind, body and spirit). A c-Jpy of this plan
has been given to each member of the committee.

Chairman MILLER. I assume if you say it, it is-not just talk.
General WICKHAM. No, sir. It involves, for example, putting low

sodium food into the commissary, encouraging better weight con-
trol on the part of the soldier and the family. We are teaching our
cooks to cook with low cholesterol, low salt. We are trying to get
that same kind of training and education out into the family. So
there are active things underway. That is just the top of the ice-
berg.

Chairman MILLER. You cited the figure, Shauna, that servicewide
there were some 20,000 adolescents between, I think you said, 17
and 19. And they should not be there if they are under 17, right?

Ms. WHITWORTH. That is right.
Chairman MILLER. And many of them are married, and many of

them are married to someone who is 2.4 years younger than they
are. How does a family handlehow does the Army family handle
the issue of planned pregnancy or education to these young people?

We have spent a lot of time in this committee looking at teenage
pregnancies and the impact of that pregnancy on the family, on
the woman, on the child. How does the Army cope with that issue,
or plan to if they are not? I am not clear whether it has been high-
lighted as part of the White Paper.

Ms. WHITWORTH. I do not know that it is in the white paper spe-
cifically or in the family action plan, but 1 know that in the family
practi. , area of military medical care there is a focus on working
with those families on the highest priority basis, to work with
family planning and many of the other issues, including develop-
ment of Life skills. And medical and social service personnel work
closely with these very young families, identify them and stay with
them.

Chairman MILLER. So if you are a new recruit and you are 17, IS
and you decide to get married, which apparently is f:iirly common,
there would be some effort to direct those educatioi, programs to
those people? Because it obvioilsly has a great impact on the mili-
tary later on. All of a sudden you not only have a spouse at this
point, raising the questions of mobility and separation, but now you
have children as well, which compounds the issue.

General WICKI1AM. We are not in the business, Mr. Congressman,
as you know, of discouraging children.

Chairman MILLER. I understand.
General WICKHAM. But we are in the business of trying to do a

better job of informing folks. and we do have the Army family phy-
sician program where we have a family practice in our hospitals,
and we seek to identify a doctor with a family so that they develop
a relationship there of informality and wise counseling,.

The opportunities are there. We are encouraging greater use of
these capabilities. An illustration: In Korea--I have :I years there,
the opportunity to marry in Korea is large, as it is in many coon-
tri where we have our young soldiers. These marriages are care-
ful' counseled before they occur so the soldier is fully aware of all
of t implications, the social problems he may encounter in that
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country and back in the United States, and it covers the gamut of
issues here dealing with family points.

Chairman MILLER. I raise the point because the number of marriedadolescents mentioned in the previous panel caught me by surprise.There are so many considerations that the military has with eespectto carrying out its mission. So much depends on the choices theseyoung people will make, and what they will mean in terms of, as Ibelieve Shauna talked about, the factors of military life. Whetherthey are going to have overseas duty or not, what is the separationtime, the "no notice" maneuvers that v'e have seen both by the
Rangers in Grenada and the Navy. If wellness is the goal, healthyrelationships between the husband and the wife, and hopefully the- child, can certainly be enhanced if they are prepared for what willfollow.

General WICKHAM. There are all kinds of dimensions. There arethe formal, official things that we have talked of, the family physi-
cian program. There is the networking arrangement of otherwivesfirst sergeant's wife. platoon sergeant's wife, commander's
wifethat deals with the informal counseling: this is what you aregoing to expect, these are some of the implications of being in the
service.

So not to say that we cannot do more.
Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you.

it, We owe a special debt of gratitude to the next gentleman be-4cause he is the one who provided us the room.
Mr. Wolf.
Mr. WOLF. Thank you very much. I will not ask very many ques-tions because of your time, but I did read your white paper, -and 1put it in the Congriossional Record. I was so impressed because

when I was in the Army, it seemed the only people who were inter-ested in these matters were the chaplains. Sometimes they did not
seem too interested in them. I am very impressed that you havetaken the time out of your busy schedule to come here. Those of ushere know this,' but I hope that Army Times and other newspapersthat are targeted for enlisted personnel will report this fact. I hopethe word gets out. Maybe someone in the audience will help, sothat our servicemen will know that you cared enough to take thetime to come here and make this a public issue because of yourconcern about it.

I live in the Washington metropolitan area, and my children con-stantly come home from school telling me that one of their bestfriends' family is being transferred, or moving here or movingthere. Could you elaborate more on the question of mobility and its
effect on families?

Do you give any special consideration for an enlisted man or anofficer when their children are, for exaniple, in the 11th guide or12th grade ready to graduate? Do you give any special consider-
ation should they want to stay at a duty station for one extra yearuntil their child finishes school?

General WICKHAM. I would say that we try to do that. I have
made decisions from the top down. I do manage all of the general
officers in the Army. And in guidance to our assignments people
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for colonels and below, I try to give thought to that issue if they
have a child, having had children through the same problem, I un-
derstand it.

But I must say I am not sure we do a very good job of it. The
overriding needs of the service, like Grenada or the needs to deploy
forces to Europe in connection with improving our capabilities
there, these overriding operational needs sometimes get in the way
of trying to do justice to the family side of it.

We can do a better job of that, and we are experimenting now, as
I mentioned earlier, with efforts to try to locate people where there
are facilities to take care of exceptional children, where there are
work opportunities for the sponsor's family member that needs to
work in r% 'ationship to job occupation. So we are trying programs
to fit in with the thought that you are suggesting there_

Mr. Woi. Earlier were you suggesting that if a military family
had a child with a learning disc bility a- special need that this
would be a factor in locating the military person?

General WICKHAM. Yes, sir, exactly. And that is officially part of
his preference statement, his or her preference statement, and that
is a key factor, if not the overriding factor, in where we will try to
assign that individual.

Mr. Wots. Ms. Whitworth, do you want to say more about mobil-
ity and schedules with regard to the effect on family lives? The wit-
ness before said that employment policies and work schedules prob-
ably have the most powerful influence of all on fathers' roles with
their children and youth, and the influence is not a supportive one,
unquote.

Do you have any comments about mobility problems, flexitime
and schedules which do not permit an individual to be with his or
her family?

Ms. WHITWORTH. The interesting thing about mobility in the
military service is that there is more mobility in the officers' fami-
lies than in the enlisted families, ulthough officers represent 14
percent of the force, and the enlisted represent S6 percent of the
force.

There is tremendous effort in the services to reduce unnecessary
mobility and family factors are involved in this. Efforts are also un-
derway to provide nu re housing overseas. I know that some of the
services, particularly in the Okinawa area, have been trying to pro-
vide more housing. Lack of a place to live' has been virtually the
only thing that has stopped the family from accompanying the
service member in many cases.

I think the families are more aware of the father's role as are
the fathers and families have made the importance of the father's
role in child development more clear to the military. There is now
a much stronger family/military partnerNhip in working on this
issue.

I commend the Army particularly for their family efforts, al
though all branches of the military service are attempting to im-
prove family life.

Mr. WOLF. In your last comment, you commended the Army in
particular. Do you believe the Navy and the Air Force are also
doing a good job?
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Ms. WHOWORTH. They are all working at it. and each has some
very, very good programs. We list those programs out at the Mili-
tary Family Resource Center and provide abstracts and contact in-
formation so that the services can share their good ideas. Each of
them are working very hard.

I would suspect that the Navy's problem with having parent ab-
sence in the deployment with the very close intermittent is quite a
bit different from some of the other services, but the SAC situation
is very difficult also, and in strong training situations in the Army
you see it again. They are each different in their approach to doing
this sort of thing because the needs of the services are different,
and therefore, the family factors are different.

Mr. WOLF. I have a closing comment. I agree with Mrs. Schroe-
deet. statement regarding the ability to find jobs on U.S. military
installations overseas. I recently went to Germany, and on every
military base I visited most of the people were German nationals. I
believe there is no justification for giving jobs to German nationais
when we have American citizens, husbands and wives, looking for
and needing jobs. We plow a lot of money into the German econo-
my. and maybe that. is from the State Department more than at
DOD. But I think we should make every effort in Congress to in-
vestigate employment situations. We should do something from a
public standpoint, maybe a resolution or letter to the State Depart-
ment.

I believe that any American citizen working at any base in any
country should have preference over a foreign national. This
should be the policy of our Government.

Again, I want to thank both of you for coming, and I appreciate
it very much.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you very much.
The next person I will call on is Congressman Sikorski from Min-

nesota.
Mr. SIKORSEL I have no questions. I compliment the panel.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. We are glad to have you here.
And Congresswoman Johnson from Connecticut
Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you very much for being here today. I will

be brief, General, as I know you are in a hurry.
I just want to commend you on your mayoral system. I think

with a family spending their lives in the military, it is always frus-
trating to vote on the candidates in their town with whom they
have had literally no contact. And I think for them to have no in-
volvement and experience in our democracy is unhealthy for them
and certainly unhealthy for us; and I cannot believe that govern-
ance on your bases does not benefit from establishing a political
system analogous to that in the civilian sector.

And I just want to mention two other things. First of all, in
terms of the constant relocation, I do not understand why it is so
difficult to develop a policy that would expose families perhaps to
constant moves when the children are young but would reduce that
pace of relocation as the children grow. It is really a major reason
why people leave the service and a legitimate one. And I know
from my own experience in the service it is not so hard when the
children are little. It is easy to make new friends. It is easy to meet
parents on a base when they have little children and you have
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little children. But when the children get older, it is really a very
difficult problem. And I should think that you would be able to at
least create some situation where a high school and junior high
could be consistent.

General WICKHAM. Well, it is a laudable goal, but the business
we are in is a tough, competitive business, and if we are to have
the readiest forces that we can and use these resources that are en-
trusted to us as best we can, we have got to train our people. And
as young people go to schools to improve their training, as they
grow in rank and have to move to new assignments, that seems to
come in priority; and we will just have to do the best that we can
to deal with the family dimension of it and the schools for the
older children.

My own children have suffered from a similar circumstance.
They have been moved in high schools and in junior high schools.
Two of them are in the Army. One of them is an officer and the
other has married an officer, and they have turned out well--not
that others have not.

I think that young children can live through the trauma of
movesit is not easyand they can be better for it if the family
institutional support there will help with that. If as they move to a
new location there is an outreach, the arms come out of the whole
community to uplift them and bring them in in a wholesome envi-
ronment, if the medical facilities and the youth facilities, the op-
portunities to get involved in community activities are there, I
think that the transition can be managed.

That may sound like a little bit of a heartless approach to it,
but---

Mrs. JOHNSON. No, I appreciate that there is no absolute solution
and no simple system, and I appreciate your concern with it. And I
just want to express, too, my support of Mr. Wolf's comments.

In your section on sense of community you do stress the effort
that you make to develop a family's ability to become involved in
community organization problem solving and volunteerism. But I
can tell you, as a woman who was very involved in community or-
ganizations and volunteerism, that women now are looking to also
expand the family's income stream, economic security, and oppor-
tunity. And I feel just as strongly as Mr. Wolf that at any base, at
home or abroad, service families can benefit from part-time work,
because when your children do get in school, it is so terribly useful.
And, a base setting is the ideal setting for job sharing because
there is not usually the commuting problem.

ao I would certainly urge you to develop policies that not only
enable wives to work but make it easy, provide training, provide
notice of employment opportunities, provide notice of community-
based programs that are available to them in the surrounding com-
munities to get prepared and that kind of thing, because otherwise,
you know, your wives do have to take an unusual amount of re-
sponsibility, therefore, in certain circumstances, and therefore,
their ability to be connected into a full-time job offbase may be lim-
ited.

But I think that the base has the responsibility to provide the
kind of flexible employment settings and alternatives that I am
sure would serve you and certainly I am sure would serve many of
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the women who play such an important role in our forces verywell. And I would just encourage you to move in that direction.
General WICKHAM. That is a thoughtful observation, and we takeit to heart. The social fabric of our young people has changed; noquestion about it. The wives do work. Volunteeism is harder to

come by now, and we need to do a better job of taking advantage ofthose who are in a better position to volunteerretiree wives, for
example, retired people that can go to work in hospitals or in anadvisory capacity. We also need to do a better job, as you pointed
out, of finding work in part-time employment to help with that.

Mrs. JOHNSON. May I just add one other thought that just oc-curred to me? It may be very useful to extend that same kind of
thinking to your teenagers, because again, you know, in our com-
munities throughout America the kids are going to work at 16 tomake part of their own money, and it could be an enormous re-source.

General WICKHAM. We do have an exten.iive, as you may know,
an extensive program of youth employmen; during the summermonths, very extensive.

Mrs. JOHNSON. Thank you.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you.
Congressman Sikorski.
Mr. SIKORSK1. Madam Chairman, 1 do not know if t is on the

record because of triple scheduling, but I think it is important tomake the point that the focus on the family has some economic
and military benefits, as you well know. The retention rate in ourservices is about 10 times what it is in the Soviet services, and the
cost of training alone is exceptional. And every time we keep aperson in the service as a career or partial career, we are doing alot to save our lung-terns &Ilan and also making our force a muchbetter force.

I would suggest that people who have criticized us for the pen-
sion system, which I think from every shred of testimony I have
understood is an important part of that retention rate, look at
those savings. They have criticized us in some instances fur paying
people and providing bonuses and the rest of it. and they might be
critical of any efforts in this family area. But I would suggest that
anything we do to bolster the family support fur the men and
women who are in the services will pay off both in terms of dollars.
just saving dollars in that military budget, and in terms of a better
fighting force, better armed services.

I think it should be said. Maybe you have said it already.
General WICKHAM. Thank you very much, Mr. Sikorski That is

helpful to us.
I would just pick up on a point you mentioned. that as I

around and talk with soldiers, and families, and the other service
chiefs do the same, do you know what the single most issue of conce-n to them and their families is? The retirement system andwhat the Congress is likely to do with it. That is a bellwether. and
it is going to have serious implications if we are not very judictous
with retention and with attraction of quality young people.

For the first termers, retirement is not that important to them.
For the second and third termers, it becomes the No. 1 issue forthem. It is not so much. I suppose, what is done in terms of ailjust
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merle It is the fact that there is an instability of the future that is
being brought on by the constant reiteration: we are going to have
to fix this, we are going to have to make some adjustments then.

Mr. SIKOKSKI. It is alsoMadarn Chair. if 1 could say .-it is also a
recognition that the efforts people are putting into this particular
career am noteworthy. !..f you take military people and put them
into civilian life. many times they could make a lot more money
and deal probably with less hours. less family disruption, and the
rest. And that system, the pension system and the other parts of
our military compensation system, is recognition, acknowledge-
ment that what they are doiag is important to the country. And I
think the family is involve=s' in that, as well as the particular indi-
vidual who is getting the money

UCIIPTal WICKHAM. Amen. You would have a hard time telling
the wife who has lost a Ranger in Grenada that her husband's job
is like that of someone in civil life.

Ma 9114Pciwit Thank %ou very, very much. General Wickham
'illitworth_ I think you were excellent witnesses. We

Can you enough. I am sure we have more questions_ We
may me more questions over just to keep this communica-
tion going. We have so inuch we would like to do in that area.

Thank vou. and we appreciate your being here.
General WICKHAM. Thank you very much for the opportunity to

share some of our views with you, and thank you also for the sup-
port of ibis committee.

Mrs Sumo-woe:a We hope to give a whole lc,, more
Than
We apologize to the other panels the time keeps clicking on.

We now turn to panel three., which we are very enthusiastic to
hear from.

The first witness on panel three is Michael E Ph.D., pro-
fessor from the Department of Psychology, i :iychiatry arid Pediat-
rics at the University of Utah The second witness Henry B
Biller. Ph.D., professor of psychology from the University of Rhode
Island And lastly John M:Ado. Ph I), who is an associate proAss-
sor of soda:! work and community planning at the University of
Mary lan,'

If the three of you could come to the fable, we will also bring
back 4 first panel for questions. Maybe we can catch up here a
little bit We will take a break while you all find seats arid get or-
ganized. We start by paying tribute to your patience.

Dr Biller. we are glad to see you brought some help That is
vii-ondertul V,,o are fatherini! right here That is delightful

I an, sure no one would lewd if vou would like to start out We
would he more than happy to defer to Am. You have been terifi-
ally patient. and `.'our arin may he giving out

If you would 'ike introduce ourself and start out. ue wool(' he
delighted to have you hewn

TVNINT in-ISKY B. 1111.11.1-11t

PSY(114 11,0CY. I "NI% tqcsal III' !MIM ISLAND. KINGSTI IN, R.1

Mr. lifl.f. it I very much .',.ppr,.4 late the opportunity to give Ws()
t114111}' 113 this exceptionally tarn committee I enjy,1 very

WT. WPM. --Ago Erar404.11 7i I I '11 10
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much the discussion that I have been exposed to so far, and I hope
that I can add something to it.

The statistics concerning the vast amount of father absence
among children in our country, although they are very dramatic,
fail to convey the very serious consequences of paternal deprivation
found in so-called father present families.

A child dues not necessarily have to be separated from the father
to suffer from paternal deprivation. Paternal deprivation can occur
when the father is available but there is not an adequate father-
child relationship.

The father who is passive, ineffectual, and not emotionally in-
volved with his child can have a very negative impact on the
child's development. There are many fathers who are completely
obsessed with their work, with lying on the couch when they get
home or committed to activities such as jogging and other leisure
time pursuits from which their children are excluded.

On the other hand, I would certainly emphasize that many ac-
tivities have the potential for including a child, and certainly there
are varied aspects of the workaday world where a child can partici-
pate.

Paternal deprivation and father absence affect far more children
than do maternal deprivation and maternal absence. I am in no
way trying to argue against the significance of the mother's role in
development. Both fathers and mothers are very important in child
development. But in our society there are many more children who
have inadequate fathers than have inadequate mothers. A very in-
teresting phenomenon in our society is that if a child is mother
absent or the child has a disabled mother there is typically a sensi-
tivity to that child's needs emanating from women. It is very hard
for women who are aware of the situation to sit back and ignore
that child.

In our social system we generally provide at least the potentiali-
ty for many possible surrogate mothers, whether we are talking
about certain kinds of day-care situations, the female relatives of
the parents or even teachers. There are usually adequate female
adults who tend to be interested in children in addition to the
mother.

In contrast, when a child is paternally deprived or clearly father
absent, we find that there is not the social support system in terms
of available and interested adult males. There are very few males
in most cases who are willing to take an interest in the child. In
our preschool, nursery school, and day-care settings, and even in
our elementary schools up to the fourth or fifth grade or so, it is
very rare, for ?sample, to find :1 tearla i It in our
society to find men Wm ir ,01Veti III earl) child education.

There is much ti)at paternally de!,1 ved children are
more at risk for ye a.fd behavioral adjustment difficulties
and are rant r6 .uirorahle to to ye-; deVelOrafaentitl influences
than art Ada Iy lathered ehy, lr i lloweve. lathei absence in
itself di-, nkceNsarity lead Vtloptlierli.ii deficits and/or
render tae rather absent child inierh,r in psychologit.;11 functioning
relat:ve to the father-pre!..ent child

Fatherless children are far from t homogeneous group. Many
Lictors need to he considered in eVili Mg the father absent shim-
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tion. What type of absence is it? Is it long term. is it constant, is it
temporary, is it intermittent? What is the reason for father ab-
sence? Are we talking about the death of the father? Are we talk-
ing about divorce? Arc we talking about demands of the father's
employment? These are important issues.

What about the quality of the preseparation father-child rela-
tionship? Some fat her-absent children have been, in a sense, rela-
tively fortunate because prior to the absence of the father they re-
ceived high quality interaction with him and had a strong itive
att ichment to him. Such a situation may bode very well for

pos
chil-

d, Ai in their later development, despite the fact that they have to
Lifter thmu0 the trauma of some sort of father loss.
The child s age, the child's sex, the child's temperament and

other constitutional characteristics are crucial in understanding
the impact of the family system and father absence on the child.
We have to remember that the child's behavior influences parental-
response and the response of other people to the child. The child is
not a tabula rasa. Children have characteristics and tendencies
which can make them easier to parent or more difficult to parent.

Mrs. SctIROEDPR. I am going to have to interrupt. because we
have a behavioral response when the bells go off. We have all been
conditioned to respond to that, and we must run to vote. So we will
let you do some parenting while we are gone. I must say, he is
adorable.

We will be right back.
f Recess.
Mrs. Seentotawat. If we can reconvene the hearing.
Dr. Biller, if you could quickly sununarize because I am afraid

we are going to be running back and forth for amendments from
now on, which is going to be tough. I would appreciate that.

Mr. BILLER. I had made the point that father absence in itself
does not necessarily lead to developmental deficits or render the
father-absent child infrrior in psychological functioning to the
hither-present child. There are many, many factors that need to be
considered if we are going to understand the impact of father ab-
sence and individual differences among father-absent children.

There are different types of father alk.ence in terms of whether
we are talking about constant father absence, long-term father ab
sence, temporary father absence or intermittent father absence. We
need to look at the reason for father absence, whether it is the
death of the father, divorce, desertioq, or whether it has something
to do with the father's employment_ We need to look at the quality
of the preseparation lather-child relationship. And as I mentione'd
earlier, if children have k-n relatively well-fathered for the first.
several years of their life, even if they experience the trauma of
father loss, they are more likely to b. able to make an adequate
adjustment.

The child's temperament and other constitutional characteristics
also rieed to be taken into consideration Children, for example,
who are hyperkinetic or children who have different. types of senso-
ry or intellectual handicaps may put stress on family functioning
and the marital relationship. Even though the child's disabilities
are not the only factor. they may actually lead to marital conflict
and father disengagement at a rater perk in time.
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The lii,th4 's 1-,<tettun to :-.usizlz.nd absence is very important, asis vino, of the absent father. Is she very negative and bitterthout father, is she relatively accepting of the father? It is in-
teresting that much research indicates that mothers are usually
mach mere positive, as one might expect, about husbands who have
died than they are about husbands from whom they are divorced.We need to look at the quality of the mother-child and sibling
'otcrartions in the family. It is just not the parents' impact on the
c(,:idren. (7hildren have other people in the family, including sib-
Lngs and grandparents, who may take much responsibility in their
uptringing. Some research does indicate that father- absent chil-
dren who have an extended family including grandparents who areinvolved with them, seem to fare better than children who aremore isolated in a single-parent family.

The family' 3 socioeconomic status can certainly Ix. a very critical
variable. Poor children seem to be more debilitated by father ab-
sence than are children from more affluent homes. Father absence
seems to put children more at risk when they are also economically
disadvantaged. Sometimes father absence precedes economic disad-
vantagement, and sometimes economic disadvantagement under-mines the marital relationship and makes father absence morelikely.

There is evidence which has revealed that. children with compe-
tent mothers are less likely to have certain types of developmental
deficits that! a children who have, for example, an overprotective
mother an ye, ineffectual father.

Father-absent hi en are not necessarily worse off than chil-dren who live i into lip flies. One of the big problems with
much research been that many investigators have simply
taken a group of dren whose fathers do not happen to be livingin the home and .o pared them with a group of children whose
fathers are living at ome. Individual differences in family circum-
stances of both the ather-present children and the father-absent
children have often been ignored. Research which has carefully
matched children with highly involved fathers with those who havehad an absent father for a significant period of time, and do not
have any available surrogate father, reveals striking advantages
for the father-present children in terms of their social and person-
ality functioning. On the other hand, there has been research
which suggests that there may not be very much difference be-
tween a child who is father absent and a father-present child who
has a very low level of positive interaction with his father.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Can you please summarize since we are run-
ning out of time. I mu so 4irry.

Mr. Bnixa. As a function of differing maternal values and rein-
forcement patterns, middle class father-absent children are gener-
ally less handicapped in intellectual and academic pursuits than
are father-absent children of low socioeconomic status.

Middle class father absent children appear to receive more ma-
ternal encouragement for developing language, reading and other
academic skills, as well as for school achievement than do economi-
cally deprived father-absent children.

It is interesting to note the increasing amount of research em-
phasiziag 01, impact that fathers can have even during infant de-



velopment. Father absence bei.;;o:.ittir '.,11i.,ev .,nd before the age
of 4 or 5 appears.to have a more aisrupie,,e ettect on the individ-
ual's personality development than does father absence beginning
at a later period in childhood.

Father-absent males seem particllarly !il.ely to develop insecuri-
ty in their self-concept and sexuali: 'r. There is some evidence that
males are more affected by father °Gence than are females, but
there is a growing body of research rich supports the conclusion
that by adolescence, feniales much influenced in
their interpersonal and hetereckcexua. oe:elepment by father ab-
sence as are males.

Research points to a particularly high frequency of early and
continuing father absence among emotionally disturbed children
and adults. Of course, in some cases constitutionally atypical chil-
dren contribute to the development of marital stress, conflict and
parental separation.

Some data indicate that individuals who suffered early father
loss because of their father's death are more likely to show symp-
toms of inhibition, lack of assertiveness, anxiety and depression,
but are less likely to have the cognitive, academic and impulse con-
trol problems often found in children of divorced parents.

Even though children living with their mothers subsequent to a
divorce may be labeled father absent, there is tremendous variabili-
ty in the amount of contact they have with their fathers. In some
families, children whose parents are divorced may never again see
their fathers, whereas in other families they may even spend more
quality time with them than they did prior to the divorce. Many
children whose fathers do not live with them spend more time with
their fathers than do children in so-called father-present families.

Recent research has clearly supported the advantage for children
of a high level of positive father interaction even when the parents
are divorced and the children reaide with their mothers. Observa-
tions of shared and joint custody arrangements also indicate the
advantages for children of high positive father involvement, as well
as mother involvement, pmtdivorce.

[Prepared statement of Henry B. Biller follows:I

PREPARE:I/ STATEMENT OF HENRY H. HILLER. UNIVERSITY (H, RHODE, le.a.ANa

Father absence is a widespread and profound problem over twenty percent of
the children in this country, in excess of ten million, live in fatherless homes. In
some areas the figure is more than filly percent. Because of the currently high di
vorce rate, it is estimated that forty to fitly percent of children born in the last
decade will spend at least a significant portion of their childhoods in single-parent
farinlie,a At the present time, only about ten percent of children living in single-
parent homes live with their fathers. although this percentao. is increasing

These statist cs fail to communicate the serious consequences of the paternal dep
rivation found :n many so-called "fr.ther-present families. Paternal deprivation is a
term that can be used to include various inadequacies in a child's experience with
his father or father surrogate. Paternal deprivation can be in the context of total
father absence or separation from the father for some extended period of time But
the child does not necessarily have to he separated from the father to suffer from
paternal deprivation Paternal deprivation can occur when the father is available
but there is not an adequate father-child attachment Paternal deprOwation and
father absence affect far more children than do maternal deprivation and maternal
abse nce Furthermore, in namt subcultures there are likely to Ix' many more
-mother-surragates" available to the mother-deprived child than there are "father
surragates" tor the father deprived child
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There needs to be an examination of the quid ty of the father's behavior when he
is available and interacting with his child A strong and positive attachment to a
nurturant, competent and available father can do much to facilitate the child's de
vela intent, but an attachment to an ineffectual and/or emotionally disturbed father
can he conceived of us a particular form of paternal deprivation. In addition, pater-
nal deprivation does not take place in a vacuum For example, paternal deprivation
is often u contributing variable leading to a disadvantaged environment. In general,
economically deprived children seem to be more debilitated by the effects.; of father
absence than are middle Oasis children.

Much of the interest in paternal deprivetion has been an outcome of growing con
cern with Ow psychological, social and economic disadvantages often suffered by fa-
therless children. There is much evidence that maternally- deprived children are
more at-risk for cognitive and behavioral adjusteient difficulties, and are snore vul-
nerable to negative developmental influences than are adequately fathered children.
It is important to emphasize, however, that father absence per se does not necessari-
ly lead to developmental deficits and/or render the father-absent child inferior in
psychologicall functioning relative to the father-present child. Fatherless children
are fur from a homogeneous group. To begin with. an almost infinite variety of pat-
terns of father absence cart he specified. Many factors need to be considered in eval-
uating the father-absent situation: type iconstant, temporary, intermittent. etc,
length, cause; the quality of the pre-separation father-child relationship, the child's
age, sex, temperament and other constitutional characteristics; the mother's reac-
tion to husband-absence, the quality of mother-child and sibling interactions, the
family's socioeconomic status, and the availability of extended family and surrogate
models. Ths father-absent child may not be paternally deprived because he has
very adequate father-surrogate, or he may be less paternally deprived than many
father-present children.

The child who has both an involved and competent mother and father is more
likely to have generally adequate psychological functioning, and is less likely to
suffer from developmental deficit:, and psychopathology, than is the child who is
reared in a father-absent family. This generalization is not the same as a.seurning
that all father-absent children are going to have more difficulties in their develop-
ment than are all father-present children. For example, there is evidence which in-
dicates that father-absent children with competent mothers are less likely to hire
certain types of developmental deficits than are children who have a deroinating
mother and a passive-inffecttuil father. Mau, individuals whose fathers are highly
available in terms of physical presence but very noninvolved with them emotionally
may have particular difficulties in their interpersonal adjustment. The father-
absent child may develop a more flexible image of adult men, and at least be seek-
ing out some type of effective father surrogate, whereas the child with a passive-
ineffectual and/or rejecting father may have a very negative image of adult males
and avoid interacting with them.

The psychological adjustment of the mother in the father-absent family is a cru-
cial factor; a mother who is emotionally disturbed and/or :nterpersonally handi-
capped can have a very negative effect on the father-absent child's self-concept and
ability to relate to others. On the other hand, mothers.; who are self-accepting, who
have high ego strength, are interpersonally mature and can effectively set limits,
can do much to facilitate positive personality development among their paternally,
deprived children

The mother's attitudes are often related to her social and economic opportunities
and art- readily transmitted to the child Maternal views concerning the worth of
education are often linked to sociocultural background. As a function of differing
maternal values and reinforcement patterns, middle-class father-absent chi dren are
generally lees handicapped in intellectual and academic pursuits than are father-
absent children of low socioeconomic status. Middle-class father-absent children
appear to receive more maternal encouragement for developing language, reeding
and other academic skills, as well as for school achievement, than do economically
deprived fatherabsent children.

The age of onset of paternal deprivation is another important variable The lack
of ari attachment to a father or father surrogate in the first few years of life, or a
relatively permanent disruption of an ongoing fathering relationship, may have un-
fortunate consequences for the child. It is interesting to note the increasing amount

research underscoring the impact that fathers can hove even during infant devel-
opment. Father absence before the age of four or five appears to have a more dis-
ruptive effect on the individual's personality dove:opine-tit than does father absence
beginning at a later period. Fur example, children who became father absent before
the age of four or five are likely to have more difficulties in their sex role and

s



sexual adjustont than either father present children or children who Iwcurne
father absent at a Wei time hither absent males seem particularly likely to devil
to. insecurity in their self concept and sexuality even though they !tiny strive to be
highly masculine in inure manifest aspects of their behavior

Other data have indicated that early father absence is often a:associated with diffi-
culties in intellectual and academic functioning (particularly analytical and quanti-
tative abilitiesi, a low level of independence and assertiveness in peer relations, feel
ings of inferiority and mistrust of others, antisocial and delinquent behavior, and
difficulties in later occupational performanc There is some evidence that males
are more affectd by father absence than are females. but there is a growing body of
research which supports the conclusion that by adolescence. females are at least as
nitich influenced in their interpersonal and heterosexual development by father ab-
sence as are males. It is crucial for both boys and girls to have positive experiences
with adult males as well as adult females, and patao-nally deprived individuals are
more likely than those who have been adequately latherecl. to have problems sus
taming intimate family relationships in adulthood

Research points to a particularly high frequency of early father absence (beton
age four+ among emotionally disturbed children and adutti Of course. in some craws
constitutionally atypical children contrihote to the developnnt of marital stress.
conflict and parental separation Father absence due to divorce. separation or desr
(ion has generally been found to be more associated with various kinds of behavior
disorders and psychological problems than father alxsence due to fathers death
Same data indicate that individuals who se lcred father-loss through death at an
early age are mine likely to show symptoms of inhibition. 'Mt of assertiveness, mix-
ity and depression. but are less likely to have the cognitive, academic and itnpulav
control problems often found in children of divorced parents

Father absence, or at least decreased father ava ilability. is a typical concomitant
(lido/tate. There has been a great deal of controversy about the consequence of both
divorce and father abonce on child development. On one extreme are those who
attribute all undesirable affects to fatherless homes simply to father absence; on the
other extreme are those who believe that adequate financial and emotional support
of single mothers will alleviate any of the so-called dtrini tal effects of father ab
sence and divorce on ehiren. Research reviewed in this paper makes it clear that
an under-- :noting of the influence of lichr absence and divorce en de
(minds the consideration of many different and complex factors.

Even though children living with their mothers subsequent to a divorce (etfinical-
ly may be considered father-absent, there is tremendous variability 'in the amount of
contact they have with their fathers. In some families children whose parents are
divorced trots never again see their tathers, whereas meat her families they may
have contact with them on a dully basis and may even ,rend more time with then
than they did prior to the divorce'. Many children whos,c fathers du nut live with
them spend more time with their fathers than do children in so-called father
present families_ Ra.saat research has clearly supported the advantages fur children
of as high level of positive father child interaction, even when the parents an di-
vorced and the children reside with their mothers. Observations of shirred and joint
custody arrangements also indicate the advantages of high father ins olvment, cos
well as mother involvement, post-divorce.

Different types if parental deprisation at different age periods. Iraq not affect the
same dimensions of psychological funtaming_ It should be noted that several irivt.4
figators have reported salutory effect; of step fathers for young children. There is
other evidetw. however, indicating the liklihtxxi of considenHe conflict when (.110
dren clove ire at ,,teptait her in prendolerten, or adolescence. There it a great need
for researchers to take a longitudiiiail, lif -span perspective in xamir'ng the inter
actions of hiological-constitutional, tinnily taut swouitural factors if we are let Un-
drhtand the varied impact of fat tier and paternal! deprivation

Ht: asks., E arid II i3 l'arental Death and Persiatality Lievelotaiiat
AXlit, :MI, MA fxmgton Hooks. DC Iterate
Mlle!. Ili if "Paternal DeprivittiMi k lses,l Seharil, anal Society lAoc-

ington. MA bexingtoti Hooks. Heath. 1971
Hiller. If II Fattier absence. &sorra. and 1.4'1"41141I It !Merit In E Laugh

?Ed -The Role of the Father in Development. `.-;carl FrOtioo New York
Wiles 19b:. 1:r9
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[Biller, H. B., Fatherhood: Implications for Child and Adult Devel-
opment appearing in B. Wolman (Ed.), "Handbook of Developmen-
tal Psychology," Englewood Cliffs, N.J.; Prentice-Hall, 1982.

I Father Absence, Divorce, and Development appearing in
M. E. Lamb (Ed.), "The Role of the Father in Child Development,"
(2d ed.), New York, John Wiley, 19811

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you very, very much. We really appreci-
ate your being here with your helper.

Dr. Lamb, we welcome you, and we will be happy to hear from
you this morning. Again, we will put the entire statements in the
record, and if you want to just summarize your testimony that
would be fine.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL E. LAMB, PIED., PROFESSOR, DEPART-
MENT OE PSYCHOLOGY, PSYCHIATRY AND PEDIATRICS, UNI-
VERSITY OE UTAH, SALT LAKE CITY. 1.TTAII
Mr. LAMB. I will do my best. Thank you, Congresswoman Schroe-

der.
I want to summarize the issue around nine general issues that

have to do with fathers and their effects on children. The first has
to do with how much fathers actually do with their children.

On average, fathers in two-parent families spend about a third as
much time as mothers do actually interacting we'll their children
and about half as much time as mothers do ...ling available to
them. Fathers are relatively more involved where mothers are em-
ployed or when children are older. The biggest discrepancy be-
tween mothers and fathers is the area of parOntal responsibility;
that is, in day-to-day decisionmaking. However, recent surveys sug-
gest that the degree of paternal interaction, accessibility, and prob-
ably responsibility have significantly increased in the last 15 years.

The second issue has to do with how well fathers perform as par-
ents. Here the evidence suggests that with the exception of preg-
nancy, parturition, and lactation, there is no reason to believe that
men are inherently less capable of child care than women are, al-
though their potential skills often remained underdeveloped.

Third, do mothers and fathers behave differently with their chil-
dren? Again, as Dr. Yogman reported earlier, studies show that
mothers tend to be identified with caretaking, nurturance and the
day-to-day business of child care, whereas fathers are associated
with playful, social, physical interaction.

This playful nature of father-child interaction may help children
to establish attachments to their fathers, which most seem to do
even though they spent much less time with them than with their
mothers. Beyond this, however, we do not know what importance
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these differences between maternal and paternal interaction styles
have.

The fourth issue has to do with the effects of fathers on their
children's development. As Dr. Biller reported, there is now fairly
persuasive evidence that when fathers have close, positive relation-
ships with their children. Children, especially boys, tend to have
higher achievement, motivation, and cognitive cornpbtence, better
social skills, better psychological adjustment and, at least when
these characteristics are valued, more sex-stereotyped sex-role at-
tributions.

Close father-daughter relationships may retard achievement in
girls, presumably because their father's ambivalence about female
roles and aspirations is more salient when the relationship is close.

It is noteworthy, I think, that the formatively important charac-
teristics of father-child relationships are similar to the formatively
significant aspects of mother-hild relationships. In other words,
the parent's gender seems to be relatively unimportant.

Fifth: how do we interpret these effects? Fathers influence their
children in a variety of ways. They serve as models for the children
to emulate; they help shape their children's behavior by selectively
rewarding and punishing their behavior; they provide emotional
support to help their wives in the rues of model and teacher; and
along with their wives they provide models of heterosexual interac-
tion and relationships.

In each case the emotional quality of the relationship and of the
family more generally is extremely important. People are more
likely to heed or identify with people they like, resptct, and feel
close to. The mother's performance is facilitated when their hus-
bands are supportive, and parents model desirable relationships
when the relationship is a good one.

The key point is that we cannot say how important each of these
modes of' influence is, and because the various desirable character-
istics tend to go together, I do not think it is fruitful to try to work
out how important each of them is.

The sixth point has to do with the effects (-4 father absence on
children. As Dr. Biller reported, it appears in general that boys
whose fathers are absent, usually due to divorce, tend to manifest
problems in the areas of achievement, motivation, school perform-
ance, psychosocial adjustment, and heterosexual relationships.
They also tend to manifest less stereotypically masculine sex roles
and may have difficulties in the areas of self-control and aggres-
sion.

The effects seem to he most marked when the father's absence
begins early, and at least some effects can be ameliorated by
having substitute relationships with males such as stepfathers,
grandfathers;, and so on. At least in the areas of sex role and
achievement, the effects of psychological father absence appear
qualitatively similar to, although quantitatively less than. the of

of physical hither .absence.
The effects of father absence on girls have been less thoroughly

studied and appear to be less severe than the effects on boys. Prob-
lems in heterosexual relationships may emerge' in adolescence even
though, as in boys, the effects again are more severe when father
absence began earlier.

Oh
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The fact that. father absence has more severe effects on buys may
mean that they need a male parent more than girls do, or it may
simply mean that boys, as we know from various other areas, are
more adversely affected by almost any traumatic experience
throughout the lifespan.

The key point here is that father absence does not have enduring
effects on psychological functioning in all or perhaps even in most
cases. Rather, the effects seem to vary dramatically from family to
family in both intensity and character.

The seventh issue is: How do we interpret or understand the ef-
fects of father absence. Too often we assume that the effects of
father absence should be attributed to the lack of a male role
model in the family. Actually, it is clear that a variety of factors
are important in mediating the effects of father absence on chil-
dren. Among these factors are the absence of a close male parent
figure, the absence of a second parent to back up or relieve the
mother, financial stress, social and emotional isolation and stress,the number of role transitions forced simultaneously on the
mother, the amount of marital conflict before father absence begins
or after it begins, the amount. and quality of relationships with
both parents both before and after father absence, the mother's
and others' perceptions of the absent father and the circumstances
that led to his absence, and the child's age, sibling status, and tem-
perament.

Because so many factors mediate the effects of father absence on
children, no single intervention strategy is likely to prove effective
in ameliorating these effects. At this point we cannot assess the
relative importance of these different factors.

Let me turn now from father absence to increased paternal in-
volvement. As I mentioned earlier, there is some evidence that
within traditional families, children tend to benefit from high pa-
ternal involvement and to suffer from low paternal availability and
involvement. Recent studies show that even more extensive bene-
fits in the areas of cognitive competence, empathy, achievement
motivation, and sex role flexibility accrue when fathers are so in-
volved in child care that they share equally in or primarily are re-
sponsible for this child cure.

These effects are probably due not to paternal involvement in
itself but to a constellation of factors, including two highly involved
parents, compatible employment contexts, high parental agreement
about the ways in which child care should be divided, low marital
conflict, and sets of values that antedate and facilitate the paternal
involvement.

What these studies suggest, I think, that children do best when
parents are able to divide child-care responsibilites in accordance
with their values, preferences, and socioeconomic circumstances
rather than in conformity with societal dictates that give them no
choice.

In sum, what I have tried to say today is that it is impossible to
identify paternal effects, or the effects of father absence or the ef-
fects of increased paternal involvement without considering the fie
milial, marital, and socioeconomic circumstances.

Fathers. like mothers, are part of a complex system within which
children are socialized, and tilt role in socialization has to be

0')04,



viewed in this context. This has critical implications, I think, not
only for researchers like myself, but for policymakei-s like you who
are concerned about children, families, and fathers.

Thank you for your attention.
!Prepared statement of Michael E. Lamb follows:I

l'IMPARVID STATENINNT OF MICHAEL E. LAMB. PRoVESSOR PSYcHOLOGY. PSYcHIATRY,
AND PEDIATRICS. ADJUNCT PROVICEMIR ( FAMILY ANIICoNSIMER STUDIES. DIRECTOR."
*' THE TRAINING PROCRAM IN DEVEIAWMEN CAL PSYCHOloGY, UNIVERSITY OF UTAH.

CODIRLVTOK iii:: FATHERIDKID Ptio.riar

In this brief statement. I can only aummarize our current understanding of
father-child relationahips and the eft-vets whi:h faith rs have on their children's de-
velopment. More detailed discumaims of the literature and its limitations can be

found in several recent volumes and chapters Far clarity. I have organized my re
marks zirmand rune central issues relevant to the Committee's deliberations.

I HOW Mt lull no FATHERS REALLY Do WITH THEIR CHILDREN

Judging from the popular literature. contemporary fathers are considered by
some to be highly active in their children's lives. and by others to be irresponsible.
nearly invisible, parents The truth lies somewhere between these extremes. The av
erage father in a two-parent flintily appear.; to spend between 15 and 90 minntes per
day actually interacting with his childreo. and is available to his children between
100 and 240 minutes per day The wide variation in these estimates is due to differ-
ences in procedure. definition, and sampling. Fortunately the variability from study
to study is much less if we express the extent of paternal involvement as a propor-
tion of maternal Involvement On average. fathers spend about a third as much
time as mothers do actually interacting with their children, and about half as much
time as mothers do being available to their children. Fthri are relatively more
Involved when mothers are employed and when children are older. The biggest dis-
crepancy between mothers and fathers is in the urea of parental responsibility ii.e
in where "the buck atine.4", Recent surveys sureat that the degree of parental
interaction. acessiblity. and probably responsibilav have significantly increased in
tile last years

2 HOW WELL IN? FATHER` PERVoRM A* PANE NTS

Most of the evidence on this score from two sourcerpi- studies of parental sentatii
tyP-revonsiveness to IMAMS. and largely anecodotal studies of single fathers The
fast group of studies reveal that fathers can be quite as sensitive Of competent as
mothers are in relation to young infants, although they tend to yield responsibility
to their spouses and presumably 'through luck of practice, betinne less skilled than
their spouses Studies of single fathers reveal. ILN we would predict. this nakst fa-

thers can regain parenting skills when these are Leeded With the exception of prg-
nancy, parturition, and lactation, there is Oft reason to believe that men are inher-
ently leas capable of child care than women, although these potential skills often
remain undeveloped or underdeveloped

.1 is PAOT'it:liS %NO I,ATHEfts BEHAVE IHEY-Eltl:N11. WITH rit:itt eitit.rites:N

Studies es nfirm !he everriday observation that mothers tend to lie identified with
caretaking, Hurt mance. and the day-to-day tiusiness of childrearmg, whereas fathers
tIOOM)f. a4socinted wit h playful social and physical interaction At least in the
the distinctive playful stv le is characteristic of father child interactions horn early
infancy Sonw of these differences disappear when lathers and mothers reverse pie
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rental roles, and wipe are not evident in other cultures. The playful utimulating
nature of father-child interaction may help children to establish attachments to
their fatherswhich most seem to doeven though they spend much less time to-
Mlan than mothers and children do. Beyond this speculation, however. we do not
know whether these differences between maternal and paternal behavioral styles
have any formative significance.

4 WHAT LEEECTS DO 1,..THWIS HAVE ON Titian CHILDREN'S DINEWPMENT

There is now fairly persuasive evidence that when fathers have cl,xse. positive re-
lationships with their children, children tem+ to evidence higher achievement moti-
vation and cognitive competence, better social skills (eta, in heterosexual relation-
ships), better psychological adjustment, and at least when these charticterstice are
valued) more sex stereotyped sex rule attributions. Of course, because Hatay father-
child relationships are not (lase positive ones, paternal influences in there to "ass are
often negative rather than positive. It is noteworthy that the formatively important
characteristics of father-child relationships are similar to the forniativel:, significant
aspects of mother-child relations and that the parents' gender seems relatively un-
important. Effects un moral development (including delinquency in cases of poor
father-child relationships) have not been well established. ( lose father-daughter re-
lationships may retard achievement in girls, presumably because the fathers' ambiv-
alence about female roles and aspirations is more salient when the relationship is
close

S TO WHAT CAN 1141,24K careers RE ArlitIllt:TED

Fathers influence their children in a variety of ways. Fathers serve as models for
their children to emulate, they help shape their children's behavior by selectively
rewarding and punishing children, they provide emotional support to help their
wives in the rules of model and teacher, and along with their wives they provide
models of heterosexual interactions and relationships. In each of these modes :.if in-
fluence. the emotional quality of each relationship and of the family more generally
is extremely important: people are more likely to heed or imitate (identify with(
people they like, respect, and feel claw to; the mothers' performance is facilitated
when their husbands are supportive; and of course the parents model desirable het-
erosexual relationship strategita when the relationship is a gaud one. We cannot say
how important each of these modes of influence is, and because- the various &taro
ble characteristics tend to go together, it is not really fruitful to attempt to assess
their relative importance.

C, WHAT EFFEAS HOU, VATHER ABSENCE HAVE ON CHILDREN

This question has neen the focus of many research projects, but due largely to the
poor selection of comparison groups, the majority of studies yield uninterpretabl
results In general, however, it appears that boys whose fathers are absent (usually
due to divorce) tend to manifest problems in the areas of achievement motivation,
school performance. psychosocial adjustment, and heterosexual relationships. They
also tend to niamkst leas stereotypically masculine sex roles and may have clinical
ties in the areas of self control and aggression. The effects were to be most mai hel
when the father absence begins early )first 3 to Is years) in the children's life, ((ad At
least scone effects can be amehor: !ed by the availability of enduring substatit- rela-
tionships with mules such as stepfathers. gaandhithera and older brothers At least
in the areas of sex role and achievement, the effects of psychological father absence
appear qualitatively similar to, but quantitatively less than, the effects of physical
fatFr abance.

The effects of father absence- an girls have been less thorough& studied, but
appear to be less severe than the *Mats on boys. Problems in heterosexual relation-
ships may emerge in adolescenee, even though, as in boys, effects are more severe
-alien father absence begins early. Among both boys and girls, father absence is as
sociated with a reversal of the usual pattern of intellectual performance, in terms of
which boys usually have better quantaativiaspatial than verbal skills, whereas girk
have better verbal than quantitative skills. The fact that father absence hue more
severe effcts on boys may mean that they "need" a father as a sumeasex model
more than girls do, or it could simply confirm once again that boys are more aid.
versely affected by traumatic events than girls are throughout the life span.

It us important to note that father absence does not have enduring enacts on psy
chological functioning in all or perhaps even most cases. Rather, the effects main tes
vary in intensity and character

9
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7. TO WHAT SH01111 THE EITIATS OF EATHER Ahst:NrE arriatieTeu

It is too often assumed that the diet ts of lather absence on children should be
attributed to the absence of a male role model. If this were the wily important
factor, we weak expect great consistency in the effects observed. rather than the
variability and diversity that is found. Among the factors that appear important in
mediating the effects of father abaente on children are :he following

I. The absence of a close mule parent figure.
The absence of a secand parent to back up or relieve the mother on occasion.

:t Financial stress experienced by the mother.
4. SOcial/emotional isolation and stress experienced by the mother.
5. The number of role transitions forced simultaneously on the mother leg., chil-

dren do better when their mothers were employed before divorce. instead of becom-
ing employees and single parents at the same time.

6. The amount of marital conflict before father absence begins.
7. The amount and quality of relationships with both parents following the onset

of "father a few nee
14. The mother's and others' perceptions of the absent father and the talcum-

stances that led to his absence (i.e., the war widow may have a very different status
than the divorcee. There may also be ethnic and religious variations in the percep-
tion of father absence

9. The child's age and sibling status.
&mame so many factors mediate the effects of father absence on children, no

single intervention strategy is likely to prove effective in ameliorating the effects.
We cannot currently assess the relative formative importance or ameliorative value
of these factors.

Pi WHAT EIrt'Evrs DOES twat:Asia' eATERNAI. INVOLVEMENT HAVE

As mentioned earlier, there is some evidence that within traditional (mother as
caretaker, father as breadwinner( families, children tend to benefit from high pater-
nal involvement and to suffer from low paternal availability and involvemera.
Recent studies fihuw that even more extensive benefits- in the areas of cognitive
competence, empatey. achievement motivation, and sex rule flexibilityaccrue
whey, fathers are involved in childcare that they share equally in or are primari-
ly responsible for childcare These effects are probably due, not to paternal involve-
ment per se, but to a constellation of factors including two highly involved parents.
compatible employment contexts, high parental agreement about the ways in which
childcare should be divided, low marital conflict, and sets of values that antedate
and facilitate the paternal involvement. What these studies suggest, I believe, is
that children do beta when parents are able to divide childcare responsibilities in
accordance with their values, preferences, and socioeconomic circumstances, rather
than in conformity with societal dictates which allow them no choice. In other
words, families need options, not mandates which either proscrds or prescribe pa-
teraal involve a childcare

st MMAIe

I have tried to show why it mr, impossible to identify paternal effects. the effects of
father absence. or the effects of increased paternal involvement without considering
the fam.lial, marital. and socioeconomic circumstances Fathers motherscon-
stitute an important part of a complex system within which children are socialized.
and their role in socialmation has to be viewed in the context of this system This
Isei critical implications. nut only tor theorists and researchers. but also for policy
makers concerned about children, families. and or fathers Unfortunately. there is
tin "magic bullet.' where :hildraring is concerned

Mr, ScantoEmAt. Thank you, Dr. Lamb. for some excellent testi-
mony

And now we' move ti) Dr NICAiloii WC art. very happy to have
you. The floor is yours.
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STATEMENT OF JOHN L. MuA1100, PH.D., ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK ANH COMMUNITY PLANNINC, UNI-
VERSITY (9 MARYLAND. HALTIMORK, MD.
Mr. MAnon. Congresswoman Schroeder, Representative Coats

and members of the Task Force on Economic Security. ' would like
to take this opportunity to share some of the findings of a study
that I have been conducting on the role of fathers in the develop-
ment of their children. This study has some importance to the d-
liberations of this committee as it is one of the very few studies
that have focused on the patterns of interaction between black fa-
thers and their children in economically secure homes.

The present study focuses on the relationship between economi-
cally secure fathers and their preschool children. Since the child
development literature seems to have ignored the interaction pat
terns of the CO annnically secure black father and hicus upon the
most economically deficient, socially vulnerable and most problem-
atic black family, it is felt that the findings will useful and pro-
vide important information in helping yoi to serve all black fa
thers and their families.

The fathers in this study are different from the stereotypically
held view of black fathers being absent from the home. Fathers are
often seen as only being interested in being providers and not in-
tersted in parenting activities.

The fathers in this study are se!dorti studied and are an often
maligned group. They represent th 50 percent of black males in
this country who remain in their homes with their wives and cliii-
dren.

The observations regarding this sample of black fathers will be
related to: One, the fathers' reports of their chiid-rearing attitudes:
two, the predominant type of interaction patterns obseived be-
tween these fathers and their preschool children; three, the child's
self esteem; fiir, the child's view of how their parents, especially
fathers, value them; and five, implications that can be drawn from
these observations for policy decisions related to the necessity of
helping all fathers achieve economic security.

Child-rearing patterns. The fathers in this study were asked sev-
eral questions related to their attitudes toward child rearing. Over
70 percent of these fathers reported that they shared any major
child-rearing decisions 'ith their wives. They reported that the
child's needs came before their own, and they expected their child
to be .good. and they most frequent!). rewarded their children for
independent and assertive behavior. Their rewards were in the

'form of verbal pr and gifts.
The fathers also reported that they took part in the disciplining

of their children. They portrayed themselves as being moderately
strict with their children. In the home and at school their children
were expected to obey the rules. And they reported, as a result of
these expectiatitin:-., they hiAl very little problem with temper tan-
t!irlUE'i front their children.

New, since both parents in the study were employed, the fathers
reported sharing some of the child-rearing tusks with their wives.
All of the fathers expressed some concern about the future of their
children and expressed the belief that their children should kw as
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educated as possible to take part in society. In short, the child-rear-
ing values that these men hold, and .-*Dress are solid, basic Ameri-
can values.

During the study we observed th. hers' verbal and nonverbal
behavior with their children. The verbal behavior was recorded on
a tape recorder, and the nonverbal behavior was recorded by the
observer op the interview. This intervie lasted-2 hours, and it was
designed to make sure that the father had to have some kind of
interaction with the child within thekhome.

Now, the literature on pprent-child interaction patterns has indi-
cated that there are two types of 'interaction patterns that occur in
American families: nurturance and restrictiveness.

Nurturance has been described as the expression of warmth and
positive feelings towards the attitudes and behavior of. the child.

/Restrictiveness was described as the opposite of nurturance, as an
expression of coldness and a negative reaction to the child's atti-
tudes and behavior.

itve The literature on father-child interaction patterns suggests that
nurturant fathers have children who will do well in school. Restric-
tive fathers, on the other hand, have children who do powly in
school. There appears to - little research on the patterns of inter-
action and the way the .aild feels about himself, and therefore,
this research is doubly important.

The most typical type of behavior exhibited la the fathers in this
study was nurturance. Over 75 percent of the fathers were warm
and loving in their behavior with their children, much as you saw
my colleague with his child today. When they had to control their
child's behavior, they usually did it in a positive way and gave the
children reasons for their actions. Twenty-five percent of the fa-
thers in this sample were more strict in their verbal control of
their child's behavior. These restrictive fathers were less patient
with their child's expressed needs and assertive behavior.

The children in this study whose fathers were warm and loving
seemed to be content to be in the room during the interview situa-
tion and exhibited little need for attention. The children of restric-
tive fathers, on the other hand, were more likely to be restless and
demand attention from their fathers. Those children who made a
large number of demands for attention received more controlling
and negative responses from their_fathers.

Now, after observing the parent-child relationship within tthe
home, we then interviewed the children separately to determine
their feelings about their self-worth and to determine how they be-
lieved thei parents, teachers, and peers valued them.

All of the children from the economically secure homes felt good
about themselves. Children whose fathers were nurturant in their
relationships had the highest self-esteem. They also felt that their
fathers, mothers, teachers, and peers valued them highly as per-
sons. Children with high self-esteems had fathers and mothers who
were both nuturant. In the sample the fathers and mothers were
both warm and loving toward them.

While the mother we .s seen as the person who directly influenced
the child's positive self-image, it was the father's nurturance of the
mother that most influenced her positive relationship with the
child.

riP
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The data from this study are suggestive of certain policy needs.
We hive been able to dethonstrate that economically secure black
fathers can and,clo play a positive role in the socialization of their
children. It must be remembered also that for most black families,
economic security appears to be maintained by both parents work -
ing.

We believe that economic security is the foundation upon which
the positive growth and stab,11;ty of the family depends. Economic
security appears to play a more positive role in the successful
child-rearing activities within black families. Eco-ninic security
may allow the father enough social and psychological freedom to
take part in the socialization of his children.

These fathers in this sample certainly felt good about their chil-
dren's development, and their childrep also felt good about thorn-
selves and the relationship that they had been able to develop with
their fathers.

The children in that sample seemed to rie developing as well as
children of other ethnic groups and economically secure environ-
ments.

We must conclude with this note of caution. More research is
needed on the impact of economic security on the lives of black fa-
thers and their children. We need to observe a greater range of fa-
thers in order to better understand how e is able to adjust to the
economic stresses and pressures arid the role he plays in the devel-
opment of his childrea.

For those that need to have economic security in their families,
there are no easy answers. Any effort to help these fathers should
include long-range planning and commitment of public and private
rmouroes. These efforts should be directed toward helping economi-
cally insecure fathers move into the mainstream of employment
and the social system. Economically insecure black fathers need to
be trained and 'nurtured into the mainstream of economically
secure employment. We need to help economically insecure fathers
gain a sense of +alue and worth in themselves. They need a stake
in this society that they can communicate to their children.

Legislation shc.rld facilitate some social and erriotional supports
for these fathers during their training and should help them in
making the transition to a more secure economic status.

I 4ould like to thank. you, Madam Chairman, for inviting me to
present remarks today, and I hope they will be helpful in your
future deliberations on economic security in the family.

(Prepared statement of John L. McAdoo, Ph.D. follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN I. Mc AMR), PHD , ASmiciATF PRoFIWRIK. UNIIERsITY
OF MARYLAND. SCHOOL or SOCIAL. WORK AND COMMUNITY-PLANNINO, BALTIMORE, Mu.

Congresswoman St-hroeder and members of the task Force on Economic Security.
I would like to take this opportunity to share some of the findings of a study that I
have been conducting on the role of fathers.- and the development of their children.
This study has some importance to the deliberations of this Committee as it is one
of the very few studies that have focused on the patterns of interaction between
Black fothers and their children in economically secure homes.

Since the child developMent literature seem to have ignored the interaction pat-
terns of the economically secure Black fathers and focused only upon the most..eco-
nomieally deficient, socially vulnerable. most problematic Black family. it is felt
that the findings will provide ipiportant information that will he used in serving all
Black fathers.

48-W.19 O-1,44 7
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The fathers in this study are different from the stereotypically held view of Black
fathers being absent from the home. Fathers are often seen as only interested in
being providers and not interested in parenting actiities. The fathers in Ibis study
are seldom studied and are an often malignel: gimp. They represent the 50 percent
of Black males in this country who remain in their own homes with their wives and
children.

The observations regarding this sample of Black fathers will be related to: II the
fathers' reports of their child-rearing attitudes, 21 the predominate type of interne.
tion pattern: observed between these fathers and their preschool children; :if the
child a self-esteem: -lithe child's view of how their parents value them; and 51 impli-
cations that can be drawn from these observations for policy decisions related to the
necessity of helping di fathers achieve economic security.

CHILD.REARIN4: ATTITUDM

The athers, in this study were .asked several questions related to their attitude
towards child rearing. Over 70 percent.of these fathers reported that they shared in
the major child-rearing decisions with their wives. They reported that their child's
needs came before their own. 'They expected their child to be good and they moat
feequently rewarded their child for independent and assertive behavior. Their re-
wards were in the form of verbal praise and gifts.

The fathers also reported that they took par! in the disciplining of their children.
They portrayed themselves as being moderately strict with their children. In thehome and at school their children were expected to obey the rules As a result of
these expectations, they reported very little probleins with temper tantrums fromtheir children.

Since both parents in this study were employed, the fathers reported sharing
some of the child-rearing tasks with their wives. All of -the fathers expressed con-
cern about the future of their children and expressed the belief that their child
should he as educated as possible to take part in society.

PARENT-CHILD ieriaiscrioN PA1'TEIIN$

During this study we ohgerved the Blithers' ierhal te.d nonverbal behavior with
their children. The verbal behavior-was recorded on a tape recorder anclahe nonver-
bal behavior was recorded by the observer on the interview at the beginning, in the
middle, and at the end of the interview. The interview lasted two hours.

The literature on parent-child interaction patterns has indicated that there are
two types of interaction patterns, nurturance and restrictiveness that occurs in fam-
ilies. Nurturance has been described as the expression of warmth and positiVe feel-
ings towards the attitudes and behavior of the child. Restrictiveness VMS described
as the opposite of nurturanca, as an expression of coldness and a negative expres-
sion of the child's attitudes and behavior. The literature on father-child interaction
patterns suggests that nurturant fathers e children who will do well in school.
Restrictive fathers have children who do y in school.

The most typical type of behavior exhi by the fathers in this study was nur-
turance. Over 75 percent of the fathers were warm and loving in their behavior
with their children. When they had to control their child's behavior they usually
did it in a positive way and gave the children reasons for their actions. Twenty-five
percent of the fathers were more strict in their verbal control of their child's behav-ior. These restrictive fathers were less patient with their children's expressed needs'
and assertive behavior.

CHILD'S 5k12-LISTIMI ANC PARENTAL. VALVE

The children in this study whose fathers were warm and loving seemed to be con-
tent to be in the room during the interview and exhibited little need fur attention.
The children of restrictive fathers were more likely to be restless and demand atten-
tion from their fathers. Children who made a large number of demands for alien-
tion received more controlling and negative responses from their fathers.

The relationship between paternal nurtumnce and self-esteem was found to be a
complicated one. Children with high self-esteems had nurturing fathers end moth-
ers. n1:ese fathers were nurturing towards the mothers and the mothers were then
able to positively influence their child's self-esteem. ,The father had an indirect in-
fluence on his child's self-esteem.

After observing the parent-child relationship to one another, we then interviewed
the children separately Awriling their feelings about their self worth and how they
saw significant others valuing them. The children in this sample felt very good
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about themselves. They also felt that their mother. father. teacher arid peers valued
them highly.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PoLICV

The data from this study are suggestive of certain policy needs We have been
able to demonstrate that economically secure Black fathers can and do play a posi-
tive role in the socializationoof their, children. It must be remembered also that Air
most Black families economic security appears to be maintained ny both parents
working. We believe that economic. security is the foundation upon, which the paSi-
tive growth and stability of the family depends.

Economic security or sufficiency may play a greater role in parent-child relation-
shim than. we have given it credit in the past. Economic sufficiency of the family
may allow the Black father enough psychological and social freedom to positively
influence the development of his child.

The Committee should consider developing policies that will encourage private
and public industries to develop education and training programs that will help
those Black fathers who are unemployed or underemployed to better support their
families. We need.to help them gain a sense of value and worth in themselves. They
need a stake in this society that they can communicate to their children. Legislation
should facilitate some social and emotional supports to these fathers during their
training and §hould help them in making the tralsition to a more secure economic
steals.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. On behalf of the committee, I want to thank
both panel 1 and panel 3. I think all the testimony here has been *

absolt.tely superb. It has forced all of us to think about things that
we Nave not thought enough about, and it has been mafvelous.

I want to especially thank you for being so patient and waiting
,while we heard from earlier witnesses.

Dr. Yogman, if I can start with your You hit a very sensitive
nerve when you used a phrase I have not heard of before when you
referred to the mother as the gatekeeper to the child. I found in
my own relationship tI$t started to happen through language. I
became the child's interpreter when they first started communicat-
ing. Since I was there all day; I understood, so I started being the
interpreter. I had to catch myself on that.

Have there been any studies about when this starts to happen?
Your movie was very touching with the small baby and the father.
When does that gatekeeper role begin?

Dr. YocAmig. I think it starts right at birth. In fact, I would
-argue that in some ways the emotional relationship between par-
ents and the baby starts before birth, and I think the mother's role
as a gatekeeper starts right in the beginning as soon as she learns
she is pregnz..nt.

I think that this issue of the family working together and fami-
lies having a chance to sort out whatever competitive feelings are
generated by the birth of a new baby is a very important issue.

I have often seen nursing mothers' attempts to breastfeed their
babies be undermined by the comnetitive feelings of the father
about being excluded from the baby. So I think these are important
issues. I think they start right from birth or before birth. Andl
think that in a sense to the degree that both parents feel backed
up and supported in their own unique roles, which I would argue
are somewhat complementary and not redundant, that we can do
our part at lesining those competitive feelings.

Mrs. SCamoE ER. I think that we cannot say enough about that,
because most people do not realize that. When you talk about the
gatekeeper, it- crystallizes the power that one parent has, which we
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hope th utilize properly. But there could be a way to utilize it
impro y very easily.

I also hink there is another problem with the time constraints.
If I tan mention a personal thing, I can remember my ,husband
coming home late at night wanting us to go wake up the kiEls. My
response was "over !Ay dead body."

I think' that the timing of the job has an incredible impact on
young men, in particular. I da not know what we do about that. I
guest we hope the more people like you will talk to corporate
America, military America, and everyone else to help them under-
stand the importance of father involvement. That creates some of
the competition and some of the problems at home.

Dr. YOGMAN. I think 'it is critical, and I think that there' are \
small things that the Congress can do; but I think that the private
sector also has to realize, and I think they are starting to realize
that it is in their own best Interest in terms of pr uctivity of the
work force, stability of the work force to begin, to address these
issues of family life.

I know that AT&T was concerned about men calling home at 3
in the afternoon, and they found that productivity was going down.
I think that kind of concern requirei a response that acknowledges
that those are real needs that their employees have and that thex
are going to benefit in the long run if they find ways of chan:Aling
those needs productively.

The committee's response simple things like tax incentives to
the private sector. for even very short-term paid parental leave
and I am talking on the order even of 7 to 10 days here around the
birth of a new infantI think symbolically carries a great deal of
weight for fathers aid for mothers that validates the importance of
the father's support during that period.

Mrs. ScHROEDER. And it sa mething about our society's
values.

Dr. Wilson; one of the things I often, hear from men, the pri-
vate sector who have tried to do something about day care is that
they are constantly put down. They are told that the company is a
business organization- and therefore cannot be taking care of kids.
Rut, if they walk in the next day and iuggest having a physical fit-
ness center, the company thinks it is terrific. It seems that we are
dealing with either a maid set or the lack of rewardi in our society,
for men who want to be a good father.

How do we deal with that?
Dr. WILSON. I do not really consider myself an expert on day

cnre. The main thing, I think, is the encouragement of good family
life. And certainly there is no question that the extended family
always served as a day-care center in the past. In my own child-

. hood T remember, being taken care of by great-aunts and grand-
mottwrs and people like that. In our own family we have five chil-
dren, and lie serve as the day-care center primarily for our grand-
children at the moment for those who live close to it.

There is no question that we need that, and certainly industry
should be encouraged in light of the change in the work force to
take. an interest far it.

I am always rather interested in 'the concept of wellness. I hope
people do not think of wellness as just being physically fit. I head
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the general say that, He did not talk about the psychological fit-
ness of the people and meeting their needs.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I was not talking about day care, per se, but the
psychological, incentives noteto bring up child care issues, because
it might damage your career. Thu 'mentioned that when you look
at wellness, you tend to look at physical heath rather than the
psychiatric part of it. How do we break through some of these...,
bugaboos that are operating in society?

Dr. WILSON. Well, I think the evidence is overwhelming that
working mothers are not a deleterious influence in the child s life.
That is well documented in the literature. Ss one of the things that
I think we need is to ail( if we can help people to see the reality
that obviously going to have to have day-care centers for the small-

, er children, and the schools then become the day-care centers for
the older children if we have a large female fork force.

I do not know how to change people's minds. l am in- the business
of trying to be a persuader, of trying to help people change, big I
do.that on a 1-to-1 basis. Sometimes I do it in a larger group. But it
seems to me there are institutions within our society who can be
highly persuasive. They are usually not the Congress, and they are
usually not others. They can persuade by law, by coercion. But the
persuasion comes through moral forces and 'moral institutions in
our society, and it seems to me they are our best betnot only for
wellness but -- wellness in the physical sense but also wellness in
the psychological sense and for family wellness.

One of the things that is happening across America is of course
the movements within churches toward better family life and
family education programs, and that i having a profound effect on
the country nationallyat least th- people who attend church.
And since about 40 percent of Americans do, at least we are reach-
in 40 percent of the American public.

That does not...lead us, though, into the group of people who are
hot accessible to that kind of educational program, and I really do
not have any suggestions beyond that.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank yo
Congressman Coats.
Mr. COATS. Thank you.
Dr. Wilson, your testimony talked about the fact that children of

divorce tend to turn away from marriage as a satisfactory mode of
human relationship. Do you have any empirical numbers you can
give us, or studies you have conducted, or ore aware of that indi-
cate the incidence of divorce leading to divorce in the next genera-
tion Do we know the link here and statisticaPy what we are talk-
ing about?

Di. %most. I really do not have any data. That statement was
taken from a man named Anthony who is an outstanding expert in
the field of children at risk, psychiatrically. BUt it is a fairly high
risk or inerlase in risk of unsatisfactory marriages in the children,
and about 50 percent, I think, would probably hit it. Sojnewhere in
my memory it i bout equal to the number of alcoholic children of
alcoholic fathe not half of the sons of alcoholic fathers become
alcoholics, and d_oout half of the kids who come from broken homes
end up with a broken home fairly komptly after they contract
their first marriage.
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Maybe some of the other people on the panel have better statis-
tics on it than I do.

Mr. Coal's. I am open to oth r comments.
' Dr. YodstAN. I would like t speak io the whole.fssue cf divorce
and single parer thood, beca e I do think I have a different per-
spective on it than Dr. Wilso , as a pediatrician seeing a very wide
range of families, perhaps less stressed than those deferred for psy- .

chiatric services. ,
nI think there is o doubt that divorce is a terrible tragedy for

any family for everyone involved, children as well as parents. But I
think thatand the stress is certainly.there both during and after
the divorcebut I think it is important to point out that seeing a
wide range of families I also see a large number of familiesin
fact, the majority of families.who can and do cope quite well with
the stress of divorce, and 1 see single parents who, do an excellent
Aob of raising their children, whether it be single mothers or, in a
small number of cases, single fathers. . .

The poipt I am making is that I Think the small number of prob-
lem families I end up seeing are the families that I do refer to child ..
psychiatrists or adult -psychiatrists, and I think we tend to see a
different view of the world; and I think if is important to bear that
in mind. ..\

The reeiirch---and there has been. art increasing amount of re-
search on the effect of divorce on children and the effects of single
parenting in the past 10 yearsand I think the caost elegant re-
search that I can refer you to is a series of studies by Dr. Mavis
Hetherington, which suggests that there is a transitional period for
children during about a year to a year and a half after a divorce
during which period families, most frequently mother I-Who usually
gets custody and child, are reorganizing.

What Dr. Hetherington she has also suggested is that while it is
a much tougher job for a single parent to rear children, that there
are some supports we know about, predictors and supports that
help those parents cope and help those parents do a better job.

And I think probably the most critical one is eco..omic support.
We know that for single-parent families poverty is a major risk
fa-.tor for poor outcomes after divorce.

I think second of all, as Dr. Wilson bas !Alluded to, the kinds of
psychological and educational supports for those families are also
critical. And so I think that congressional programs, Federal pro-
grams like health-care benefits, medicaid programs, WIC, food
stamps, become very important in minimizing the ongoing stresses d

that these families face after the tragedy of a divorce. so

Mr. Coiers. Thank you.
Dr. Lamb, your statement indicates here that the average father

in a two-parent family\ppears to spend between 15 and 90 minutes
per day actually interacting with his children, and is available be-
tween 100 and 240 minutes a day. That is a much greater period of
time, availability, and interaction than I was previously aware of.

It seems to me that one of the witnesses we had in the earlier
hearing presented some statistics from a study done by Dr. Bron-
fenbrenner that indicated a much more severe hinitation on the
time of interaction between father and children.

Would you want to comment on that? ,...s.

MI`
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`Mr. LAMB. I mentioned there figures specifically° in my testimony
because there are two beliefs around about how much fathers are
involved. On the one hand, we have a growing fatherhood hype
which describes fathers as doing an enormous aniount with their
children; and on the other hand, we have people who say that fa-
thers are notedoing a thing with their children. And the truth is
somewhere in the middle.

The figures that I cited are drawn from national surveys for the
most part. I do not know the specific data you are referring to The
most recent Bronfenbrenner study is one which draws exclusively

'6? from Syracuse, so it is a much more restricted sample,- and that
may be why the figures differ.

There is en enormous variability in the actual numbers across
studies. As r suggested in _ay written testimony, what is striking is
that, there is remarkable consistency when you look at relative
numbers; that is, how much fathers are doing relative to the
amount that mothers are doing in the 'same circumstances. And I
think, therefore, a lot of the variability is due to the way people
are defining father involvement.. Some people define it much more
restrictively than others, so the figures are going to be smaller.
Some define it more liberally, and so the figures are larger.

Mr. CoArs. Well, we knge that Dr. Biller has probably skewed
the results because of his involvement with his child, which was
very fOuching, Dr. Biller, and very interesting to all of us to see
how you have combined your work and the parenting. I commend
you for whatever you are providing your child to allow hire to par-
ticipate in this hearing without bringing down the house as mine.
would. rt

Thank you for the time, Madam Chairman/
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you.
CongressmakMarriott, do you have any questions?
Mr. MARRIOTr. Thank you very much' I apologize for being in

and out of this bearing, but I have two other hearings I am in-
volved in, and I wanted to come back and question the Witnesses
just briefly.

I wanted to ask Dr. Lamb, and also Dr. Wilson if you would care
to comment, about the statistics that are out now, if there are-an,y,
that would indicate that there is any bigger problem for families
where the father has left by divorce, as opposed to whether he left
to serve in Congress, or left to join the military, or just had a_ job
that took him away from the house, or was one of those people who
only spends 15 minutes a day interacting with the kids.

Can you comment, maybe' starting with Dr. Lamb. about the
impact of divorce as opposed to other reasons for being absent?

Mr. LAMB. There, is relatively little evidence suggesting specifi-
cally what the differenwg,:_ are. However, I think there is a growing
consents's that the effeigt of father absence do vary a great deal
depending on a number Of altitudi,fal and, circumstantial factors.

The fattier who has; left through divorce provides less income to
the family than the one who has gone to Congress. The one who
has gone to Congress is still an economic support to the family and
still has a status within the family, and the relationship with the
spouse is presumably a more positive one than in the Case where
there has been a divorce.
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All of those circumstantial factors will Make a.. difference in the
way in which the absence is reacted to by children. As I suggested,
we need to consider not only whether or. not father is there, but

(46 when he is there what he is really doing, the nature of the.rela-
tionship with the spouse, if there has been a divorce what it was
like before the divorce as well as subsequent to that, how much op-

. portunity and involvement the father has with the children troth
before and after the changed circumstances. All of those factors
really make a difference in understanding the effects on children.

Dr. Biller may have comments on this as well.
Mr. Msnatorr. One other thing, just to telt you my concern.

keep reading statistics that 52 percent of all marriages end in di-
vorce, and if you marry again, the chances are 38 or 40 percent
that that will end in diviirce as well. So we have got a lot of kids
out there running around, 14 million of them, living with 1 parent.

Now, other than the fact that most of them wind up.in poverty,'
which is a growingphenomenon among single-parent families, are
there any problems, other than the poverty that they are faced
with? How does divorce affect children and their value systems?

Mr. LAMB. I think it is very-hard to separate it from the poverty,
because many iof the problems that one sees in those cases may be
directly related' to the impoverished circumstances that the family
is subject to as a result orthe divorce.

Mr. Maittucrrr. For example, we say that when the father is

goneand I am assuming mostly from divorcethat the house
lacks stability, or in many cases stability is deereased. Dr. Wilson,
you said value judgmethts change. Kids have lower self-esteeir..
They are more likely to get in trouble with the law. They might
drop`out of school faster. They do not have the role model. They do
not feel as good about themselves They are angry.

Is this just a product of divorce or a product Of separation in gen-
eral?

Mr. Bus. We have not looked with any depth at the effects of
iffsc occupations on fathering. However, putting together data

froorn various studies leads to the. conclusion that, as Dr. Lamb
:toted, you have to look at both the quality and qtrantity of interac-
tion between the father and the child. Some research reveals that
fathers who are almost Always at home but have very little in my
direct way to do with their children have children who are likely to
have fairly serious problems in terms of self-esteem and interper
sonal adjustment.

On the other hand, some data suggest that fathers who are po-
tentiallY very nurturant and 'fiery warm but we hardly aver home
or with, their children 1,71-e also likely to have children who are inse-
cure and anxious. Such fathers may show up once in a while and
take the child 'on ti fantastic outing but the child does not know
when the father is going to be back again, and the chip goes
through a cycle of disappointment anct uncertainly. The child who
has a highly nurturant father but one who is rarely available tends
to question self-adequacy and be very frustrated, to obsess why the
father is not inore interested in spending time with him. The child
may have a very attractive, successful adult for a parent, someone
who is esteemed by other people, but that child does riot really
know that person. That child hears great things aboht the father
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but naiy develop a lot of insecurity and frustration a' to v4 heater
he can live up to that parent's image.

Even though monomic factors are important and economically
di dvantaged children are particularly likely a suffer from the ef-
fects of paternal deprivation, we can find children with highly suc-
cessful parents from very affluent homes who are nontheless pater-
nally deprived. In- economically advantaged suburban areas the
only male that Many children may see is the mailmen, or delivery-
man. Their fathers are gone from 6 in the morning and they may
not be home until S fat night. Their fathers ma): or may not eat
dinner with them. Many of these children see very little of their
fathers and, particuarly, if they are younger:children, and they are
in nursery school. kindergarten, or early Plementary school, they
may not see any other men with, whom they can interact with on a
regular basis.

Both boys and girls need to learn how to relate with adult males.
Many children who are paternally deprived become enmeshed in a
cycle of difficulty in establishing intimate relationships that contin-
ues into adulthood and interferes with the development of a stable
family life. The experience of divorce is likely to be a family heir-
loom that extends into the next generation. Growing up with di-
vorced parents does relate to increased risks in development, al-
though certainly some children who have been subjected to divorce,
and broken hofnes, strive and succeed as adults to have very stable,
positive marital and family relationships.

But in a general way there may be a kind of generation-to-gen-
eration effect relating to the divorce experience not only in disad-
vantaged families, but also among the affluent.

DrYoussAN. Can I add one point? That isc I think the emotional
state of the custodial parent is a critical variable in answering your
question. If the parent who remains the significant caregiver for
the child after a divorce is depressed and distraught, I think that is
where many of the problems that you are concerned about aregoing to arise from, because that person really is the nurturing'
figure for the child. And if that parent is really emotionally un-
available as a consequence of the divorce. I think we can expect
problems; and, in fact, those are the families wliere I see those
kinds of difficulties.

How that translates into policies relates to the pointI made
about changing auto reimbursement incentives for health insurance
programs so that counseling glervices are available to those families
to get them through that prod of crisis.

Dr. WILSON. May I just add one word? I would agree with what
has been said, but certainly there is no question that the degree of
emotional disturbance in both homes where the families are intact
and the father is essentially absent just on a time basis and also in
the homes where he is absent and makes a difference, that the
enormous problems that the children havii. For instance, if you
look at the National Institsptes of Health study on marihuana and
heroin use and that sort of thing, drug addiction, most ottleir sub-
jects came from high income families, but there was 'relatively
little parenting in that family, and usually the mother Viflif4 dis-
turbed, the father was disturbed and he was, gone all the time. And

I
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that was certainly true of pur studies on heroin addicts that we did
out at Lexington before they closed the narcotics center out there.

There was an enormous amount of disruption the family and
emotional instability in the family whether the fathers were there
or absent. And that last comment is probably the most critical one;
that the mental health of the caregivers makes an enormous differ-

..., enee ilV.whether the child grows up with terrible scars or whether
they grow up with some minor little scratches.

Mr. Md Anoo. I would just like to add one comment, because I
agree with everything; and that is. I think sometimes you have to
question the assumption that divorce is bad. I train social work stu-
dents at the Master's level, and they go into family service, agen-
cies, and sometimes the best thing for the ernotional stability of
that family is for that-family to be helped to separate in a way that
itrthe least destructive way possible.
j Something happens between two people when they get together,
and they just cannot do it. So I think you have to always under-
stand that divorce is not always bad either for the husband, for the
wife, forethe children or for all concerned. And I think that
we haveqo allow that kind of position for families, that they may
have gotten together for the wrong reasons. You know, we all
sometimes like to think that we get married for the movie reasons,
and sometimes we forget about that people have deficiencies that
they hide, and that they do not share with one an ether.

So.' just wanted to add that to broaden your ?-spective; that
divorce may lead to the stability of the family over time, and after
a year's period of time problems could go away under certain cir-
cumstances. Certainly we might to talk about making sure that
this family is not economically insecure, because we know that eco-
nomic insecurity causes the instability of these familik.

Mr. MARRIOTT. Thank you very much.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you very much.
Congressman Wolf.
Mr. WOLF. Thank you. Because of our time problem, I have sev-

eral questions 1 will not ask right now.
It seems-to me that all of you indicated that an individual can be

in the home physically, but not really be there. Sometimes the
person comes home from a job at 9 at night, eats dinner out of the
microwave _oven, and doesn't seem to haVe anything to offer the
family members. Going to bed, getting up, and starting another day
becomes a routine.

The study that Mr. Coats referred to, which I have seen, said
that 'the average father spends 37 seconds a day with his infant.
These fathers were in the house, doing the things they do, like .

watching television, but the interaction with their children was
negligible.

I don't want to start a debate, but what is your reaction to this;?
Mr. LAMB. Could I comment on that study? That is the study

with the total of 10 infants. It was done now 15 or 20 years ago. it
is a very old study with a very small sample with very limited data
in which fathers did not know that these data were going to be
used in any way. It was actually a study of the language develop-
ment of the child. The child' had a microphone around its neck
through which the paternal vocalizations were recorded. Thus the
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data refer only to vocal interaction. And perhaps; most important,
and the -reason why I do not se,ee it as a particularly important
study is that - the 37-second figure is an arithmetic impossibility
given the data in the study.

Mr. WOLF That may be, and if you have any more information, I
would appreciate receiving

I believe the chairwoman mentioned the phenomenon regarding
rnachoisrn and how to he a success under these terms. That is you
work, you leave the house before anybody else in the neighborhood
is up, you get your paper before anybody, you come into work, you
run. you jog, you do your job, you come home at 9. Things litre this
prove you tkre really a success along with owning a big Lincoln, or
a Cadillac told taking a vacation at Eastertipie down in the iOands
where no one else is.

I believe we are seeing more of this syndrome today. My father
was home more--he was a policeman in Philadelphitethan frank-
ly I think I have been home in my current job I would like to see
anything you have on this subject.

I agree with almost everything all of you have said, but all of
you have told usand I do not think you were asked to tell us any-
thing difkrent what the problem is. I would like to see maybe if
each of you can reflect on wheat you 'have heard from the others
and give your suggestions to the committee or just a letter to me.
What do you suggest that we in the Congress do?

Someone suggested we have very little authority. I believe you
may be right. This (.7ongress has become irrelevant on many of the
issues that are facing the country.

But what do you think this committee can do? I would ';Ite to see
your proposals or recommendations. And again, I appreciate your
time, I think you have all been great, and I appreciate it very
much.

Mrs. Semmettett. Thank you.
Congresswoman Johnson.
Mrs. JOHNSON. I- realize we are under. severe time constraints

now, so I will just make a couple of comments.too, one of which is
a question. Is there additional information available on the influ-
ence of divorce as a conflict resoluer tool and its effect in terms
of children of divorced parents?

In other words, one .of the' things that I have been concerned
about is the effect on teenagers particularly of divorce and its mes-
sage that the problem is unresolvable and you should walk away
from it. And it has been my impression and my pe7sonal observa-
tion from a number of situations in which T have been quite closely
involved that it is very difficult then to get these kids in high
school to really work for an A rather than a B, to stay involved in
an extracurricular activity where there are interpersonal problems.
You know, it is hard for them to sort of tough things out

Is there any documentation of that?
BILLER. Yes; there is some. You could call what you are 411k-

ing about sort of a quitting syndrome. The Wallerstein and K011y
research provides the most relevant data-from a longitudinal per-
spective. Wallerstein and Kelly studied families in which the chil-
dren were at different ages when their parents got divorced, and
reported a variety of reactions related to developmental stages.
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However, all the children, no neuter what their age and no matter
how badly their parents' marriages were going, seemed to be sad
and upset, in their initial reaction to the divorce. Some of them re-
gressed, seme of them acted out, and some of them seemed to give
up. Although with time many of the children seemed to k able to
reorganize their lives. a

-.-

Generally, if parents have not become divorced before their chil-
dren have reached adolescence, even though the children will typi-
cally have a very severe reaction, to the actual divorce, the litera-
ture suggests that they may not be as much at risk in4heir long-
term development as are children whose parents became divorced
when they were very young. The older child or adolescent may
have more of a capacity to understand the divorce and realize that
it was not his responsibility.

Mrs. JOHNSON. Excuse me. We have so little time. But if you
have information from studies that you would like to send to me, I
would be very interested ;n that, and whether that tool is trans-
ferred to othe. situations.

Then I just want to mention one other thing. Dr. Lamb, in your
testimony you conclude by saying: "In other words, families need
options, not mandates." Dr. Yogman, in your testimony you
conclude with the fact tl , en need to be able to make personal
choices regarding fatherhe , and that our goals should be to make
it easier to make these choices.

What I hear, and the othe thing I wanted to correlate that with,
Dr. Yogman, is your analysis of the kinds of things that have an
impactstress and job loss, time, mother's wishes, and a lot of
what you have all been saying.

What I hear you saying in the analysis is the working man's
problem in developing a sound relationship with their children is
precisely the problem a working woman has, so it really is not a
matter of the sex; it is a matter of managing conflicting responsi-
bilities and particularly the time impact of those responsibilities.

And I just wonder ifMr. Wolf was saying do you have any sug-
gestions for what we can do. And outside of covering counseling
through health insurance, which I do think is important, it_has
struck me in the course of these hearings that one of the things we--.
very much need to be doing is to be educating people to make these
choices.

And I guess it was you, Dr. Yogman, who brougtit out now the
enormous involvement of fathers in childbirth. You know, why can
we not do something like the birthing 'classes that have worked to
get men involved, to use that as a time alSo to begin talking about
parenting, about shared time, about shared resources, and about
conflict and divorce, and it.e impact? You know, where in society
should we begin looking ,to at least provide the materials, at least
begin the educating process?

Dr. YtKAIAN. I think as soon as possible, prenatally, postpartum,
and continuing on, because I Think there are different phases of
children's needs, different issues that parents are presented with.
And I think parents really need thi. kind of education and support
systems that you are talking about.

So I applaud your recommendations. I think they are critical. I
think that we even have to go back in time into school systems and
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give peoplegive school-age children a sense of what children and
babies are all about. I think, increasingly we are seeing people, not
thinking carefully enough about the impact and responsibility of
having children. And 1 think that to the degree that we can help
people develop a sense of responsibility and a sense of realistic ex-
pectations about the requirements that children place on parents,
we will help parents and children get off to a better start. Once
that decision is made, I think we can do a lot with regard to educa-
tion to at least separate the issue of marital stability from the issue
of responsibility for children.

Mr. McAnoo. Congresswoman Johnson, I would just like to make
a comment here. It seems to me that the public sector and the pri-
vate sector need to take some time out and maybe develop some
high-level conference on what kind of society we would like to
have, what future kinds of employment is going to be available for
our people in the society.

As you have probably been noticing in the newspapers and in the
newsreels, the problems we have had in trying to retrain fathers
whose jobs have become obsolete and all the kinds of problems that
go along with that. And what we really need to duand it cannot
be done just by Government; it has to be done by public and pri-
vate initiative is to begin defining what kind of roles and jobs we
are going to have in the future and bow should we begin as a socie-
ty setting priorities and training for those, because I think that
bears a lot on what you are talking about. It just cannot be done by
one thing.

eloaNsoN. I think the import of my question -and I will con-
clude after this because I know we realty are pressed for time--the
next witness apparently has a plane to catch.

But I guess what I am asking of you, you know, as you do yotir
work, is if you could spot individual programs, you know, that you
think if' we fed the right information into, if we began to educate
the people who work at that point in our society, to acquaint them
with some of the literature about the stages, sort Of like we ha- e
done a lot of work in terms of educational development, what are
the stages of learning.

Now, there is some pretty good work on what are the stages of
dealing with separation and divorce, both for children and for par-
ents, You know, who is out there doing that work? How could we
better spread the word?

So I am asking really in terms of not such a cosmic sense but
concretely. how should we be altering our priorities in the expendi-
ture of public funds to begin addressing these problems more effec-
tively.

So I thank you.
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you all very much.
Dr. Biller, we would be remiss if we did not ask fin- the name of

your son since this is his first congressional appearance.
Mr. BILLER. Benjamin.
Mrs. SetwomEa. Benjamin, iVe are very delighted with his first

congressional appearance.
Thank you all very much. We really thank the panel very much

fur their time and effort and patience this morning.
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. And we now move on to panel 4. Panel 4 wins the award for the
most patience. You will testify about programs that address father
absence and involvement. The setting for your testimony has been
framed by the previous witnesses.

We first have David Behlmann, who is the chairman of the Na-
tional Collaboration for Youth, and executive vice president of the
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America in Philadephia.

Then we will hear from James Levine and Debra Klinman of the
fatherhood -project of the Bank Street College in New York, and
Rev. Herman Heade, who is the national director of urban affairs
and church relations for the Prison Fellowship of Washington, D.C.

We are very impressed with this distinguished Thank you
Mit much for your being here and waiting.

Let us begin. If all of you can summarize, we will put your entire
statement in the record. I know you are probably getting hungry,.
so let us move right ahead. David Bahlmann, lett us start with you.

STATEMENT OF DAVID W. BAHLMANN, CHAIR, NATIONAL COL.
LABORATION FOR YOUTH. AND EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, BIG
BROTHERS/BIG SISTER OF AMERICA, PHILADELPHIA, Pg.
Mr. BAHLMANN. Thank. you very much. And I sincerely appreci-

ate your particular attention. I know that this has been a very dif-
ficult day for you.

I am' David Bahlmann. I am the executive vice president of Big
Brothers/Big Sisters ail America, and also, as you have indicated,
have the privilege sfrving as Ae chair now of the National Col-
laboration for Youth.

I am also, Co oman Johnson, the person who had to make
the-plane, and II;ilrtell you that that is by us new. And it was my
feeling that it was more important that we spend the time neces-
sary to do this appropriately and give you a chance to ask ques-
tions and hopefully, ifwe do not know the answers, we will be able
to find out in some of those areas.

Soil do not want that to be a consideration in the next few min-
utes, particularly with my colleagues who I am aware have Some of
the finest program fin the country, because that is the poiaof the
panel, to try to talk about what are some of the programs today
that are trying to dgal with some of these issues. And more impor-
tantly, to help to Ohre as repositories for some of the research of
the people that you have talked 'about here today.

think if is important that we start our discussion in this par-
ticular panel with an understanding that the things that you have

tird here this morning and the access that you have had t9 some
he people, pattiCularly the doctors, and the General, and the

other programs that have been discussed of course are the heart
and soul of the things that we are involved with on a day-to-day
basis.

We all deal with What' we .call the state of the art, in terms of
service delivery, and as such, we are dependent not only on their
research capabilities and on the day-to-day activities and studies
that they conduct, but also on the ability of them to translate that
work through our professional staffs and our volunteer staffs into
day-to-day activity that translates into service for families.
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. °Specifically, as you are aware, I hope, the National. Collaboration
for Youth is composed of 14 national volunteer youth-serving orga-nizations, and in our written document, Representative Schroeder,
it contains the membership, but I think it is memberthip that isvery well knovin to all of you here in the room. In fact, as I look uphere, several of our very star members of the organizations are rep-resented by these panelists that we are working with today.

As such, thg collaboration organizations collectively now serve 25million young people under the age of 19, which represents about
one-third of all young people in that group in the country.

More importantly, the National Collaboration for Youth is an af-finity group of the national assembly, notional voluntary health
and social welfare organizations, which is 31 members strong, andthrough additional members and through additional programingrepresents nearly 50 million people across the country.

What we would like to do in the next couple of minutes in ourdiscussion, rather than use the actual paper that we have present-
ed for you, is to make you aware that first of all, these organiza-
tions represent, on an average, about 70 years of service. And thereis one th ng about that particular concept in that we have had the
opportunity to learn both the pros and cons, and grow, And build abuilding framework on that experience. And in doing that, we hopeto be able to provide now the kinds of programs in a number of-areas that we think will deal with this particular subject.

Specifically, our youth area of National Collaboration deals with
vocational, educrItionati employment, health. recreation, and familylife. Millions of the Young people that we now serve come fromhomes where fathers are absent. In the case of my particular
agency, Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America. 95 percent of our cli-entele are from what is now we refer to as the parent-absent con--cept, because, of course, none of us are single-parent concepts at
all; we were always the product of two parents, even ir we weretest-tube oriented.

But whatever the conditions are, there is now a learning situa-tion for our service community that says that they have differentneeds than what was referred to before as the nuclear family. And
I think that is a point that we want to make here.

Dr. Biller and several others made it, and we want to underline
it. There is nothing pathological in any way about the single-parent
or parent-absent concept. It simply has different kinds of manifes-tations to it. It has in it very specific needs in terms of service de-
livery. and that is what we attempt turdeal with.

Now, in those I would like to give you some brief examples, par-ticularly from the agencies in Collaboration for Youth, to give youan idea of the scope of what we are talking about.4
Of course the organization known as Boys' Club of Adierica is

well known across this cot. try. serving in 1.1041 community type
programs nearly 1 million >uungsters at a given time. The demo-
graphic profile of the Boys' Club membership indicates that .1t; per-cent of those,huys currently come from single-parent families with
a vast majority of those type youngsters headed by a woman inthat fainily.

In that particular situation 1 think it is important to know that
Boys' Clubs and Girls' Clubs across the country now serve a myriad
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of situations, and many of theni on a collaborative effort. At the'
organizations' recent annual conference held during the National
Year of the Child, the Boys' Club of America specifitally addressed
the issue of single-parent families in a variety of ways, including
facilitating peer-counseling situations which match well-adjusted
children fawn single-parent families with those experiencing diffi-
culty in adapting to the situation, establishing parent-support
groups, developing parenting classes, and a myriad of other activi-
ties.

The qext organization counts Representative Schroeder as one of
its star alumni and carriers, and of course I am referring to Girl
Scouts of the U.S.A., which you have long been involved in. And, of
course, I had4he privilege of watching you on TV as you wore your
badge sash across you. But as we all smile at that, I think we all
recognize the true significitice of the message you were giving, and
that is that you had an opportunity as a young person, and now as
a volunteer, and an adult to see the real validity of some of the
tenets that are delivered in programs such as that.

A longstanding influence on so many hundreds of young women,
the Girl Scouts currently are very much aware of this changing
structure of the once traditional nuclear family and have a number
of programs that I think might be significant for our discussion
today.

For example, in upstate New York the Girl Scout Council has re-
ceived a grant to provide weekend activities for single parent/chil-
dren family unitsunderline units. They are not just in the isola-
tion of the child'but the single-parent family unit dealing with the
whole scope of activities there. The program has also proven to be
popular with fathers who see their children, and particularly their
daughters, only on weekends. That gives us a whole different per-
spective.

Coincidentally, Girl Scouts have observed that it appears that
single-parent family parents spend mere of their leisure time with
their children than the parents in the nuclear family, a point just
discussed by our prior panel. And if this is studied further and ana-
lyzed, it may well become one of the factors that Girl Scouts are
using in their recruitment of leaders.

In the program known as Campfire, of course, you are aware
that from its traditional days of being just a girls' serving agency it
has now gone coeducational, and rather than having an all-female
organization, the leaders are now both men and women. They are
often paired together as positive role models. Some Campfire coun-
cils have often a course called I'm Feeling Fine, which deals with
the positive aspects of the child, particularly those that have come
through the traumatic separation in a family. While not specifical-
ly geared toward the single-parent children, Campfire has deter-
mined that 70 percent of its participants in the stress management
course are from a single-parent home.

The Boy Scouts of America deal with a significastti area that is
important to my agency, and that is the aspect of providing role
models, and what many of these organizations are able to do, par-
ticularly in a number of their programs. In their Cub Scout pro-
gram for younger boys the Boy Scouts have focused on family-ori-
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ented programs which recognize a variety of family structures, in-
cluding the single-parent family.

United Neighborhood Centers of America, which represents set-
tlement houses and community centers throughout the country,
has a rather unique, multigenergtional service-delivery concept be-
cause of its ability to match yoVng and elderly within its settle-
ment houses, and they use the young people to provide friendly vis-
iting serFices, shopping, escort services for the elderly. But in turn,
the elderly models, of course, provide efficient role models for their
child counterparts.

In the case of the Girl *Scouts of America, their staff instructors
have now gone extensivelyiin the area of making a concerted effort
to have males on their staffI heard Dr. Biller when he talked
about the limited number of male teat.hers, particularly in the ele-
mentary level and the kindergarten level and also to serve as ef-
fective role models for their young wome in terms of other service
deliveries.

They have a number of special programs, one called Coping With
Divorce, which is a model project at. Portsmouth, Va., which is in
conjunction with a family service agency there. Also in Sarasota,
Fla., which offeigt its own counseling services within the Girls'
Club. They have Tprogram known as Kids Can Cope which is from
Arlington, Tex., and it deals with preadolescent children where
they actually wrote a book about coping of which the issue of di-
%hire* was raised.

In our own particular agency, Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Amer-
ica, now celebrating its 80th year of service to youngsters, and as
we indicated, we currently, erve upwards of 100,000 in terms of ac-
tually rrilitched youngstOs and another 100,000 screened an on
waiting lists, 95 percenfof whom are from the parent-absent otin-
cept.

In doing that we provide a significant other or role model for the
young ter 3 to 5 hours a week on the basis of allowing the young-
ster and the adult to devettID their relationship around activities
which are common to them and their environment.

The unique 1-to% service capability of course is not really unique
at all because that is really the relationships that special people
and friends have with them. I think it is probably no secret to
many of you on this panel that Representative Coats is still a big
brother and has been involved with this program for some time, as
have a number of Members of Congress, and of course, his involve-

a meat as a volunteer in that organization has included serving as
the president of his sakThey at the local community, and very i m-
portantly, in other significant areas here in the congressional area.

I was particularly impressed and pleased to hear your question of
what we can do as a group here, and I think that is important that
you first recognize in laying the foundation you have asked the im-
;portant question, and that is, that this is a relevant issue that

(needs to be addressed. Many times that does not get that kind of
dominance that is necessary, and you hive done that.

Second, I think to be critical of the state base of knowledge, you
raised the question earlier, Representative Wolf, about a study that

. is many year. old and draws a lot of attention about 37 seconds
and some of that kind of thing.
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Well, the thing we want to make you aware of is the report that
we gave this mornirig to Representative Coats that we will provide
to 'each of you. Big Brothers/Big Sisters has recerftly received a
grant from the Hodd Foundation in Texas to work with the Univer-
sity of Texas School of Social Work in A mix agencies as
we train our caseworkers across the coun y.

Out of that particular model project has some a paper now enti-
tled "The Single-Parent Family," which I gave to Representative
Coats this morning, which has a number of salient factors in it, one
of whiciLis an analogy of the annotated bibliography and the other
references of the more than 400 studies that have been done on
father-absence concepts.

The thing we wait to bring to your attention is of those 400 stud-
ies, we think really at this-Pint only 60 of them were methodologi-
cally sound. In short, be critical in what you are given and "analyze.

49. Do not just boy the concept of labels. The particular significance is
cause-and-effect relationship.

Yes, we believe there are many correlations that can be drawn,
buNto say that one is a cause and effect of another is very, very
difficult. We will make this report availAble to you. It attempts to
discuss most of the studies that have been available through the
last 2 years. It gives you a copy of the materials that we use as the
instructors and some of the problems and positive factors of the

'one-parent Tamil }, and together with the participants' materials.
The last thing I would like to do in closing my remarks is soine-

thing that RepresentatiVe Coats asked me to do hecause he thinks
maybe that it might gtve you a little different perspective.

I have had 4n opportunity today to really witness some of my
own development. I am one of your kids. My parents divorced when
I was 1 year old. I never saw my father again until I was 23. My
mother did not marry again until I was away in college.

It originally started because my father went off to the Second
World War, and I was then taken across the country to live with
my mother, and my grandmother, and my great-aunt, so that at
whatever age I would be, I would be the oldest male in my family.

The thing that was significant, and I think maybe one of the
things that needed to be discussed here, was I was fortunate
enough at the age of 5 to be able to interact with a volunteer who
is the concept model of a Big Brother, and he gave me a sphere of
integration in my own thoughts and my own relationships in a con-
text to let me understand a little bit about what I was about, about
what I was capable of. but more importantly, the reality that I had
the ability to fail, that I could tee it all up and risk everything and
tomorrow the Sun was still going to come up, and I had a chance to
take part in that, whatever was appropriate for me.

The reason I think it was significant was he was a lawyer and, of
course. gave me the role model to maybe do that. I then became
later a district attorney, was involved particularly initially as a
deputy prosecutor in juvenile court. I have probably tried 5,00o to
6.01$) cases of this nature. And as my mother referred to it, I never
learned the basic premise that there are some things you cannot do
anything about, so we run aroirnd banging our heads on the wall.

My wife and I took 26 of these kids home. We have adopted
seven of them. And I think in that context we have seen the opp,51-
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tunity thit these programs that you are going to hear about, be-sidits the lone I have talked about, can give to la, And that is thatin Ale 7 children we adopted and in the other 20 or so that we werefoster parents to, we have had the chance to really experience mostof the kinds of trauma that you talk about. A good share of them
came from father-absent situations, but in fact, fey were from
parenting structures that were at least adequate if not better thanthat, and yet for one reason or another, there were conditions ofstress that were workea out.

We have had youngsters, very frankly, that were involved indrug abuse, alcoholics, there were burglaries, robbery, rape, rtin-away, arson. They range in age now from 31 down to 6. We havefour youngsters that are retarded and handicapped.
But the one thing we learned in all of it was the great capacitiesof our social service community and our professionals to &ollabo-rate and work together. The system does allow for it. It is an excit-ing time, I think, to be part of these programs. But more impor-tantly, the reality that we are now recognizing that it is an evolv-ing process, and that we have the*capability to work with one an-other to solve that is perhaps the greatest thing that stimulates allof us.
We are always motivated, I think, by Pogo's old statement thatwe are overwhelmed by insurmountable opportunities. We thinkthat this is kind of an opportunity right now that gives us chanceto really make a difference in the lives of one another, and wethink that is a great chance.
!Prepared statement of David W. Ilahlmann follows: J

PREFAHEo STATEPALNT OF DAVID W. BAHLAIAMN, F.NINAITIVE VICE PNIOIDENT or Bic,
BKOTHERN/BIG StSTERN OF AMERICA, AND CHAIN OF rite NATIONAL COLLANORATIoNFON Yount

Good morning. I'm David W. llahlmann, Executive Vice President of Big Brothers /Big Sisters of America, and also ('hair of the Nntional Collaboration for Youth.I'm pleased to be here today to speak with you about the Fatherabsent home andits impact upon the family, and in particular. the child.
Family circumstances have been changing so rapidly from the traditional twoparent situation to the phenomenon of a single-parent family head that accurate un-derstanding and interpretation of the situation and the acklreming of the needs hasnot kept pace. The U.S. Census Bureau estimates that 50 percent of the childrenborn in 1982 will live in single-parent homes sometime during their first 18 years oflifean increase of almost 80 percent in the last decade. Of the 61 million childrenin the. United States, 12.6 million, or roughly 20 percent, are living with a singleparent. Of these single-parent families, 90 percent are father- absent homes. Forty-eight peicent are by reason of divorce, 211 percent are through separation, 17 per-t cent live with never-married mothers and 13 percent are through death.The impact that these statistical facts is having on our youth is now under study.Present research indicates that children from one-parent homes show lower achieve-ment and present more discipline problem than do their peers. It also shows thatthey tend to be absent from school more often, late to school more often, and mayshow more health problems than do their peers. Studies have not concluded thatthese problems have been caused by the change in family status, but rather suggesta definite correlation between school performance and family tutus.Robert D. Alters, in an article entitled "Children From Single-Parent Homes,"offers insight into why these children from single-parent homes tend to show lowerachievement and present more discipline problem than do their peers from twoparent homes_ Generally, he states, the child in a single-parent home will have

' Robert 13 Alters, "Children From Singit-Parent fitonve" Today's Education. 19142-19143Annual. paw *15
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more to deal with thmiltist the loss of u parent or temporary separation from the
paent. In the case of divorce, many of the problems cited may be the result of un-
happiness at Nome that began before the parents' separation.

Another cause of stress often inherent inAither divorce or &side he continues, is
the loss or reduction of income. In many two parent homes, both parents must work
simply to pay the bills. When one parent is absent, the single income remaining
mutt support the same family, mimes one. In 1981, more than nine million single
mother*, had incomes below the poverty level. These families must often move into
less expensive housing and adjust to a different life-style. The child may need to

schools, make new friends, all stress-evoking situations, Further, this re-
d Income may prevent a parent -from hiring a Wbysitter or sending the child to
a day care center. Unless a relative or some agency helps out, the child may become
part of an ever-increasing number known as "latchkey children." Unsupervised,
these children must prematurely bear the responsibility for caring for thenetelves.

The child in a single-parent home also suffers increased pressure through the loss
of sonic or all contact with the absent parent. Like the child, a parent will grieve
after either a bereavement or divorce. In struggling with their own emotions and
needs, they are often less effective parents. Children who have seen u parent die or
have suffered through a divorce often lack the knowledge or emotional resources
that would help them begin to cope with these experiences. A child must often draw
conclusions about these changes using the little information he/she hes, gleaned
from eavesdropping, incomplete explanations. biased reports, even fantasies. Ufifor-
tunately. such conclusions are generally inaccurate and often frightening to the
child.

a

Mr. Alters concludes that the child who is living with one parent, then. may find
more or different challenges in life than the child living with two. As these children
grow in numbers, se must our sensitivity to their situation. The concerns and needs
of one parent children must be faced now and in new and better ways.

Nation's youth-serving agencies have the opportunity to take the lead,
th h their various programs, in assisting children from father-absent homes to
handle the challenges -presented to them in a manner which allows them to grow
and mature to healthy, productive adults.

Big Brothers/Big Sitters of America is a national nonprofit youth organization of- .
fering -a unimie service. This service is based on a one-to-one friendship between an
adult volunteir and a school-age child from a one parent home who needs special,
extra adult attention. Each of our volunteers makes a commitment to spend three
to six hours a week for at least a year with a little brother or sister, casing, sharing
experiences, and listening to the child's concerns. The friendship develops through
such commonplaCe activities as taking a walk, baking coqkies, or building a model
airplane. When posed against the is7reasirqtly complex and confusing demeans of our
society, the sensitivity and simplicity of these relatiopehips can provide the balance
needed for a child to grow into a healthy, productive adult. The friendship of a
mature adult is an necessary as food to a child's growth and development. Too many
youngsters, handicapped by their environment, never experience the trust that such
friendships inspire.

Not every child from a one parent home needs a big brother or a big sister. Many
can rely on traditional extended family support systems But for an estimated one
fifth of these children, there are no such supports. Single patents who must work
and maintain the household, and who often have more than one child, may not have
the time and energy to fulfill their needs. Increasing numbers of concerned paints
are seeking this kind of support, recognizing that a big brother or big sister is not a
substitute parent but an ally who can help a child through a difficult period and the
challenges of growing up.

These parents have confidence in the Big Brothers/Big Sisters approach. For al-
theugh the friendships are informal, they are supported by trained proleseional staff
at each of our agencies. Each match is carefully screened and supervised from the
very beginning. The family's needs, the child's interest, and the volunteer's. interests
and personality are taken into consideration in making the best possible match.
Once a match is made, goals are set and regular contacts maintained between the
parent, child, volunteer and agency -staff. Adult volunteers become available
through personal inquiry, through media recruitment and referral from other vok
unteersi Children are referred from social service agencies, the juvenile just'
system, schools, churches, or through temente' request.

For over 80 years. these one-to-one frien-ips have helped many children
through the most challenging and crucial time of their lives. Field studies conducted
beginning in 1939 have established that this is a highly effective means for prevent:
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ing juvenile delinquency and emational. problems, and preparing children for adult-
hood.

Furthermore, it is a cost-effective method, both in human and economic terms.
The average cost cif a match is about $6.50 a year. In compaelleon, it cteits taxpayers
$3,000 for each child entered into the juvenile justice system and from $1e,000 to
$65,000 a year for institutionalization. .

The normal troubles of childhood. if badly handled or ignored, can develop into
something more serious. Big Brothers/Big Sisters give the kind of additional sup-
portive, mature friendship a child needs in getting over those rough spot,

In working to meet these needs, Big Brothers /Big &eters of America has become
the fastest growing youth-serving organization' in the United States. From its begin-
nings in 1903, it has grown to more than 450 local agencies, serving more than
100,0110 children across country.

Thus far I have described to you .some of the ways in which Big Brothers/Big Sis-
ters ofAmerica serve yotiiig people who come from homes where there is no father
present. But I want you to know that Big Brotheni/Big Sisters dues not act alone in
this area. There exists in this country a vast network of voluntary human service
organizations which provide significant support and growth-producing experiences
for young people and their families in the large cities, small, towns and rural areas
of every state in this country. They operate in the best American tradition, respon-
sive to local community needs, with the guidance of local community boards and
councils. Under their aegas their services frequently combine the best proferxiional."
help with the use of millions of volunteers who believe in neighbors helping neigh-
bors. They are supported with private fundsa combination of membership sues.,
fees for services rendered and charitable contributions. They supplement services of-I
fered by government, and they are the source of many of the most Significant inno-

-.rations in human service.
I have the privilege of serving as the chair of the National Collaboration for

Youth, which is composed of 14 national, voluntary youth-serving organizations,
under %view auspices many of these local community efforts are conducted. Collabo-
ration organizations collectively serve more than 25 million young people under the
age of 19, one third of all young people in that age group in this country. You will
recognize, on the attached list of collaboration member, most of the organizations
of which I speak, since they have played such an important part in America's histo-
ry, and so many Americans have besinvolved with the* over the years. On the
average, these organisations have servis country for over 70 years.

The National Collaboration for Youth is an affinity group of the National &sem-
of National Voluntary Health and- Social Welfare Organizations, Inc.. an even

broader network of voluntary human service agencies. Thirty-one national organiza-
tions currently belong to the national assemblAwhich provides them with a frame-
work for communication and cooperation designed to enhance the capacity of each
organization to accomplish its own goals and objectives. Through their community-
bawd affiliates in every State and some foreign countries, assembly organizations
have an individual membiership of or provide services to snore than 00 million
Americana.

The national youth-serving organizations which care part of this voluntary human
service network address the needs of youth in many areas. Vocational, educational. -
employment health, recreation. and family life. Millions of the young people they
serve come from hernes where fathers are absent. In many instances, these organi-
zations have specific programs aimed at young people who live in single-parent

iehomes. But their services go well Ireyond sh targeted programs. All of these orga-
nizations recognize the vast divemity in the family structure; their programs are de-
veloped in the context of an overall commitment to be weepuneive to such diversity
and by their very nature, offer important resurres to the young people we are ad-
dressing here. Let me give you a few examples of the work these organizations do.

The core of the Boys Clubs of America programs includes the provision of positive
role models for the over one million boys that they serve each year. The demograph-
ic profile of the boys du mbership inditates that 46 perrenLof the boys served
come from singlieparenthitrnliediere with the vast majority headid by women. The
boys clubs of America has found that boys from single-porent homes use their serv-
ices in the small towns as well as in the major cities of this country: At the organi-
zation's annual conference held during the International Year of the Child, the Boys
Clubs of America specifically addressed the issue of trinAle-parent families in a vane-
ty of ways, including facilitating peer counseling situations which 'match well-adjust-
ed children from single-parent families with those experiencing difficulty in adapt-
ing to the situatiure establishing parent support groups; developing parenting queri-
es; and other activities
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The girl Scouts of the U S A. a longstanaing intbsonce on so many hundreds of
young women, is also very much aware of the chansing structure of the once tradi-
tional nuclear family In both their programming and earl scout leader ttaining, the
Girl Scouts are making the apprppriate adjustments in Ise/ignition of the increateing
numbers of single- parent farnili4. Fur instance, leaden/ are enorairagedsu have
"family affair" programs, moving away from motheridasghter activities. This will
allow for the inclusion of other Members of the family and poluips extended family.

An upstate New York Girl Scout council has received a grant to.provide weekend
activities for single-parent/child family units. This program has ailed proven th be
popular with fathers who may see their daughters only for the weekend. Another
popular father-daughter program is'a disco program sponsored by the Council of
Greater New York Girl Scouts. Coincidentally, the Girl Scouts have observed that it
appears that single parents spend more of their Leasure time with their children
than the parents in a nuclear family, and as this is studied further and analyzed, it
may well become one of the factors the Girl Swats will UM* in their recruitment of
leaders. sr ,

Camp,rire, "The, huff a adjusted its programming in recognition of the differ
ence% inSfamily struct es. As Camp Fire bas become a coeducational rather than
all-female organization, leaders are now-both men and women and may oftqn be
paired together as positive role models. Some camp fire councils have offered a
course called "I'm Feeling Fine." While not specifically geared towards single-
parent children, Camp Fire has determined that 70 percent of the porticipacts in
this/ stows management course are from single-parent homes. In these courses, chil-
dren are encourage to identify and explore positive ways to cope with stress.

Providing rdie models is what many of these organizations an/ about. eddy
Scouts of America are senstive to the fact that many of their members come
single-parent, primarily female-headed families, and they continually adapt their
prwams to this reality. In some communities where there are fewer mules to serve
as &out leaders, woman fill these - roles. In addition, the Boy Scouts of America have
created another level of leaders called "den aides" who may either be male or
female. These are young people, aged 1-f to 17, who can act as leaders in lieu of
fathers. In their Cub Scout program for younger buys. the Boy Scouts have focused
on "family-oriented" programs which recognize a variety of family atasiesores in-
cluding singlwhrett.;nt families.

United Neighborhoodhood Centers of America represents settlement hole/el-and cum
tens throughout the country. The settlement houses which have such a

Ilion as America's history are operated by and for the neighborhoods in
which t 1 located. In both their civic and recreational programs. their volun-

teersteen; and Sss i provide important role models. Inovatiuns ubound in providing role
models for young people For example, a rather unique "rpultigenerational" service
delivery program between the young and elderly withilviertlement houses uses
your people to pr vide friendly visiting services. shoppirekand escort services to
elderly people wit n the settlement houses. Often the senior citizen being served
can offer a possitiv roje model fo?'these youngsters, similar to the Foster Grandpar-
ent Program.

What I Ave described are nasrely a few examples by no means an exhaustive
overview--of the services that voluntary youth-serving agencies can and do provide
for children from single-parent homes. The voluntary sector is an important part of
American community services We are committed to the young people of this coun-
try and understand the special needs of those who live in father-absent homes. Pro-
grams for these children and their families require increased support Because vol-
untary youth serving agencies work so closely with children from father-absent
households, we are pleased to have had this opportunity to share with you some of
our views, and we look forward to being part of the continuinjt national dialogue on
single-parenting

NIENOIERS uv `Mr NATIONAL. ASSUNIRLY OF NATIONAL. VIII UNTARY HEALTO ANI) SOCIAL

WELYAIM ORGANIZATIONS. INC.
T

AFL-.C10. Department of (7-immunity Services; American Council for Nationali-
ties Service/International Social Service; American Foundation for the Blind, Inc..
American Red Cross; Association of Junior Leagues; Big Brothers/Big Sisters of
America; Boy Scouts of America; Boys Clubs of America; ('amp Fire. Inv.; Child Wel-
fare League of America; The Congressional Award; Council of Jewish Fesierations;
Girl Smite of the "'S.A.; Girls/ Clubs of America; anti JWil /National Jewish Wel-
fare Board/.
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Lutheran Council in the U Division of Mission and Ministry; National Com-
mittee Adoption; National Conference of Catholic Charitirs; National Council ofNegro Women; The' Natiorial Council on the Aging, Inc., National Homett' ming
Council; The National Network of Runaway and Youth Services; National Youth
Work Alliance; 11w Salvation Army; Travelers Aid Association of America; United
Neighborhood Centers of America: United Seamen's Service; USO tUnited Service
Organizationst; United Way of America; YMCA of the U.S.A.; and National Board.
YWCA of the U.S A.

1181.1111JEMOOF TalE Wilk/NAIL rOLLABOKATION EOM votirti
American Red Cross; Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America; Buy Scouts of America:. Bdlys Clubs of America; Gump Fire, Inc ; The Coagressionitl Award; Future Home-

makers of America; Girl Scouts of the U.S A. Girls Clubs of America; The Notional
Network of Runaway and Youth Services; NutionarYuuth Work Alliance; United
Neighborhood Conteni of Anicrwa: YMCA of the U S A : and National Board. YWCA
of the U.S.A.

Mrs. SCHROEMR. Thank you very, very much for your very
moving testimony.

Now we move to the Fatherhood project which we are excited to
hear about.

,Again, we will put your statement in the record, if you want to
summarize.

STATEMENTS OF JAMES A. LEVINE AND DEBRA G. KLINiMAN,
PH.D., THE FATHERHOOD PROJECT, BANK STREET COLLEGE
OF EDUCATION, NEW YORK, N.Y.-
Mr. LP.VINE. Chairwoman Schroeder, Congressman Coats, distin-

guished members of the committee, I trust you will not be dis-
pleased if I scrap my prepared comments and refer you to the writ-
ten record so that Debra, Dr. Klinman, and I can limit our testimo-
ny to 5 minutes.

toYou asked if we are concerned about father involvement, involve-
ment of fathers in family life, what can be done in a practical way.
Are there programs out there? How can we spread the word about
them? 4

The Fatherhood project, which I. direct, wis established for just
ttiat purpose. We have operated since September 1981 with fundingfrom several of the major foundations to identify programs
throughout the United States that might encourage or support the
involvement of fathers in family life.

We have been operating a clearinghouse to provide informatoU
about such programs and to refer people to positive sources of sup-
port. We have received upwards of 7,000 requests for assistance in
`2 `years. We are operating a national series of fatherhood foruMs,
the first of which took 'place in New York last year on Father's
Day weekend.. There will be six this coming F ther's Day weekend.
These are efforts to organize on a communit basis, to draw atten-
tion to some of the practical and positive e arts to enhance father
involvement.

And last, we are publishing two books, (1) "Fatherhood U.S.A." anational directory of programs, services, and resources for fathers
and their families; and 12 a book called 'The Future of Father-
hood." a sort of state of the Nation report on fatherhood and social
change. ..

I would like to yield the floor to Dr. Klinman and let her just
present briefly some of our findings.

V.
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Dr. KUNMAN. Thank you.
Members of the committee, good afternoon, and thank you for

the opportunity to talk with you today.
I would like to describe some selected examples oaf what we found

by way of programs which:do encourage father involvement, which
answer, I think, the question that we have heard repeatedly about
concrete and positive steps that can be taken to encourage father
involvement.

First, from St. Paul, Minn. a program that is called For a Father
and His Baby. Over the the

Minn.,
decade or so fathers have becom

much more actively involved in the birth procew. Still, they fine
themselves routinely excluded from hospital-based programs that
provide information, infant-care skills, and encouragement to new
parents.

This program, which is headquartered in a community hospital.
provides a post partum forum just for fathers and their babies. The
_men learn and practice the routines of child care, offer each other
tip and supportive suggestions, and gain a great deal both in confi-
dence and competence.

Says the course instructor; "The fathers start out afraid that
their babies are as fragile as Dresden china, and they come away
confident that they are really as resilient as rag dolls.'`

A second program called the Teen Father Collaboration is actual-
ly a series of services operating in eight different cities around the
country and coordinated out of New York (7ity.

Adolescent pregnancy remains the problem that will not go
away. Its unfortunate consequences are well documented and often
signal the onset of long-term welfare dependency. Unfortunately,
the male partner in teenage parenting has been largely ignored,
both in terms of his own needs as a parent and in terms of his po-
tential to contribute to the developmental and financial wellbeing
of his child.

This collaboration offers young fathers such services as continu-
ing education, job skill training, job referrals, parenting skills
training, and family planning information. Results at all eight sites
are being pooled to assess the most effective means for encouraging
the continued responsible involvement of teenage fathers.

A third program in Seattle, Wash., called Supporting Extended
Family Members recognizes the benefits of providing the fathers of
young handicapped children with support. information, encourag-
ment and a sense of community. Essentially, a father-child play
and discussion group, this program tailors its activities to the spe-
cial needs of special families. Perhaps most importantly, fathers
who participate in this program come to appreciate and enjoy the
specialness of their children and become more able to act as in-
formed and caring advocates to protect their childrens' rights.

A fourth and final example, the Father Assistance Community
Education Service in Plainville, Conn., is designed to meet the
needs of single fathers, a considerable constituency since 1. in 10
single-parent families are father headed.

izing that men may resist seeking help even ..vheri' they
most n d it, this program, which is headquartered at a community
mental health clinic, offers information and education instead.
Topics include legal issues, practical homemaking skills, and coping
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with new responsibilities us family structures shift and readjust. In
time, many of the participants join one of several ongoing father
support groups, thereby rmiintaining their access to assistance
throughout the time when they and their children are most likely
to benefit from feeling a little less alone.

These few examples do not represent a trend that is widespread
in our society, nor do they represent a revolution in the responsive-
ness of American institutions to the needs of fathers and their fam-
ilies.

It is of no small significance that changes have been particu larly
slbitin the world of corporate America, a world in which so many
men forge their identities in terms of the work they do. Only is
small number of employers are now implementing changes that
might help fathers better balance their commitments to job and to
family.

In addition, initiatives that allow or encourage fathers to be
more involved with their families are bound to meet with resist-
ance, both from institutions concerned with the conservation of
limited resources and, even more strongly, from attitudes and opin-
ions that we all hold about what is sex role appropriate behrivior
for men and for women.

Although the innovations that we have described here today may
be few and far between, they are important nonetheless. They are
Concrete, practical evidence that small and relatively inexpqnsive
steps can be taken to reach out and meet the needs of at least some
fathers and their families. They provide new ways of strengthening
the American family in its many forms, and they show, we hope,
that the need in our society is not just to ameliorate father absence
but to enhance father presence.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of James A. Levine and Debra Klinman fol-

lows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT Or JAMES A. LE.Now., PIDMIAT DIRIWTOR. AND DEBRA I; KLIN
MAN. PM D PROJECT MANAGER. THE FATHERHOOD NUMMI'. BANK STREET 004.14OE
OF EDUCATION, NEW Ytnia Cn-v

Chairwoman Schroeder, Congressman Miller, Congremsrnan Weiss. who represents
our district. and distinguished members of the Committee. before we testify let us
take a moment to applaud the establishment of this committee as a voice for chil-
dren, youth, and families, and to commend the' sustained efforts it is making to
bring the pressing needs of America's families to Congressional and public attets
lion.

We commend, in particular, the Attention this hearing forcuses on the role of the
father in the family. Public discucoion of the "changing American family" usually
focuses on mothers. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first governmental
forum ever to concern itself specifically with fathers. We are honored by your invi-
lotion to testify this ambling.

Our brief remarks have three underlying goals. to reorient the Committee's defi-
nition of paternal absence, to broaden its perspective on fatherhood, and to focus
attention on new and promising programs that encourage an enhanced role for fa-
thers within the family.

Without repeating the statistics you have all heard, it is compellingly clear that
the large numbers of children and women living in households with an absent
father are at serious economic disadvantage. But defining paternal absence exclu-
sively its "homes without a father" may easily lend us to overlook the needs and
interests of families in' which the hither is not technically absent, but psychological-
ly and emotionally distant. It may lead us to ignore the troubling fact that our sari-
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ety routinely sends fathers messages that legamaze such distance and that discour-
age involvement in their children's lives.

Consider the messages we routinely send to men- and to women when our Con-
gressional committees, leading newspapers, and iiucational experts persist in defin-

g child cure as a problem faced by "working mothers." as if fathers had no possi-
ble investment in the care of their offspring

Consider the father of a Downes syndrome child who attends a air nth' meeting
at the local special education center, and hears professionals talk two hours
about handicapped children and the crucial role played by their mot era with not
theislightest acknowledgment of his presence or the importance of his role.

Consider the father who takes a year off to care fur a newborn while his wife. (or
reasons that are largely economic, continues working, and who later finds that he
cannot find another A because employers keep telling him, as the Wall Street
Journal reported in one case: "I'd rather hire someone from Mars

Consider the divorcing father who does not want to become merely a weekend
Santa Claus to his chiidren but who is told. in effect, by both lawyers and judges.
that he should neither hope nor press for more.

For the most part, our society does very little to support the involvement of fa-
them in childbearing- except, of course, as breadwinners It gives signals to men
that they do notand should nothave any significant day-to-day responsibility for
their children, even if they want it.

Only recently have there been some signs of change. as schuols, social service
agencies, employers, hospitals, the courts. and other American institutions have
slowly begun to develop new programs to encourage greater father involvement.

Since PM, thanks to the support of several foundations, The Fatherhood Project
has gathered information about some 49(1 such innovations. The results of our re-
search are forthcoming in two books. Fatherhood U.S.A.. which is il national directa-
ry of programs. servicea, and other resources for and about fathers, and the Future
of Fatherhoad, which is a "state of the nation report" on fatherhood and social
change. My colleague. Dr. Debra Klinman, will now share some highlights of what
We have found

"For a Father and His Baby" 1St Paul, MN t Over the last decade or so. fathers
have become much more actively involved in the birth provess. A recent Gallup poll,
for example, indicates that tilt % of all husbands are now present during labor and
delivery. But what happens after the baby arrives? Most fathers still find them-
selves excluded from hospital-based programs that provide the information. in nt
care skills, and encouragement they need as new parents. This three-week prugra
headquartered in a community hospital, p a poatpartamn forum just for lit
them, who bring their babies along for "hay n" Saturday se..-Tions. Fathers take
over the routines of child care feeding, dia ring, comfortingand learn the art of
baby masaage and how to communicate through music and rhythmic movement.
They offer each other tips and supportive suggestions. and are often relieved and
encouraged to find out that they are fur from alone in the uncertainty with which
they approach the responsibilities of fatherhood. Says the course instructor: "They
start out afraid that their babies are us fragile as Dresden China, and come away
confident that they're really tra resilient as rag dolls."

"Boys rand Girls) and Babies" (New York, NY e-Cluldren can learn to think
about thernselveri in new, flexible ways more easily than adults can, and attitudes
about what is and what is notsex-role "appropriate" are at the- very foundation
of the difficulty many men still encounter when they try to establish close relation-
ships with their own children. This program is designed to intervene early in this
process of self-definition by providing school-aged youngsters with "hands -on" child
cure experience. Boys generally begin this eight week program at a respectful die-
tancr from their small charges, not quite knowing where ea how to get started.
They soon learn how to watch for nonverbal cue:, and decipher the mysteries of
bahy talk. responding appropriately to signals of pleasure, discomfort. or need They
also explore their on feelings about caring for and being cared fert.k4 others, and
think ahead to becoming f'athe'rs. On a more immediate level, they are awarded a
certificate of accomplishment, %%inch tav use proudly. to obtain babysitting job,
and emir pocket money

"Teen Fathier Callaboration" +eight cow a . the country, coordinated out of
New York, NYi The problem of adolescent .egnuncy had concerned [he sacad
service community for decades, but a remains the problem that won't go away In
fact, the trend is toward an increase in childbearing among the very youngest et
teen parents, those under the age of 1:-#. The unfortunate consequences of too -early
parenting are well documented. lower school achievement, fewer job skills, little eco
mimic independence, Lem- marital stability increased infant mortality and illmaa.
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and more frequent childbearing throughout adolescence and young adulthood.While an impressive network of social service agencies work with young mothersand their babies to try to offset some of these negative outcomes. the male partnerin teenage parenting has been lawly ignoredboth in terms of his own needs as aparent, and his potential to contribute to the psychological and financial well-beingofNhis child. This program represents the first concerted *tempt to develop nowservices to reach the young father and to access the effectiveness of such bereave.Teen fathers in eight cities are offered education, job-akill training. employment re-ferrals, "hands-on parenting Adis training, family planning information, counsel-ing, and mutual support. The combined experiences of all eight site are being (hiedto produce guidelines and models for effectively encouraging the responsible involve-ment of teenage fathersu new approach to.solving the "problem that won't goaway:'
"Something *pedal for Dads (and Kidsr (New Yurk. NY1The preschool yearshave long been recognized as an important pei-iod in child development and in thedevelopment qif the parent-child relationship. Thirefpre, playgroups and parent edu-cation programs for the mothers of preschoolers are widespread and well-attended.This program represents an extension and adaptation of such opportunities to theneeds of fathers, who attend ten school-based Saturday sessions in the company oftheir youngsters. Each session combines group actriStiev. social interaction, and timefor a suppogive "dads-only" discussion of common issues and concerns. Fatherslearn about child development. and provide each other with support and ecourage-went. Perham, more importantly, the strength of the father-child bond is reinforcedby sharing this "special time" together.
"Supporting Extended Family Members-- SEFAM" (Seattle. WAV-It is difficultenough for fathers to overcome the barriers that limit their involvement with chil-dren who are developmentally and physically normal. When a child is handicapped.the challenge a father fame is even greaterand his response cen be crucial to the;......avell-being of his family. This program, which recognizes the benefits of pfathers (as well as mothers, siblings, and grandparents, of young handicapped chil-dren with support, infonnation, encouragement, and a sense of community, is head-quartered at a University-based mental health/mental retardation center. Combin-ing all of the best features of a successful father-child play and discussion group, ittailors its activities to the special needs of the children and parents it serves. Groupactivities place strong emphasis on developmentally appropriate play; fathers getthe chance to share concerns with other men who traly understand what they aregoing through; guest speakers address topics of practical and pressing concern. Per-haps masa importantly, fathers come to appreciate and enjoy the "specialness" oftheir children, acting as informed advocates to protect their rights"Father Assistance Community Education ServicesFACO" (Plainville, (771--The number of single parent families is already staggering and the social treadswhich produce such families show relatively few signs of abating. While thety of single parents are mothers, one in ten single parent families are now father-headed; because of sheer numbera such families represent'a "critical mass" thatcan no longer be ignored. This , which operates out of a community mentalhealth clinic, has become a kind "magnet" for single fathers, with or without cus-tody. Recognizing the common wisdom that men may resist seeking help (even whenthey might clearly benefit from some type of losaistancei the program attracts singlefathers by offering them information and education during a ten week series ofevening meetiqp. Topics are specially geared to the needs of the single father- -for

example, legal issues, practical hurnemakina skills, and coping with new responsibil-kali as family structures shift and spadjust. In time, many participants come todepend on one another fur mutual support; they e.re then offered the opportunity tojoin an ensuing fathers' group. In this way. they can maintain their access to sup -port and information throughout the time when theyand their childrenare mostlikely to benefit from feeling a little less alone.
"Incarcerated Fathers' Group" (Norfolk, MAs-When a father is incarcerated, hisfamily may confront serious disruption. Recognizing this, in a recent call for appli-cations for 0110S Coordinated Discretionary Fund**. the Federal Register notes:"Their is a need . . . to maintain the family relationehip land' to use the period fofincarceration) . to strengthen parental BUM and commitments and to provide

appropriate support to children." This program, which operates out of a medium se-curity installation, is one ofvery few in the country to worLyrith groups of incarcer-
ated fathers. It is.designed to enhance the relationship been male inmates andtheir childrenestablishing contact through letters and pram visits, and providingsupport and encouragement to the men and children alike as they deal with diffi-cult questions about the reasons for and the anticipated duration of their balsam.
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lion. The program is facilitated by staff assigned to the State department of mental

health, whose statistics on program effectiveness indicate that 'one factor that con-

tributes to getting out of prison is an inmate's strong ties to his family."
;Return and Reunion Prograttis*AncsFamily Services" (Norfolk, VA1 Military

families tnustiltdjust to separations tVit may be frequent and prolonged. During the

months that military fathers spend away from home, their children grew and

change. Fathers may feel excluded from important phases of their child's develop-

ment, even though mothers work hard to keep their husbands "emotionally
present" in spite of their physical absence. One of the most striking adjustments of

all occurs when a military wife gives birth during her husband's absence: the family

then confronts the formidable task of forming new bonds almost instantly upon the

father's return. This program is designed to ease the re-entry of Navy fathers (and
other personnel, by sending a family service team out to ships that are about to
return to port after prolonged deployment. Team members spend about ten days

with crew members helping them talk about and prepare realistically for the transi-

tion back into family life. Meanwhile, back on shore, wives and children have access

to family service workers as well, no that they, too. can prepare for eeunion in ways

that mOlimize stress and promote family unity.
Non&of these programs, it must be noted, art widespread. Nor do we want to sug-

gest that there is a revolution underway in the responsiveness of American institu-
tions to fathers. It is of no Small significance that change is happen* very slowly
in the world of corporate Americathe world in which so many men forge their

identities in terms of the work they do. in which so many man -hours of time and

energy are spent. Only a small number of employers make paternity leave avail-

able, and even fewer organizations are implementing other changes that might help

fathers better balance their commitments to job and family.
The development and acceptance of initiatives that would allow or encourage fa-

thers to be more involved in their families are bound to meet with resistances: in

part, (ruin institutions concerned with the conservation of limited resources, but
even more so from strongly held attitudes and opinions about what is sex-role ap-
propriate behavior for men and women. As a society, we don't allow much room for

the fact -amply established today by Dr. Lamb and Dr. Yuman -- that biology does

not limit the capacity of fathers to cure for their children. We don't offer much en-
cuuragement or support to fathers sae that they can or will want to be more involved

with their children.
The innovations we have described today may. be few and far between at the

present, but they are important nonetheless. They are evidence that small- -and in-
expensivesteps can be taken to reach out and meet the needs of some families.

They provide new ways of strengthening the American family. in its many forms

And they show, we hope, that the need in our society is not just to ameliorate father

absence, but to enhance father presence.

ABOUT THE FATHEMHOOD PROJ1AT

Vie Fatherhood Project is a national research and demonstration project designed

to encourage wider options for male involvement in childrearing. It was started in
September 1981, with support from the Ford Foundation. Levi Strauss Foundation.

!Meson Foundation, and R.ockefellar Family Fund
Among its many activities, the Project:
Conducts research on fatherhood and social change,
Operates a national clearinghouse on fatherhood. which has already received over

7,000 requests fur asfuttnation;
Offers "Something Special for Dads. and Rids a wet-. end group for fathers and

their toddlers;
Offers "Boys and Girls and Babies," a course ID baby care for 10 to 12 year-olds;

Sponsors a national series of Fatherhood Forums which begun in New York City

on Father's Day weekend 19143 and which will continue on Father's 'Sty weekend

19(44 on six other cities. Boston, Chicago, Houston. Los Angeles. Minneapolis, and

San Francisco
The Project staff is currently completing several publications.
The Futuro of Fatherhood, a "state of the nation report on fatherhood and social

change, scheduled for publication by New American Library in Spring Psaa,

Fatherhood U.S.A.. a comprehensive national guide to programs. services, and re-

sources for and about fathers, scheduled for publication in Spring Ilist by Garland

Publishing. Inc ;
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Two manuals bawd on its detnonstration programs: How to Start a Father-Child
Group and How to Start a Baby Care Program for Boys and Girls, both scheduled
for publication in Spring 19144.

The Fatherhood P. roject operates out of Bank Street College under the direction of
James A. Levine and the management of Dr. Debra G. Klinman. Co-directors are
Dr. Michael E. Lamb, Professor of Psychology, Psychiatry. and Pediatrics at the
University of Utah, and Dr. Joseph H. Pleck, Director of the Program on Family
and Work at the Wellesley College Center for Research on Women.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Thank you very much. And I am going to have
to say we have got to go answer the bells again. Unfortunately I
will not be able to return because I have to chair a Civil Rights
Commission hearing at 1:30. I am spending my day in hearings.
The other members will return as soon as the vote is over. I thank

ho all of you for being here very sincerely.
[Recess.]
Mr. COATS [presiding]. With considerable apologies to our fourth

panel we would like to call you back and do a couple of things.
One, we want to hear from Herman Heade. But second, we want

to apologize on behalf of the committee to you, particularly because
you are the ones who, as Dave Bahlmann said, are on the firing
line delivering the services, transferring the research statistics into
human terms, and dealing with humans with real problems, and
perhaps we should have had this panel first. We tried to develop
this in a logical progression leading up to the climax, but the con-
gressional schedule, and the problems with running out of funding
at midnight, have disrupted everything here, and so we apologize
to you.

am informed there will be another vote very shortly in the
House of Repr tives, so, Herman, I turn to you and hope that
you can summa` y( ur statement. We are anxious to hear what
you have to say. If we do not have a lot of time for questions,
again, we apologize.

STATEMENT OF' REV. HERM.AN HEADE. JR., NATIONAL DIRECTOR
OF URBAN AFFAIRS AND Cill'RCH RELATIONS, PRISON FEL-
LOWSHIP, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Reverend HEADE. Thank you, Congressman Coats.
I am not going to read my prepared statement. I think all of you

have a copy of it. I just want to highlight three points.
Personally, 1 fall into every category that has been talked about

here this morning. My parents were divorced when I was 2 years
old, and I was raised by my father. I am from a community in De-
troit that was known as Black Bottom. It was called Black Bottom
because that is where all the black people lived, and it was the
bottom economically.

And I want to focus on the impact of incarceration on children,
incarceration of a parent, especially the father, the dramatic and
lasting impact that is has on the children, because I, myself,
through a long series of events spent 7 years of my life in prison. I
was separated from my children through incarceration. By the
time I was 19 years old I had three children. I had just returned
from Vietnam, and I was certainly not equipped emotionally or
mature enough to handle the responsibility of having three chil-
dren. And my going to prison for 7 years certainly testifies to that.
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But the three points I just want to touch on briefly are the
impact of incarceration of the rent that it has on the children;
the rate of incarceration for I? a males between the ages of 18
and 24. And the reason I sel that statistic is because it is
double the national average, and because 50 percent of all families
in black' urban communities are 'single-parent homes, and these
homes are usually headed by females. And last, I would Ijke-to just
discuss a couple of things that I classify as alternatives to incarcer-
ation.

I am representing an organization called Prison Fellowship
which was founded by a friend of yours, Congressman Coats, Chuck
Colson. And although Prison Fellowship's activities focus primarily
in administering to those who are in prison, we have become in-
creasingly concerned about the plight of children and spouses who
are left behind by men who are put in prison.

I am personally concerned about that. I have a son 19 years old. I
have two grandchildren. And I have personally seen the impact
that my own incarceration has had on my boy.

I want to call the committee's attention to what I think are some
startling statistics. Seventy percent of all of the homicides commit-
ted in b ck urban communities are alcohol or drug related. The
leading cause of death among young black males between the a zu:
of 18 and 24 is black on black homicide, so you have sort of a
double whammy. One man is dead and the other one is in prison,
and normally the statistics do not reflect that man who has been
killed when criminologists research these things.

So what do these statistics mean to this committee? I think that
they clearly. point out that one of the leading causes of what my
fellow ppaan member called the absent parent concept is crime.
particularly) in the black community, incarceration, the criminal
justice system.

I think that the criminal justice aspect of this impacts the black
family more than any other single thing. When I went to prison,
my children were babies, and after 7 years. after my release I
came home, I found it was very difficult for me to communicate. In
fact, we were like strangers. There was a separation between us
that the children did not understand, and I certainly did not know
how to adequately cope with it. And, therefore, the years since I
have been out re-have sort of just drifted further apart.

But what I have tried to perspnally do about that is I have made
several trips pack and forth to Detroit in an effort to sit down with
my ex-wife and talk about how can we both have an impact on the
emotional development of our children. And to be quite frank,
quite honest, really we did not come up with any solutions. It is
just virtually impossible for me as a father to have an impact in
the lives of my children if I am not there.

I think one of the things we need to think about when we talk
about solutions or programs, Prison Fellowship finds that when a
man goes to prison, the children and the spouses, they normally
fall through the cracks. There is not much attention paid to them
except that they are put on welfare or Aid to Dependent Children.

We think that something can be done about this, because here in
the State of Virginia, 65 percent of all of the crimes committed,
men who are incarcerated, have committed nonviolent offenses.
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These men are in the corrections system for things like writing badchecks, stealing cars.
So I propose that, especially if a man has a family, it;he hassmall children, if he writes a bad check, make him make testitu-

tion so he can stay with his family and they are not placed on wel-fare, and you do not have to spend $20,000 a year to keep him inthe Richmond State Prison for writing a bad check. Utilize proba-tion more, particularly where small children are involved.
One of the things we do at Prison Fellowship through our Statedirectors is we are trying to get churches, n volunteersfrom ,churches all over the country, to work with the wives and thechildren of men who are in prisow to facilitate transportation sothat the mother of the children can go to the facility to visit the

incarcerated father, take the family to their churchafor worship
services and counseling so that at least the children and the
mother have an opportunity to interact with their family units.

And I personally believe that States and the -Federal prisonsystem need to take a look at grams that will allow men to be
furloughed or perhaps conj visting rights for married inmates,
anything that is going to maintain the integrity of the family unit.As a black man I am personally concerned about what I call self-inflicted genocide. Blacks make up only 12 or 13 percent of the pop-:illation in the country, but they make upthey comprise 51 per-cent of the total prison population, which means that they arebeing incarcerated at the rate of 5 to 1 I am not sure about thatstatisticbut at something like 5 to 1 when compared to their
white male counterparts.

[prepared statement of Rev. Herman Heade follow]
PREWAR= STATIMPIPIT or Ray. 1112111AN WADE, or PRISON PEWIT/SHIP

POINTS TO MARS AND FIVE MINirTII COMMENTS

1. Name and orgarisation affiliation: '
2. History:
a. Separated from children thanigh incarceration;
b. Committed three violent acts;
c. Length of separation, seven years;
4 Reconciliation through the ministry of Prison Fellowship;
e. Work 117W doing with the ministry of Prison fellowship and past work *ith

problematic children, (many of whom have absentee fathers). with the city's schoolsprograin in Weshington, D.C.
3. Points to Make:
a. Incarceration of a parent, especially the father, has a traumatic and lastingimpact on children;
b. The rate of incarceration for Black males between the ages of 18 and 24 hasdoubled the national average, witch has to a great extent, a tremendous impact onthe statistics that says "50jpercevt of all families living in Black urban communities

are singleparent homes." These Ire usually homes headed by a female:
c. Discussion of alternative to incarceration for non-via lent male offenders itigihead familieic and this will include highlighting "Is There a Better Way" and givinglto Committee mendiera

grate fid for the opportunity to appear today to comment before your taskfoam,
I am an esoffender who's life has been changed by the power of Jesus .Christ. Iserved time for my crimes, but it was the love and life of Christ which preload myconvenion. I work with Pricon Fellowship as National Director of Urban Af-faits. Prison F is a Christian' which helps amneet church re-sow across the annitry to minister the and reach out to the needs of prise
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ones, ex-offenders and their familiiS, and to work for a jest and effective criminal
justice system.

Although Prison Fellowship's activities are focused on miniitering to those in
prison, we have become increasingly concerned about the plight of children and
spouses who are also victims of the criminal justice system left behind by the anon
who are incarcerated. I am pleased to appear today because that is a concern I pe
serially fill ass well

I understand that this tank force is focusing on the "absentee father" and the
impact it has on the life of the children. I cull the Committee's attention to some
startling statistics that focus on absentee fathers from the urban community. which
happens to be my particular area of expertise:

I. Fifty percent of all households in Black urban coniumnities are headed by
single parents;

2. Seventy percent of all homicides in the Black community are alcohol or drug
related;

3. The leading cause of death among young black males between the ages of 18

and 24 is Black on-Black homicide. This particular seems to have a double connota-
tion. One man is dead and the other is incarcerated. So you have two families
actually with ab entee fathers.

What do these statistics mean to this Committeefl think that they clearly point
out that crime and incarceration is the leading cause of absentee fathers, specially
in the younger age bracket in the urban community, a background of which I
myself have come from.

After my graduation from high school, with a 3.5 gr average, I seriously con-
sidered an opportunity to apply for the mililtary academy at West Point. I was also
invited to try _out for professional baseball teams. However, as to realizing those
dreams I ended up spending seven yearn of my life in a penitentiary.

When I wee 18 years, old, I enlisted into the U.S Army and was promptly sent off
to Southeast Asia iv Vietnam. When I left to go to Vietnam. I already had a son
who was two years old. The Vietnam situation did not have any,imniediate, visible
impact upon my child or my wife. However, shortly after coming bhck I experienced
a nervous mk*.rwn and an to get involved with narcotics, alcohol abuee and
other illegal activities, including hank robbery and armed robbery.

For these crimes I was sentenced to a total of 30 rs in prison. I served seven
yearn in two separate institutions, in both federal and state prisons. Seven years is a
long time for_ a man to be separated from his children. And although I did not know
the impact that it would have on their lives, I nonetheless attempted to be a father'
while actually being absent from the. home, primarily through letters and visita-
tions that my family would make to prison.

It did not take me any long to see deg my wife did not have the control over the
children, especially the Wye, that I would have had if I had remained in the home.
Let me go back for a moment and point out that between the time I came from
Vietnam and), went to prison. I was the father of three children, two baytfamd one
girl. Not onlk had my children been deprived of a father through my activi-
ties, but they were also immediately placed on thelolls for "Aid For nt
Children," what we commonly know as "welfare."

While in prison my wife, for reasons that are obviously clear, decided that it
would be to her best interest and the beat intermit of the children to divorce me.
During this time I had committed my life to Jesus Christ and become a Christian. I
also became actively involved with the Prison Fellowship ministry. I met Chuck
Colson and was introduced to the ministry when he visited the prison which I was
incarcerated in located in Oxford, Wisconsin. At that time we talked and I was of,
fermi a job with Prima Fellowship. Therefore, after my release I did not return to
the Detroit area but instead caree to Washington, D.C. It was during this time that I
not only worked for Prison Fellowship but was also asked through a claw friend to
work with a m called "Mies and Schools." which at that time was being
headed at Carter's son, Chip. Many of these children too were from
Ammo with absentee fathers, many of whom are ',trying time in correctional facili-
ties close by at the Lorton prison facilities. I immediately began to see some of the
WMe impacts of in their lives that. I saw in the lives of my own chil-
dren. It was working with this premier? that I decided that even though I
was in Washinfrion, D.C. armymy children were in Detroit. I would try in sbme way
to have some influence or impact in their lives, especially since I have become a
Christian and committed my life to Christ. and become a productive citizen in the
community again.

I made several pilgrimages to Detroit and to sit down with my
children. and just tried to get in touch with them a long absence. I found
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that the b.oys had been brutally beaten and physically abused by a man that my ex-
wife was living with while I wine in prison. This had a tremendous impact on their
personalities, and I found that they knew I was their father and they seemed to
respect me, but Mere was no closeness in our relationship. My oldest boy had
become involved in turancy and also some minor offenses as shoplifting and break-
ing and entering. Altbough he has never been convicted or has gone to prison I was
very, very concerned lbat he would eventually end up incarcerated. Therefore, it
seems to me that me absence from the home certainly was directly related to his
behavior and the activity of my childrem today, simply because my ex-wife could not
control them and they needed the discipline and attention of a father.

Let me underscore one point: I sincerely believe that becuzuse I committed violent
offenses I should have went to prison. Hoyvever, I do believe that the criminal jus-
tice system need to take a serious look at some alternatives to incarceration, espe-
cially for those men who have families. When we consider that in the state of Vir-
ginia alone, 65 percent of all of the incarcerated offenders are non-violent, it clearly
points out that there are other means of &dim with them other than incarcer-
ation. For example, the man who writes a bad check should be sentenced to make
restitution and pay back the person whose funds he used illegally for writing OW
bad check. The young man who steals a car should be allowed to make. restitution
or perform community services. Finally, probation is certainly an alternative to in-
carceration 1 believe can be used more effectively with a law percentage of our
incarcerative offenders. This would accomplish two things:

1. It would allow a man with dependent children to remain in the home and sup-
port his family;

2. It world greatly relieve the criminal justice system of the tremendous financial
-burden that it now bears in having more people incarcerated than any other coun-
try in the world except South Africa and Russia.

Our present prison count today is 431,000 people, not counting those in county
jails and juvenile facilities.

Prison Fellowship as an organization is very intricately involved with the fami-
lies, the wives, the children of incarcerated Christian offendiers. We have an exten-
sive family ministry whereby volunteers from local churches visit families, write to
them, call and offer prayer support. We even provide transportation for families to
visit their incarcerated epouees. I believe that the criminal justice system must take
a serious look at some ways in which it can help keep the family unit close while
the man is serving time. Sonic states have tried such things conjuga' visiting rights
for married inmates and extended furloughs whereby the man can actually go to his
home for a period of days.

I suggest to this Committee that you recommend very strongly that Christians
become involved in prison miniktry. Prison Fellowship has WOMB of 15,000 vellum-

s tens that can help interested pecliple find out how to do this. We can be reached at
Post Office Box Wi62, Worthington, D.C. 20015. You should also challenge Christians
and churches acmes the country to minister to the children and spouses of incarcer-
ated fathers. They, too, are victims and they need to know that someone cures.

Thank you for the opportunity to present this testiaiony. I pray that you will
have wisdom in your deliberations.

Mr. COATS. You heard the second bell, which means that we have
to run again for a vote. Again, I apologize on behalf of the mem-
bers of the committee for the interruption problems Because of our
funding votes to keep the Goveniment operating.

Let me assure you that each of your statements will be part of
the official record. We know who you are now. More importantly,
you know who we are, and you know where we are. And we have
developed a relationship that I think can be very valuable for the
future. We welcome your suggestions as to how and where we
should be involved.

We look to you for ideas as to how the private and the public
NN/sectors can work together to provide services for families and chil-

dren of the single-parent family. So we hope that this is a begin-
ning and not an ending, that we can work together to develop poli-
cies and highlight issues that are important to families.
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I am ;lot going to ask you to wait for us to come back again. Mrs.
Johnson has another commitment. I have 100 students from my
area who have been waiting for me for an hour. I know you have
planes to catch and things to do.

We thank you very much for your testimony. I am very sorry to
have to make you wait and particularly to cut you off here at the
end. We are dictated by a system here that we cannot control.

Mrs. JOHNSON. Let me just thank you also and let you know that
we are a close group in the Task Force, and we will certainly be
talking with the other members of Task Force about the qual-
ity of your comments. And I do ap ecia our giving some exam-
ples of the kinds of programs that you see ing a difference.

I would ask further one of the things that interested me as I
chair a fask force on education. Maybe we should adopt one of the
prime recommendations of the Nation at Risk report, one of the
recommendations that has been more popular, which is a core cur-.
riculum. Then we are going to free up a lot of guidance counselor
personnel who will no longer be doing academic scheduling. .

Now, I realize that they are not very well trained in counseling
in spite of the nalne of their jobs. But that would be personnel that
could be used in a school system, and we could go so far as to have
sort of obligatory things that kids participate in if their parents
were being separate4 or if their parents were going through a di-
vorce, if their parents were going to be incarcerated. We have them
and there are all those hours. And the fact that as a society we are
not loosing straight at the Am of separation is preventing much
of our education money from having very much impact at a time
when kids really need it.

And so if you mukl give me, if you have any suggestions along
that line, if you word* know of any programs wit in school sys-

, if you have any thoughts about how we can_better integrate
nited Way agency capabilities with our school systems.
And then just one ncluding remark, I was very pleased to

hearand I have forgotten the name of your organization.
k Reverend HEADE. Prison Fellowship.

Mrs. JOHNSON. I thought you were an advocacy organization
" h. the.wit in prison system.

Reverend HEADE. Prison Fellowship is an international prison
ministry.

Mrs. JOHNSON. I see. At any rate, we certainly ought to be look-
ing much more thoughtfully at this in terms of the incarcerated

ulation. The other thing that has involved me a great deal as a
to senator was with the prerelease program, and we could be

doing better along that line, too.
So I urge you to see this as the beginning of a dialog instead of

as a somewhat frustrating presentation period.
Thank you.

t 11

Mr. Wois. Reverend Heade, do you need to finish your state-
ment? Mr. Coats said you had not finished or have you?
s Reverend HEADE. I was on my last sentencl when he stopped me,

so I have pretty well sure I may testimony.
Mr. Worz. I wanted to k the panel for your testimonies. I

think you have made several points.
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I had read your testimony before today's hearing and I hope that
you will give us more recommendations about what we can do. You
talked about the one program out in Minneapolis, another out in
Washington State. That is all good, and it is good that we know
about it.
. But now we know about it. So what? What are we going to do
about it? Congress does not always work very well. It is almost ir-
relevant. sometimes in response to what is going on in the outer
world.

We are now in the process of voting on the cont inuing resolution
which we voted on about four or five times. The administration
says it will be-vetoed and the Government will be brought to a halt
probably Monday, and everybody who is voting on it knows that,
but yet we keep going through the same process without anything
happening.

If we had spent all the time that we have spentwe are going to
be in here until midnight tonight; we were in here until 9:30 last
nighton working on the problems of the everyday, real problems
that people are concerned wjth, we.would be better off.

I want to commend the chairman and Mrs. Schroeder for their
commitment today. Mrs. Schroedqr is on three different commit-
tees and she spends a lot of time with this committee when she
could be at so many other places. But many of the members here
run in and out and are not focusing on the hearing because they
have got other committee commitments.

My wo other comm tees held hearings today which I did not
a embers run in to get their names checked off so that they

n show that they we there, and then they go on to the next
one, ask some irrel t question for 30 seconds, and then move
on. This *ay when you opponent runs against you, he can see that
you have been at all or your committee meetings, and cannot use
bad attendance against you.

The point 1 am tryi to make is that we are really looking to all
frof you for and for some di ion as to what we can do.
We do not ve very much expertise. have even less time.

But there is the interest, I believe, by the members of this Task
Force, on both sides of the aisle. This year has been a relatively
nonpartisan effort except for one irrelevant meeting on the psycho-
logical impact of nuclear war which was an aberration. Most of the
things that we have done have been very relevant and very biparti-
san. There is a lot of good will here, and we hope that you will go
back, reflect on the testimonies you've heard today and on your
special insights and submit to us your ideas in writing. I would like
to make sure that I have an opportunity to see this. Again, what
are your ideas on what Conger can do; (1) for the well being of
families to keep them well; and (2) for the families in which there
has been a problem. How do we address these problems? And, last,
educational programs were discussed that we can adopt here for

MI?families
just beginning. What can we do to make this a

country and help children with their self-esteem te feel
better about themi*vas?

. If you can give us individual recommendations, I can assure you
that this committee will 'try to see what they can do to implement
them or to put someonoral force behind them.
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And, again, I want to thank all of you so much.
[Whereupon, at 1:55 p.m., the hearing was adjourned.'
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

(Exerts (rum ladlirt Aharrtre. Thvuner. and Privanalttv pecvr6tgas.alntI

THERAPY AND PliLVENTION

Since paternally deprived individuals. are overrepresented among individuals with
psychological problems, it is not eurprisiug that they are found in abundance in the
ease tvmrte of psychotherapiets. Despite the lack of controlled research, there are
many illuminating descriptions of how psychotherapists Wive attempted to help
Eitherabsent or inadequately futhered children. Form(. 1966, 19G7; Green,
1974; Meerkro, 1956; Neubauer, 1960; Wylie & Delgado, 1959).

Glueck and Glueck (1950) reported that many delinquent boys who toern a rime
relationship with a father surrogate resolve their antisocial tendencies. Tress man
(1952) found that young men who had been chronically delinquent while SPrving it
the British army improved as a function of their relutionshipe with father SOTTO-
gout*. A father absent boy niiiy,,be particularly responsive to a male therapist or
ole model because of his motivation for male companionship. Rexford (1964, in de-

scribing the treatment of young ifatiscicial children, noted that therapists art more
likely to be succeialul with father-a bora than with boys who have strongly
identified with an emotionally disturbed, criminal, or generally irate father.

There are many organizations. including Big Brothers, Y.M.0 A., y Scouts, ath-
letic teams, camps. churches, and settlement houses that provide paternally de-
prived chidren with meaningful father surrogates. Additional professional consultu-
tion and more community (especially more father eurrogatero, would allow
these organizations to of even greater benefit to many more children (Biller,
1974c; Brody. 1978; Jenkins, 1979).

Available research indicates that even in the first few years of life, the child's
personality development can be very much influenced by the degree and type of in-
is.dvernent of a father or father surrogate. Group settings such as dziyetire cent em
can be used as vehiclea to provide father surrogates for many children The facilities
of such oqiiiiitizatami, as Big Brothers and the Y.M.C.A. could also be utilized to help
younger elfildren.

RIWCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

Our educational system could do much to mitigate the effects of paternal depriva-
tion if more male teachers were available, particularly in nursery school, kindergar
ten, and the early elementary school grades Competent and interpersonally able
male teachers could facilitate the cognitive development of many children as well as
contribute to their general social functioning (Biller, 1974a, 1974b; Sexton, 19.0.

There is much need for greater incentives to encourage more make to become
teachers of young children. There has to be more freedom and autonomy to inno-
vate. as well as (neuter financial, rewards We must make both men and women
aware of the impact'.that males can have in child development and -the importance
of male influence in tke early years of the child's development.

Fathers and father stinwides can be adme more knowledgeable about the signifi-
cance of the father in -ehild development through edification and the mass media
(Biller & Meredith, 1972, 1974). Such exposure, along with other programs'. an
lessen the number of families that become father absent. Explicit advantages sech
as financial and other support for fathers remaining with their families in eontriist
to the current rewarding of father absence by many' v.sllinse departments might do

much to keep some families intact and reconstitute other families.
Preventive. programs can rocas on families that seem to have a high risk of be-

coming father absent. Systematic techniques( can be developed to determine the po-
tential consequences of father airtime* for a family that is considering separetion or
divorce. There are many families in which both the patents und the children would
be able to function better subsequent to divorce. When the divorce proms* is taking
place. inure consideration should be given to whether all or some of the children
might benefit from remaining with their fathers (Biller & Meredith, 19'741 Data col-
lected by Santrock and Warahuck (1979) suggest that it may be advantageous for
children whose parents divorce to use with the sameorex parent; It is usually easier
to find mother surrogates (e.g., grandmothers, housekee=pers) that father.% surro
gates. It is also relevant to consider potential paternal effectivenesia in placing chit
dren and with adoptive or foster parents. There is much evidence that fathers Awn
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be just as effective parents as niothers can whether in a typical nuclear family or as
single parents (Biller & Meredith. 1974-,, Walters. 1976.

M h more needs to he dune to' support continued father-child interactions in
flan Ms in which the parents are divgeced or in the process of becoming divorced
(Hit yr & Alerts:Rh. 19741. Recent research has clearly indicated the benefits of fre-
quent father-child contact when parents are divorced (Abarbanel. 1979; lieshet &
Rosenthal. 1978; Wallerstein & Kelly. 198W. Furthermore. them is increasing evi-
dence concerning the advantages for children and parents( when a joint custody
and/or shared parenting urrangernent is put into effect ;Abartuinel, 1979; Biller &
Meredith. 1974; Greif. 1979; Iletheringtem, Cox, & COX, 1975, Roman & liuddad.
1978; Rosenthal & Keshet. 1981; Wallerstem & Kelly, 19140a. 19140b

Much of the recent research on the impact of divorce on various family members
A has emphasised that parents' difficulties in coping with their own needs may inter-

fere with their adequacy in dealing with their children's distress (Hetherington. Cox
& Cox, 19'8; Wallerstein & Kely, 19140a. hi. Parents in the one-parent family must
not pie. neglected. For mn*. the mother's reaction to husband absence may great-
ly influence the extent to which father absence or luck of father uvailability affects
lier children. She is often in need of psychological us well as social and economic
support. Mental nealth professionals have outlined many useful techniques for help-
ing mothers and children in fatherless families (.g.. Baker et al., 19614; Despert,
1953; Hill. 1949; Jenkins, 1979; Jones, 19$4; Klein. 1973: Lerner, 1954; McDermott.
19611; Weiss, 1975; Wylie & Delgado, 19591.

In a pilot project. one of the central goals of a welfare mothers group was to help
husbandless mothers deal constructs ely with their social and familial problems
Miller & Smith, 1972. Pollak f1970 discussed the frequent interpersonel and metal
problem s of parents without partnere and gave Malt' excellent suggestions fur help-
ing such parents cope with their concerns. PAlucutional and therapeutic groups such
as Parente Without Partners can be 'very meaningful for the wifeless father an well
an the husbandless mothesalg.. Egelson & Frank. 1961; Freudenthal, 1959; Jenkins.
1979; Schlesinger, 1966; W erstein & Kelly, 1977; Weiss. 1975

A significant part of community mental health efforts. both in terms of preven-
tion and treatment, should be to support fathers in being effective parents and to
locate father surrogates for paternally deprived children. Far-reaching community,
state, and government programs are needed. A vast number of children du nut have
consistent and meaningful contact with adult mules. This very serious situation
must be remedied if all our children are to take full advantage of their growing
social and educational opportunities

NATIONAL COLLABORATION PDX YOUTH,
Washington, DC, March 3. 1984,

Hon. Pelliele SCHROILIIER, .

Chairwoman Task Imre on Economic Security. ticket Committer on Children.
Youth, and Families. House Office' Building. Annex :.'. Washington, DC

,..L DEAR CONGMESSWOMAN SCHROEDER: On November 10, 19a3, I testified before the
-"Iicommie Security Task Force of the Select Committee on Children. Youth and
Families on "Paternal Absence and Fathera' Roles."

Throughout much of the hearing, several committee members raised the issue of
parenting skills-4/ere there any programs or activities that ;dinned parenting
skills. , 0

In ad effort to addreais this matter, I have gathered a small sample of some of the
kinds of services; and programa our agencies offer on parenting.

ASIEBICAN REV ewes; "PARENTINO: YOUIi (MILD FRAM ONE TO SIX"

This course enables new parents to increase theirkility and self-reliance in pro-
moting the health. safety and growth and development of children; promoting
family health; and preventing child abuse and neglect. The participants of this pro-
gram may be parents, individuals who work with children up to six years of age,
adoptive parente, grandparents, and secondary and college students. The Red Crow
Were this course as part of its nationwide effort to "improve child health, to foster
optimal childhood development, and, by 1990, to reduce deaths among children ages
one to 14 by at least 20 percent, to fewer than 34 per 100.000."
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CAMP FIRE, INC

Camp Fire offers a segment in their Harlan program, for high school members,
which focuses primarily on the choice of becoming a parent or not The program
offers u number of practice exercises and skills, covering issues such us: how du you
feel about being a parent? Will all responsibilities of parenting be shared? What
does it take to support a child? and many other similar questions.

GIRLS CLIWIE OF AMLIIICA. INC.

In a recent survey of local Club programming, 82 percent of GCA member organi-
zations provided services in the area of family life education, which would include
education about the responsibilities of parenting and how to assess when and if you
are ready to &rept these resiponsibilitits. A GCA-sponsored demonstration program
for teenage mothers: funded by the Department of Labor Women's Bureau and con-
ducted at the Pittsfield (MAI Girls Club in 19841 and 1981, resulted in a 1982 publica-
tion entitled, "Comprehensive Services for the Teenage Mother." This program
guide, which has been disseminated to all GCA affiliates and has been sold to a vari-
ety of other youth organizations, contains information on how to include parenting
education in such services. In this case, parenting education refers to child develop-
ment and issues in child rearing.

UNITED NEIGHBORHOOD I:WEBS OF AMERICA, INC.

The United Neighborhood Centers of America has been involved for a long time
in "parenting" programs. In the latter part of the 70.s, UNCA conclialed its role as
a national coordinating agency for a Department of Health, Education and Welfare
grunt entitled, "Preparing Teenagers for Parenthood The dominant theme of this
program was that of helping youth from low-income families to acquire the knowl-
edge and skills for intelligent decision-making as related to the family life cycle.
The United Neighborhood Centers of America has continued to offer similar kinder
of programs in their settlement houses

YMCA 1W THE U N A.

The YMCA offers several courses in many of their YMCAs These programs in-
clude:

VITAL SIGNS OP FAMILY LIM AND THE YMCA

Basis professional staff training which helps YMCAs evaluate policies and pro-
grams to impart family life and parenting.

rARIENTING

Parent education program which emphasizes the skills of good parenting

tX14001.- AGE CHILD CAKE

Includes parent education, training, and family programs.

IT
HOME TEAM/IFAMILY coataccriort

ear-round family activity program. with emphasis on good parenting skills.
hope this is useful to you. Should you have any further questions, please do not

hesitate to call me at (2151 567-2748 or you may contact Karen Hendricks, staff of
the Notional Collaboration for Youth, at 296-1515 in Washington.

Sincerely,
DAVID W. !UHLMANN.

Choir, Notional C,olkiboration,for Youth,
and Envislitv Vier President,

Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Awca:
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11111SLI ?WW2 now 'Knew
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202 of oll*childrom today. amprestestsly 11 million. has to

MI Is Imatant smomimg family form in Awnles.

CWervbelmingly fouslo-ha sdod.

Moms: are likaly to be 'smog. disorcod or sever serried, and blmik,

Rep this 22 et sll thildrom live with Lothar.

Swabs, of families heeded by wows seder 32 hos triPleS Sloes 1960.

Mais factor oemeribealeg to rapid grnmeh of osopiruld meolosepias
to riming divorce rots.

602 of divorclog couples hove children ender IS years of oats.

ansmal member of childroe *evolved im divorce hos excaedrod ems pillion
piaci 1972.

Socend factor leading to or,' armorial is member of children hors to fennel
mothers hos triolod since 1960.

perramely over ems ball of all black births and 82 of obits births are
ass of wedlock (Levities 4 haloes. 1981).

Bloch (Ultra. moo sots lfbelv to has is a !posh* hooded ereseheld.

is 199. 501 of all black childeno ander 18 lived la (orals headed
leneebolds. ublis ably 122 of all white child's, worm being nailed br
s wagon.

this biroaatc child had 202 chime* of living Lm this typo of hoes.

1.

Str000lo of Roble tarot. fimillos

Isents-St11-11W-
(mammy is praosme in 1 of 19 hembord-wif families.

fosarry is mono Is 1 of 9 families salsasierol by ismar-mrsiod.
n agoroadad. Oteoweed or slAbood

Pomeroy to moose to 1 of 3 toos1a boobs! tsoillos Clareftso 6 9610ao. 1661)

hs 1978 lose that 191 of female hooded families *weed incomes so high as
412,200. fespored to 601 of all bambemdwife families.
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Malta to a female headed household !metered participation of white
were in the labor forte, bat decreased participation of black.
O salth and e4statlea statistics relate oho difference.

Sloths are more lihuly is gam physically dommuling fobs and a wogs
rots 100 lower that that for white wore. (Nritirel Loo4110dinal Sts4f

only one third of hogsheads provide support (U.S. Dept. of Commerece.
h orror of Crewe. 1979).

2. reycholsalcal Scrawls

There to a %igloos rats of nnirrty and deptraion among singla mothers
[hos say other marital statue group.

Three here have bear proposed to explain the positive relation hip
be store and stogie perenchoodi

a. *octal esloctioes hypothesis - pre personality
Ailfcloacims to the mother lead to asetlooal proflms. sifonrco,
sod dlotter. lardy is isdividu1 paycho-therapy.

b. Social causation hypothrle eregle Nether is prevested free
role (Settler (broodeleser. parent housekeeper)

to environmental factors orb ow Intim. emir. role ort1loa4.
and lack of commesity support. Dandy is to provide child
care. Lorr support. and job Oratories.

c. Lack of social support sakes the finale mother roe vela/weals
Co strssful lit. sorts. Iteardy is prsesal contacts through
which the Lodiviaal forgives .motional support, concrete aid
sad services. access to new social contacts. sr saistenrce of
a social identity.

bool4of oceemodc bardthipe. role overload. and lack of support 'Yager.
the problem of authority in Otactplina say assoc.

Reef problematic parent-child rslatiarehtp after divorce appears to ha
mother-eon (Fietheringtes. Gnu 4 Cos. 11170).

barterlailt Points to 'inside pareet. Imola heeded familia.. the mother is
confronted by many sctegmum that any affect leaf *octal and psychological
well-being. The way she copes and odors, to t 411e at yeast logy be a
determining factor I. shopiag the developer' of her children.

Ps challilicAl Shirkof reit

f thet 0 1.14141 ere. 04 the 400 tadies cevicoad re father absence
may WOTO uothe4olostently sifted.

hecurratt !lading re that lewdly furactiries end climate ate nags
iaportOot than tha euggher of paresis child hire im the home.
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like review dememetrated theca

1) the Mimics el ermine up Ina lecheries* home is stress!. affected

by almoners preemie Wore the tether', absence:

2) family lemellemins et mem& members (the mother's mete as4

maples ability) is greciall

3) family feectiomtne is &legislated met .sly by the imilvideal

characteristics awl laseractleme of family ember* bet also by xbe

alremmetemove and merinimmet of the family emit.

ftielly variables were owe ispertamt than the static variable 'father

Obeencei amciseememede statue and. emeruelty treat, were sews aigelficasit

this Umber elmirec. (H.rs% 4 &die, 1973)

A reeleat Needy (heschha 4 Smichbe, 1979) proved that a) boldly structure

(i.e. intact. simile pigest.er recemetiteled) would what se diffareete

In 0414resel welt-comespcs; mad b) childree who perceived greater

cesflIct is their fendlbee would have eignificeetly lever salt-ceecepcs.

Amecher &pertain finding seas that few all children im the ample. the

greeter the perceived bampinees of the pereetfe) the Metter the child's

spip-eascser. Ilm enchere peepeeted the( if we to equate "perceived
happlease" with adequacy feectientme then the study offers support for

Verses and &dies (1973) atecleelen that the feectlmiee f the
remelelme west wee important le the child's adjuetateet.

Word, Arms. Allen and
that pereecel reactive
discordant Importmer

Pet is la net the came

sods ae mescal illsees,
effect is dellommecy
discord which resulted in

liemehimehy 1979, limed support for the idea
pereemellty problems which result in mrital

tee dellequncy and that the braes hone
the eathere cemcluded that pereetel 'medico*
riminality, and welfare hist4PY hive their osier

them le girls by cemeribuOme to marital
broken hest.

(Olen. 19711) tale review sumesete that fluencial hardship. hip levels

at amulet! mod law levels at sorest -child leterectiou mere Important

wawa ef poor istellectual perftamesce Amami childree in giggle ;reet

families.

Tine of vaporettos amd the reams, for separation are towed by sags

ramterchers to he importaet factors in deterndalme the effects of father

shonnce op childres. :eliher incidence of delimpeency. recidivism.

amd problem mmecleted with aaperetlee due to &vette thaw

etch seerseties des to &et% (111thartagton. 1944; be 1937; regimes 4

&gam, 11066). IlanCreck, 1972. famed that lather absence des to divorce.

desertion of ammoniate had the detrimeetaal leflueeme ee both boys

and girl, lame it &curved Is the first two year. of Me.

The research literature else Indicates that emir boys. father about. le
the early year' results Is a lace morcelime arlenteties (Pillar. 1949;

hiller. 29711; Pillar Saks, 1971). Plamichard serf bilii (197 frost

Mat the effects of peyebelog:cal father stbemsce (absence doe to the
father', attitude or censer commitmeets) sad pyalcal father *beam ways

Similar. Tacoma deprivatioe. physical sod paycholealcal. was related

to fittest eon role develepeemi.

s -
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laq
The stodits of sex role development le Intact families do not support
the senclosioes of the lather absence literature that fathers inijomuce
wale mos role development. These studies hove failed to lieud
significast iathee-sae similarity (Loeb. 1979). The only consistent
fieding is that the father's masculinity is correlated with the
laerheer's femlateity.

Male models any be presser in father-absent homes and can replace the
abetter father.

C4040,41044 mi( Divorce

We classic (girdle, of the We ewes

e. The Watherington. Cox and Co* (1974, 1e78. 1979e. Li IltuJY.

b. The Wellersteis sod Kelly (1974. 1975. $970. 1977. 1960: and
Lolly and Wallerstein. 1916) study.

A major concribotios of the ibicherimetrm. Cox 4 Cox study it ice
description of the cycle of pegative parent -child interaction that
occurs in mug families of divorce. The pummel sed emotional adjustment
of the parents deteriorated is the year followins the divorce. The
toother-sum reletismokip was felted to be particularly problematic. The
&clime in the mother's wenches shills we asmecieted with ea lot *****
in segressive end oadosiroble behaviors is the arm which eradiated
iscressed.coutive behavior 110 the mother. At the two year follow -up.
the mother-sore relatiomehip was still problematic.
CeseraliSatise from his study is limited because families were from a
n arrow Waage at domegrapLie characteristics.

WIllereceie and Kelly conducted their *lady in Merin County, Celifctxis.
with *ample cousistiog of 60 families with 131 childree tainting in age
free 3 - 16 years. Thee* families were from predominantly white.
affluest romoroicy. Mothers had custody of oil the childres.

A eigoificent contributins of this research project wee the Aeliertatioo
of the different settees* for children of different ogee or Aevelopeentl
leve/s. PremOhoolers' reactions to divorce included regraosiee. fret-
fullness. cognitive bewiliermsoc. worry, end Reedinees.

Tar the latency sever the most amduring symptom' 440 pervasive seediness.
Tice initial reaction of the early latency group wort pervasive sodomise,
besets strata. used immobilimatims.

Pot the later lersecy, group (ego 9-10) the retiree** was well-oreanised
object directed amps: Ibis sager lasted %mew shalt any Ota4f
e ffective Tearooms glare resume at one year.

With latency age childres. fooliege of shame emereed. They war* ashamed
of the implied rejection in the father's deprtore. salting them feel
oaloweble. 1141f the early lottery sod later latency groves 'offered a
moticeatls decline Le school perforeesta.
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Adelescests experienced great eager. sadness. a sense of betrayal by the
permute. Aled intessely stress feelings of shame and embarrassment. In

anstreet teak. lateery and preechool aged child. they felt no
reeesseglanty for the parents' divorce. A commas defame against the

palatal 'aperient* at the divorce was withdrawal sod (Retesting. The
deigns of parental weertesiom was directly related to poorer adjustment

is the adelespeets.

At the five year followse. Walleratelm 6 Kelly reported Ai of the
citadels bad maimed a senee of well being and self - confidence.
Amoebae 311 of the children were judged to be auffewimg from a moderate
to severe &prolate, which was semilested in a variety of behaviors

Locludine enamel preeieculty. del in the form of dreg abuse and
stealing. 010(11101600. chronic and p me9eppimess. poor Upraise.

WIMP anger. and toresittime seediness. ramminieg 291 had

resumed appropriate developmental river**. Samovar, even these children
contined to experience fotermittem4 feel's.. of padres& aid resentment
toward ome or both pereatedise attached table from liallerstein i Kelly.'
This would iadicste a sizable permute', Pt single parent family children
who are in seed of eseleteate and attention as a result of the divorce

experience.

to. 1962 iodicetes that:

"Children respoorfo expectations. Mothers, teacher... end other

Ived adults should explore their expectations of children from

female - beaded families. la adults expect these children to here problems
at home and to fail is school? Or deaedults expect these children to be
happy and indepeseset with good cognitive abilities and good verbal

shills? Children will respond to idyll expectations and will benefit

from reality* expettatism.

'Major problems is these families scan from poverty and stages.
otiose is &emaciated wit* low selfestewm in children. are it results in
defiling the children as problems even when they dom't have problem*. rt

ue Aterbt undermines the mother's mimeo of confidence as well. in order
to coustersect possible stlemetlximg effects on these families. mothers
mood sigelficsat easel* is their lives who will out be pessimistic about

the maces f a sisals parent. Support grasps of giggle *hers who Ara
confidnt cam provide ideas. emegeatiaas and escoulaeoloot. They can

*agate the Villainies and stigmas that others -ay provide. Single *others

cam serve as role models for each other and they can build coofidence

when eeefidemce is lacking.

Nest %moonset. poem's. is that the mother of a female-beefed
family, her ebildrago and others wartime with the family, develop coofideme
in female- heeded Wails.* and the wsaes's ability to be a competes.' head

of her family. The research indicates that the asperity of families.
when sot plagued by poverty. sae as successful as two-patios families.
Problems are OttO0 not no loch psychological Of they are tranaitionel. The

expected suttees of this transition is a successful family."
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Dee to the slued results of the lather shoos** literature. uelnsad
demeraltestios can be weds oboe( Aeon parental effect an children.
Addit1awsl4ipailarcils is weeded to better detersive what risks children
fresittmellrpereat families any encooterr. The umber of lecreasied
Oise, resent families aid the percents** of childran lirinR with both
Patera parems an 'Menton' if deep cascara to sosr rxisty. The task
of eveleetise theme enseppis has proves elusive. it le difficult to
welsh and seesere all of the cosies variable*.

sereary. whoa weals* with the *ladle pelmet family. especially povert
Weed ianillue, we salsa' disregard the social. political. and atoms is factcrs
epic* offset thus. VI oust be ovate of the coltoral wed etrucceral adeptatioes
of the poverty level :milli's and not etteept to push than toward sid4le-cleas
iandly fame and values. We suet else pay attention to the social Detworl and
the family's ability to convect with sources of support outside the ts012, such
ea seighboto. friends. schools. (booths*. *ie.
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CUAAACTE*15TIC %FACTIONS OF CH1LPREA ro D1VORCt
riumci OF TOE hALLERSTt114 AND EWA STUN!

1) One Tear Follow -DP

OrmrIttiletic Rentiloos to Alw,ce

Preschool Preaches/ children were frightened, contused, and hi/1'0yd
211 - 6 yesta chenselves. There was 4. Irani iscred for physical contact

N 34 with adults. Children oit.resaad fear* of bolus oast sway
or being replaced. Only 5- said 6-year-olds were able to
sepses,, feelings and to ondaratand eons of the divorce-
rslat.4 4benass (Mellersteia and Rally, 19751.

tally Latency Children supreme/id feelings of **does* and teens. fear and
7 ;. * 'pars inascority. They felt abandoned snd rejocterl. althooth the,
N 24 414 not glans ckanselves. They had difficulty In **Ote44-

ing Matt anger toward their fathers. They felt angry at
their anthers for seadiag dm Pothers way. but Vane afraid
of Incurring their anthers' wrath. They held to Intense
desire for the reconciliation at their parents, byllovics
chat the family was "noreasary for their *misty and cootinued
growth" Melly and Wallacetain. 1976).

Later Latency
9 - 11 years

110

Later latency children had 00f0 eee:ItIC understaudin of
divorce and were better able to eaptass their feelings of
intense anger. They did not feel responsible far the
divorce. Act were ashamed and amorally outraged by their
parents' behavior. Their loyalties were divid.rd between the
parents and they frequently tett lonely and rejected. Thwy
(mad aga-appreprista reaping arch oisor including cuescioult

layering of parhological functtooing (Walieretain and Kell,.
1979).

Adolescence Adolescents wore the most openly upset by the divorce. They

12 - IS years expressed @trims feelings of anger, sadness, *base and
21 ormstrarmanot. Diver's forced the adolescents to say their

manta as todividuala and to re/mosso their ralastooshipo
ofils each parent. They Also re-oaantord their ism 'alarm and
coed E. Chant het is a good marital relationship. !tort

Intro 4hlo to dirmotoll* the from thole parrots' Conflict
by a year following the divorce (Welloretaio and Retry. 191C.

2) Yivo-Tear

101 children - 34 per rev( of children are 'happy and thriving. 29 per root
era (wag reasonably well, and 37 per cert are depressed (lialleTscelo and

Belly, 1950).

Source( Adopted free an original twit.. lo 1.0nalullnw (1979. Table 1)-1
p. 101).

1 .1
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ltdi 10CL[ ?AUNT FAMILY

MOP If 101:ASS

guise fog the Passion:

1. burourage participanta Ce speak out, express ideas spontaneously,
amd teeentributs lead' ideas se well se those they feel ere practical
sad reelisile.

I. he critical review of ideas during the braisetacaing.

2. Alter the brainstorming, review amd distaste all ideas vineyard.
after the session, the list of "problems" can be yanked in tin order of
priority (seriousness) by the group.

Visenseloo feselout

Maids the larger group into small groups of 5-6 parti !pants. being
the categories listed below the group should develop a list of the negative
especCe of single ptrirnt feailiee.

Concretefrrectical Parenting/familial

Persoaalfrayrtalogical Cmuuunity

After cemplatims the first test, the group should then develop list of the

positive oepoeta of steels nment isnilinn,

laIls leader can gat group started by giving an example: psalms
identified was fiaance avid budgeting. The opposite or positive aspect is

being able to decide year sun. vithent bevies I. nalecials with soother
parses, hew is spend the teconS

Notes It sty be advisable to hew* Samoa, other than the leader act a
encorder for the bralasteteden sweats sad the small group diecuesisa ahem it
racownweis in the larserigreup. The leader is thee freed is facilitate the
diseseetsn. It may be mesh] is have mere thee nes receurder if emmmeste
cone tepidly.

Allow the groups 10-30 etaulet to go through this esarciaa mud develop
the two lingo. Me leader should clam bring the entire group back together
sad utilise a flip chart an abelhbeard to list rue fosse citeanwies sad develop
a list for the entire group of 00hative and r,sitine aspects of single paretic
families. The attached lint fee, ilthleaimpor materiel soy be weed by the

leader so rsfertace. if eosin Wiwi barn been overlooked by participants.

1 44
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Ott Panay Tentlies: Problems cel Positive isctors

Proem no examiootiou of sierfus studies. Schlustager (1980) dvsveopmd
as malign; of the problems and positive factors reletti4 co one -poroot
fanlike.

A. Presna !sting Res - Parent fag:Slime

(g) Pgacrate art rrtictfsel
Maness. homing. lanai. employment (part-time work), child minding
facilities. transport. baby-sitting costs. budgeting. o**
mglateuence.

(b) !arsenal

Stigma. projudice. loneliness. limited social and sexual
emotional proh.ema. physical sad mental health affected.
seeking on your um. tiredaeas if you mark, a "threat" to shaky
mgrriesse. friend, leave you or cake sides.

(c) Pgreat-childitelations
Child hmsooty one oodel at home. lack of femininicyimesculinity et
home, child bee may one parent to relate to is discipline. lack of
vendettas. the school does not anderecend children as Niiesing
adult" in family. aver protection of chlidrelt. only one source
ffettioa for children.

(d) revehologics1 Atipecaett

Peelings of guilt. blame. a low milf-imsg, insecurity. isolation.
to ~rale partstian and to &Unapt to be father and mother although
you Mtn only one parent. genes of failure. living with the
negative past and not looking ahead.

(11) Communal Marne!!
Lash of eommusity corms. suspicion of being a solo-paisot.
Ivae foiled in oorrisso you arc "poolohod", You 'bra 'easy 11A04' If
you are a solo - parent female-

(f) familial Aspects.

LeciWrientimideci family support. ilutring of generational boundaries.

V. Positive Aspects of One-Payenc Fannies

(a) Concrete and Practical

Regular financial Iacono. and you dori,:o boo to .pond It You can
direets year time is child rearing or decide II possible to work part
or fall -time.

(h) ?arsonist

Mots is peace in the home. coping emotionally since than is less
attain and . 00 harassment fins spouse, regetn well-,00ftdonice.

117 =47a c! 1,-4

partner or frigid.

-
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(c) Parent-Child itelatioas
No contradiction in rattint children. Children appear oc-te settled
after previous conflict*. Treat children wte ay Loma/miens.

(4) PoychologIts1 Averts
Too C14 roue your own consciousness. Not a shadow of your panne:
hit unique individual. Fled tremendous strengths which um
dormant previously. Develop your creativity and capabilities ty
vochritcahing new venture* such as educational, vocations], Of other
practical training.

(e) iannwrial Aspects

Toe join salt -help groups and feel wanted. You join (Anson:nal
ectivities as 4 "person" no es a solo- patent. aortal Ager:isa are
of help to the ctoo-parent family.

familial _Aspects

You begin to have closet familia& tic, sii1,4tbs eltc Scd favil,.
They can ha!- parent the children.

3.1 10'5 to '4

10
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Partitipant's Malarial

ENE SINGLE PARENT PASHA

Goal* mud Objactlsas

lAa goals isma stiOrctIvea wt thta mmatow of ttiw w.,s-kaht,p era!

1. To ?sagest leforamilloo au the eltatsciasiatics of stasis-
psrast familia* to otgar so dvweloe ammotialis Of their
tulitoregmmtcy avid to sacogalse Ow Gangers of ters-,i7pIng

Chasm familia*.

To review tits lit's/story ou the *oriel and emotional
a4jastaant of thildirea ia one-pareat familia* and to

lb* legalcsitions for ?racily,.

1. To identif (ha alseaglitis nod mas*neasea single

familiars to order to 4svolo4 00000 amour silis

IT

III*Vg6V

tent

lit/ by fosoli Burst
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Tel Meat PARtti1 fahliv

Penile burst

Although the label "single-parent UMW *incises Om structure
of the holosektid it has toulad to blur the diversity emcee these
families. Single parsed' are not khomogeneous group. They exist in
in lioglal classes. ammo on rectal end ethnic grasps, and in age groups
from ender IS to o'er 00,(11Smdes. 1470). Thit, bocce, slug's parents
through diemmee, sepailtiome, *mortices. deaths. eut-of.embo births.
ineirteratIose, heSpitillizottons Military service. out-el-town aseloyment
er single -perent adoption. The ome-peremt slates smy be troositt000l or
foreseen.

4

The purpose of this lecture is to pretest intonation on the cherac-
tealltIct and fuoctiomiag of singlo-pareet families with no emphasis on
their beierogemeity and debility as 'healthy* family systems.
11, Inters motorist is presented in the responses to the following
five emstiema:

(1) Mew many children in the United States are living with
sae went?

(2) Who are these single-parent famines?

III Whet are the sceical stresses in single-parent families?

(4) An children with one parent it psychological risk,

(5) What can be duns to help wet the special needs of tNtsc
Iawtlies7

Three major assmactions should be made explicit which fore the
cunceptupl fratunerl of this lecture. The first Is that the rosily it
the primary nuns/ries sad socialisation unit far sleeting the needs of
cand's. Second, the ceipositiom of the family (intact. sing)e-parent
or recontituted) is net the mast important descriptive characteristic.
family processes rather than family form should be the focus of wirr
aneetier. Third, Children's needs cannot he set without meetieg the
seeds of the featly; the family is the unit for intervention,

- II
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few fine childree in the United States are living with One-parentf

Allies& 20% of all children today. approximately 11 million, live in

a pre- parent tinily. The single- parent family is the fastest growing

family form in America. The living arrangements for children under
eighteo in the baited States-in 191i are shown in table 1. The contrasts
for very yang children and for blades -are noteworthy.

Who are these single- parent godliest

These families are overwhelmingly foul.- headed. The 14,14ftep eaiftsaining

these families are more likely to be young. to be divorced or never

serried. and to he black.

The number of families headed by bonen has increased dremesicelly
over the last 20 years, from 4.t million in 1920 to e.s Milian in

1979. The proportion of all children living with their father has remained

smell, less then 22. The Maw of families headed by towen under IS
NS sere chin tripled since 1960. At present they constitute more then
a third of all female-headed families.

The mein factor which has contributed to the rapid growth of one-
parent households is the rising divorce rate in the United States. In

the period from 1970 to 1979, the number of children living with a divorced

pother doubled. (Mothers are awarded custody of the children in Sot of

all ~CI The anneal somber of divorces hes exceeded one million
since 1975; approximately 601 of divorcing melee have children oder- :8

years of age. The *oust DOW of children involved in parental dle4re

hes weeded OM W1 11tOO OK* 127Z. Thus, Oa OW Or of children Who arr
products of divorce it at an all time high Mick. 1979: Spinster & Glick

19$.0.

According to 1279 statist cs, Oelles-fort Worth and Houston had the

highest divorce rate in the try. 8.2 divorces for every 1.000 persons;

Millions close with C per 1. . A cooperison of diverts rates ammo
the 25 Wont standard metropolitan statistical areas showed that the IZ
highest rates were situated in Southern or Western states. The 13 lowest
rites were in the Northeast and Middle West (Austin Americo Statesmen.
1981).

Divorce is not the only factor leading to the growth of single-parent

families. The NNW of children born to unwed mother: has tripled since

1968. they account for marts. 32 of all children under age 18. Currently

over pelf of all Meek births and WS of white births are out of wedlock

(LOU*, 8 blows, 1981).

Mach children are more likely to live in a female- headed home

than white children, In 1980. approimately WY of all black children
under age 18 lived in a female-heeded household. while only US of all
white children were being mimed by m manes. An pispenic child had a 201

thence of living in this type of home in 1980 (Loiters A belovs. 1991).

Whet are the special stresses to tingle-parent fees940

tcOnOt Realities. A nejor difference (and cne ev.y t,) quantify)

4

;
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Ilifing Arrongeronts of (MI,' e Under Age Eighteen in the United Stets, 1979

change
% for all for all

1 for 11
Living children

Arrangements under 19

black
children
under 18

% for all
children
under 6

children
under 18
1970-1379,eln

2 paretti 77.4 43.4 70.9 -18.1

1 parent 18.5 44.0 It.) 40,6

mother only 16.% 41 9 14 41 3
father isP', 1.6 2.1 :, 33

Neither parent 4.1 12.5 5.4 10,6

101AL NO. 61,389.000 1.:415.000 14,000 .11

Source: Based on u. S. Bureau ni the CePsus. 'Marital States And riving
Arrangements. Afro. 1979. "Current Population Reports. Series P20, no 349

04010011t00. D.C. U.S. &worriment Printing Office. 1979) lable 4. and
'Marital Status and family Stites. March. 1979. "Current PopulatIon Reports
Series P20, no. 198 (Washington. 0 C. U.S. Government Printing Office.
17)3). lsble 4.
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between famille-fitlifird and husband-wife hooSeholds 16 economic tall oeing.
There is a higher teciosace of poverty sew/ Coas/e-headril families Poverty
la pineal is 0o1y I of 19 huSbandwifs fealties; 1 of 9 families maiiiteing4
by raver serried. separated. divorced or widowed mien; but in I of feeelp
headed fastlfee. Ilse income distribution of feamie-headed families is ;owed
toward the tow and of the Spectrum (Levi taw 6 Oelous. 1991).

lo 1911. lila teals 19% of female-heeded families had earned incomes AS
high as $15.000. Thiu compared with more thail 60% of all husband wife
families sad (tit of (ami1les headed by men,

The Motional Longitudinal Survey 181S) has givrn us important informa-
ttoe about ftassle-headed fannies. Tfa surrey lecludeci interviews wi tn a
mationalty represeatative sample of over 5000 women; one group under 2!
years of egs ama another grew between 19 to 44 years of age at the time of
the first interviews Ia 1967 siAd 1968. The women were followed for 10
years. The survey found that the transitiOn from h4shand-wifs to female-
heeded rnit crestrs serious economic problems, The average income for
Attila declined 491 while that for blacks fell 181 for the rewhger tor,crt
the group most litiely to have young children, housro.olo income fell by tD:
far woltes and 5e% for bloats.

The survey found the. the Change to a 1=1c-headed househo4
labor force participation by white women, but decreased participation f-,
blacks. tieielth and education statistics helped to es.plein the diffcrehccs

t. - thirds of Man fcmalc-heads is the sample had not cow-
Olcte. high SchiMal Compared to one-third of the white wow, black nvnec
had sore difficulty landing the better paying jobs they also had s
chance of keying a serious health problemOne in three bloats and one
six for whites. (Health problems are more prevalent among etmen heaen,,
families than among the rest Cf the adult (melt pcpolatiorl

In, K., data indi(ated mat plactS avc taa4g ItleCy tq be reltpatt:'
tO thW dem4,44111 )0tos aod tIst.s *view. can expe:1 n ways ricf

Seaver tpon that fnr white enPie"

femelelieaded families in the tertyle LitoeiN1 me ,r
payments than °that' types of teeilics. About ICI of s!I feria r
taz.e fac.ilies and At or ,1i blaci irmale-traded rNtlyrd A7.1.1
other PohlIc Welfare payments.

nt OILS data found that over A fiv year period WI ;Ai folia t

heeds who did not remarry were in pevTry for at ?east vim t!A:t
hradi rho did not reurarry, CA were in poverty for at least 0:34 year

(ross-sectional elite from the Curren: Population Suter
taArk t,41 these 'Wing, concerning escesprIt hardship ; r

wOmes is out o family head, her chances of Islet% !!,

poverty fe*Ich was $7.400 or under for a faintly
in 1980) art lest theri 1 in 2C. If she become% a fa.'',
head, nrr choices of living ir destitution flys, Sr

ly 10)7 of foot, tern if a biers w: :r s oat
fasOly trod, her IstAm7 po.ti, rr

st.r !racis r fiV11 ,, 1,.,ki,)

:KC YU,L.1
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The Economic Siteatter, of Divorced.famig es. Civorce lead' to esir) loco% (c.emown. Moffett/Pi i1977) suggested that the
drop may he as ouch as XI:. The drop in income for wank is due to
several factors. first, only about one-third of husbands provide support
(U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1979). many have
not been ordered by the courts to pay child support or when ordered have
failed to do so. Ike drop In Somme is also attributed to lack of educe-
Mtn which often confines morn to low plying Jobs. Also; divorce occurs
more often in poorer families (grandelin; Brown; B fox; 1974; Espenshede.
1979).

fec studies have investigated the irpect of eevnomic factors on family
functioning after divorce heti when the question IS studied researchers
often vSe different indices of economic situation so that results are not
toe arable. 'teaser's of economic well being which ere based on *peace
or level of child support may not be accurate If assets such as savings
and homes are not considered. Perception of finspciel stress rather
than actual Income soy be a more important predictor.

flyshologIcal Stress. There it a positive relationship between 11,,,e
motherhoOd and ps TaTgical distress. Epidemiological surveys iLoicete
that these *omen Imes higher rates of anxiety and depression than any
other marital status group (Rudloff and Rae; 1979; iuttentag and Solsln,
1977). The utilization rates for Children under S11 in one- parent
homes is four times as great as that of children in tuo-parent homes
%alter (1977) and latter and Areher (1981) found a higher rate of del ..n,
ye/icy and depression rovomg children of divorce than among ctildrvr. I,oe
irtact families in clinical populations.

Three hypotheses have been proposed to etplsin the posItive relation.
ship between stress and single parenthood. The social selection hypotetsis
proposeS that pre - twisting personality deficiencies In the mother lead to
eaotional peObleno, divorce, and distress; individual psyLhotherap, 11
called fOr. The social causation hypothesis argues that the single
anther is prevented from fulfilling role functions (breadwinner, parrot,
housekeeper) ove to tnviroomeotel factors such as racists, Seals, role
overload, and lack of community support. The remedy Is to provide
increased social services such as child cart, income supports, and soh
traleing. The third hypothesis views single mothers as mare vidnarirtle
to stressful life events and everyday strain due to lack of social supports

supports may be defined as a set of personal contacts through whits
the individual receives emetioral supeOrt, concrete aid and services.
access to new social contacts and maietenance of a social idertity.

Besides ecoeoulc hardships, role overload, and lack of support
systems, the problem of sothOrity In discipline may exist (Brandwiee.
Broom I Pea, 1974). Children view fathers as more powerful and they
eanibit less deviant and ncmcospliant behavior toward fathers. The
Single mother lacks validation from our culture and from she presence
of another adult In the house. She suit be sivermom to counter the r
image of greater power ars, authority which our society has vested in
moles The west problematic parent-ceild relationships after ifixc-=e
smear to he mother-14r (hetto,'ngion, to A Col, 19781

I
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The point which should be tmohasiled is that in single- parent. ferule.
Aimed families. the mother is confronted by lanky stresses that may affect

her social and psychological well-being. Because she carries the selieet
parental eel*, the toy she copes and adapts to these stressors may be a
chrtevedeing factor In shaping the development of her children.

Are cellar's with one parent at_psychologtcal

fear decades Of research on the single-parent family have not pre,
tided a decisive answer to *ether a child reared by one parent is at
risk foe psychological neledjestmeot (Cashion. 1982 and Blechman, 198Z)

The Father Absence Literature. Initially. the assumptioe was that

a single variable. father absence, was the determining factor in producing

moledjusteent le children. A deficit model was applied; only negative

oetcomes were researched. Fatherless families deserved study because

they were deviant.

Herzog Sod Sadie (1M) reviewed 400 studies on father absence re,"orted

in the literature before 1969. These studies linked father absence to

child outcomes such as juvenile delinquency. lowered intellectual and
psycho-social functionlog, Inappropriate sex role facetity, and mental

Meets. Herzog and Sudia noted that the majority of the studies failed
to distinguish the cause of father absence (death, divorce, desertion,
other), the duration or degree of father absence (umworary or permanent).

and the child's age deep *Operatic* occurred.

Of these 400 studies on father absence only 1 were felt to be

methodologically sound. Of these 60 studies, 24 ;'ported The view
that father absence leads to pathological outcome. in chile behavior.

This view mss challenged by 10 studies and 16 had mixed coeclusions. The

recurrent finding of it review was that when family functioning and
climate are analysed. they are more tmportant than the number of parents
a child has in the hots. The review deoenStrated that: (1) the impact

Of grewing up in a fatherless home is strongly affected by elements
pretend before the father's absence; (2) family fuhctiooing of present
ewers (the mether'S eel* and coping ability) is crucial; and (3) feeily

functioning is determined not only by the Individual characteristics and
interactions of family members but also by the circumstances and environ-

west of the family unit, Family variables were more important than the

static ear /ably 'father absence:" socioeconomic status and community
trait.; were more significant then father absence.

Other recent studies supported the conclusions of Herzog and Sudia.1
(197J) review that factors present before the paternal absence were cr,.cial

In eaplaiaing the child's adjustment. Raschte and Reschke (1971) studied
the differences in family structure and family conflict In their effects

on children's self-concepts. The temple was taken fres children in

grades these. six, and eight. The authors hypothesized that family

Structure (i.e., intact, single- parent, or reconstituted) would vase Ai,

difference in children's self-concepts. The second hypothesis vacs that

children who perceived greater conflict in their families weld nave

slgeificently lower sell concepts. Both hypotheses were supported. hist,

age, tee, race. and nalat.er of ilblIng, w're not rsisted to self-t,g5(cpt

a

kA.P 4100/0. r r 119P.
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in this study. hunter* le:Portent ftneieg was that for all ceileree in
the sample, the greater the perceived happiness of the parent(s) the higher
tee Child's self-concept. The authors seggested that if we can equate
*perceived happiness with adelmate functionimg then the study offers
support for Herzog end Sudia's (1273) conclusion tent the flinctioming
of the remaining went was .portent in the child's odjustmeet.

One possible source of invalidity im the study is that in the sinsle-
west family there is me second adult with whom to hive conflict so
;finders.' is these homes Weld perceive less mallet between adults.
Another Is the questionable in reporting family type (whether
they were intact or reconstituted) the children.

Offord, Abeam, Allem. end Po shies (1979) found support for the
idea that parental functioning or personality problems Web result in
marital discord are twarteat in producing delinquency and tact the
broken hone per se Is not the cause. MR authors cowered SO families
with delinquent daughters with 59 faildlies with doughters the same age
who were not delinquent. They focused on the variables of broken heal,
parental psychiatric disorder, and racily size as causes of delinquency.the authors concluded that paremtel handicaps such as mental illness,
criminality. and welfare history have their major effect in delinqwenty
production in girls by contributing to marital discord which resulted in
the broken home.

Cashion (1962) has reviewed the psychological research pertaining
to feuele-headed families published between 1970-1960. her review t4pports
the conclusion that children in female- headed families nay not experience
lowered self-esteem.

Shinn (1978) reviewed 56 studies which investigated the association
between father absence and children'% wapiti,* deirelopeltnt. Of thcs,
stedies 752 were not included in berzog and Sudia's review. Only 30
studies met the minimal criteria for analysis: (1) the use of a nen-
clinical population, (2) the use of a control group, and (3) efforts to
control for S15. Shine examined the differential effects associated
+1th characteristics of she absence (cause. duration. onset).

The author stated that No definitive conclusions could be reached
about the relationship betimes onset of father absence and childroo's
cognitive skills since affects associated with different Inset ages failed
to reach statistical significance in Wit studies. Also, few studies
included absences beginning after age 12 I. their comparisons. The evi.
demo was inconclusive that longer absences have greater effects.

the detrimental effects of fattier *seam as childrea's cognitive
onvelopiont were stronger for father absence due to divorce when the
reasons for the absence were compared. Shinn conclint 4 that the effects
of tether absence surfed toss with the subjects' chars wristics (age.
sec, race) than with the type of absence. StS max considered to to
the most important moderating variable.

The review by Shinn suggested that financial hardship, high levels
of anxiety and ION levels of parent -child interaction were important

is
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causes of poor intellectual performance among children in single-parent

families. Shian's review, like that of Herzog and Sudia. recognized Mai

(\to

Aloe sauna Ciampi be considered a unitary variable. Researchers need

look at the cease, onset, duration sod tree of father absence as well

as (polities of the siagle-pared (gaily.

ties of separation and the melon for separation are found by $000
re:uarcbers to be important factors to determining the Wit** of father

I saetetie children. cemerelly, seventies before age five is seer as

v le disruptive than later monition divorce is seen as more disruptive

Oise ether causes of father absence. A higher teatime of delinqueacy,
recidivism. and clinical problems are eassciated with separation due to
divest, than with separation due to death (Hetherington, 1986; nyc, 1957;
Takao 8 Megae4 1966). Sentrock (1972) famed that father absence due
to divorce, desert's% or separation had the east detrimental influence on
both togs and girls when it occurred In the first two years of life

The research Marlton also indicates that for boys, father absence
in the early years results In a less nescetim orientation (Biller. 1969;

biller. 014; biller and babe. 19711. Blanchard and Biller (1971) found

that the effects of psychological father absence (absence due to the
father's attitude or career coamitments) and physical father absence were

similar. Paternal deprivation, physical and psychological, sus related to

deficient see role development.

Newlver, the stadia of sea role developmeat in intact families do not
support the conclusions of the father absence literature that fathers influ-
ence sale sea role development. These studies have failed to find signifi-

cant father-son similarity (Laub, 1979). The only consistent finding is
that the father's mascmlioity is correlated with the daughter's femininity.
It appeared that the father's surturence was en imported factor is pre-

dictiag the son's nsicelimity. fathers are salient acWels not just because

they are oesculine but because there is an affective ralatlonShip.

father absent families Cannot be considereo . ate models
aey be present in father absent homes. &intros's (197 ) reported that

father absent boys with a stab model were nom Independent and higher in
anscelise Characteristics this boys with no male made's. Mendes (1979)

identified five tale* of simple poreet families. In some ef wee families.

ethernet' redels roplaCed the absent father. In others, the noncustodial

father still played a central peremting rele after divorce. (See Table 2)
In addition, Wit (1942) described five trees of pareoting systole in

postdinerce
T

families in which noncustodial fathers played a variety of

Mee. "(See Table 3)

The of Divorce. Siam divorce is currently the enjoy fac-

tor in the g mourber of single-parent families, mad because it has been

seen as more disruptive then other causes c' father absence, the tee classic

siudics of the 1970's will be reported.

lie two most influential studio f divorce began in the early 1970's.

The Netheriagtna, Coe, and tea (19 1978, 1979a. b) study employed a very

sophisticated aultimethed. 00 sure delis similar to the best studies of

the father absence res Berstein &me Kelly (1974. 1975. 1976. 1477.

rLU3
uomamorg a OP r, I

.
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Ill SITIO Of SINCLE-PARW,

Mme, (3979) (wine, td flee distinct 114c it.viel of ilOcParort lies
whic- ere described Wow

type t The 'sole executive* is a unit where the single parent is the only
parental figurriaiiiTill-volved to the 14ves of the children. This otter
occurs where the father has died

Type It - The "auxiliary parent* Is a unit in which the single parent shxeri
orte or more parenta retwaiiilitles with in auxiliary parent who does not
live with the family. Am example would be a postLivairce tawny in whit:1'
mother has custody and father hat visiting rights.

Tee, ill - lAt 'unrelated siitit!cute* Is a family in which the single patent
shares one or more parettirlWilllis with a person who it hat related to
She family and who soy or soy not live with them. An example would be a
featly with a live-In housekeeper ate is like a mother to the children.

Type IV - The "related substitute' is a blood or heel relative who asswwes
e parental We, ilthems1 t mike Is not the parent of the children, Tt.il

fenciion is often &scaled by grandparents, aunts, mein or sibl4n71.

Type V - The *titular II:trent" Is She single parent who lives with the chil-
dren, Dot has Inill7it abdicated the parental role. mantes art parents
who ire altehelics, dreg addicts, or actively psychctic.

di

1a lA
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TABLE

Pali:anti FAMILIES:

A Irs0t0Gt OW PARENTIO; SYSTEMS

lige 1: Mother and Monpront father.

The label for type I derives from the fact that the father in 'hose
families had never entered the pareating role. The mother performed the
parenting funetions after divorce and had been the primary parent since
the birth of the child. The fathers' contacts with thole children were
infresegee and never predictable lineally less than t days per month)

Tye II: Nether and Friend Father:

A second type of father was else disengaged from his Non.
ever. before the Myer= ee bed participated in child care reseons ilitics
and had maintained a fixed schedule Of visiting for a-pericd after the
dile:rue Cerrently, the frequency of contacts fluctuated. Tepicalll,
visits were two to three day' per Moth. A distinguishing characterislc
of this type of postdiverce fealty was the Open and caring relationship
between the former Spouses. Their relationships were based on common
interests, past history, end mutual affection, rather than a comeiteent
to the shared parenting of the children.

Type III! Mother and Restricted Father:

This type fit the commely held stereotype of pastdiverce
invoking a court-ordered every -other weekend visiting schedule, eonside-
reels hociflity between ea-spouses one low communication. The parental
role of %4* father was ambiguous . He MU a part-time parent every-other-
weekend engaging In caretakine aced discipline. Fathers etre dissetisfito
with the situation; they vented more time with their children, mothers
warded to restrict the father's access to the children.

1imenaring Parents.

The fotrth type of postdivorce lastly wes distingLiseed by an aprrvo.
mate), equal sharing of the children in term of time, but a lack of
shared decisiomemelting and a low level of comeunication about the chilo-en.
Each parent functioned as o 'sole-custodiee when the children were with
him or bar.

Although some Type IV parents 41;44 theesvives cuparents, their
arrangements had 4 rigidity that was met present is Type V families.
These ea-SpouseecOnsieered themselves partners In parenting. Decisions
about the childIba were wade clirtle; .wither parent felt more dominant

or powerful than the other. Coemunication between the parents was open
cid frequent; their relationship had teen redefine' into a cceperetive
relationship concerned col, with parental function 12.
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1900; end Kell) end Wallerstein. 19;6) applied th perspective and wethoes of
clinical research to the study of a nontlinical p 'illation of children. These
tow research projects have the following co:no:mall ies although one is a quasi.
experimental design and the other clinical in Opp( Aaph. Both studies focused
on the impact of divorce on a nonclintcal population. the studies gathered
initial dot/ near the time of separation And divorce and eveloYed longitudinal
(*sips. They studied the fenny as a unit and gathered direct informetion
from the children and their families as well as schools. The focus of each
study was on family processes. Ivan though their approaches differed. their
key findings are Corrobciejtive.

Hetherington, Lax, And Cox conducted a two year Study of divorcing
parents and their children. their sample consisted of 48 white. middle cla5s
families with a preschool child and a matched sample of 48 intact (*cities
with a ereechool child of the same age and sex As the target child in the
divorcee family. Data were obtained through interviews with parents.
etructu.ed diary records. laboratory and home observations of parent-child
interactions, observation of child-teacher interactions and child-peer inter-
actions in school, checklists and ratings of child behavior by parents and
tearhers, and persomettty tests and self report ratings by parents. Data wet
collected at two months. one year and two years followi,g divorce.

A melee contribution of the study is its description of the cycle of
mega ive parent -child interaction that occurs in teeny families of divorce.
The personal and emotional adjustment of the parents deteriorated in the year
following the divorce. these parents made fewer maturity dewands.,communicated
less well, tended to be less affectionate. and showed marked inconsistency ir
discipline and control of their children in comparison to Married parents.
This pattern of behavior was cervilinear--parental behavior was least effec-
tive at one year after the divorce but showed a marled increase in effective-
ness by two yearsalthough divorced parents never gained as ranch control of
their childree as the control group of carried parents. The mother -sari rela-
tionship was found to be parti ularly problecatic. 'he decline in the mother's
parenting skills was aSsociatei with an increase in ageressive and *ndeSire-
able behaviors in the son which produced increased coercive behavior In the
mother. Ihis ineffective style of parenting not only increased the son's
negative beha.ior. but increased the mother's feelings of helplessness and
incompetence. At the two year follow-0P, the mother -son relatiC/Ishill was
Still problem .tic. Disrwptions i the sroial and emotional development of
/iris had pr'oserlly disappeared L. two years after the divorce.

The fin tries of ilethertagton tt Al. emphas le the .sportante of
continued cm tact with the noncustodial parent. /Moment visitation by
the father we* associated with positive adjustment of the child and positr,e
mother.reild osteractons when divorced parents agreed shout child
rearing. (t) hod positive attitudes toward each other, and (3) were low
in r,nflict. and whams (0 the father was seotioewilly meture.

he generalizabilIty of this study it 'le :ed i.. that the feel!'-e!,
were from a vry narrow range of demograpnic characteristics, especially
the itrited a e range of the childrs. (age four at the Il* of oivoete)
Monter. beteose the study eeployed t matched comearison vroup ane used

^Stgp
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replicsble instramets Omni previously standardised) It al10.1 us tc
draw fire conclusions about the iepatt of divorce on chtlpreu and the
permit-child relationship for this particular pepoletitin.

ballerstein and telly cendutted their study in Marin County. Cali-
fornia. The project combImed research on divorce with vase erch on the
effectiveness of en experimental interventiom program. The sample consisted
of 60 families with 131 children ranging in age fresco 3-10 years. These
families were from a predeminantly whits, affluent community. Mothers
had custody of ell the children. The fealties were referred to the project
:; school Psychologists. teachers. attorneys and other sourceii. Six wows

Cemose1411 were offered to prints and their children. The interyeA.
tiom was brief, chilltfocused, and preventive. Clinical Interviews were
carried out at theAtIme of parental separation, one year and four years
later.

A significant contribution of this research project was the delines.
title of the different outcomes for children of difverent ages or orvelop-
metal levels. Preschoolers' reectioes to divoire included regression.
fretfulness. oritive beuildermeet. semi/. and neediness. The most
enduring symptom of the early latency group w pervasive neediness.
The initial reaction of the earls latency gro was pervasive sadness.
intense strain and immobilisation. in the later latency group (age 9-10)
the reswae was well organized and object directed anger. This anger
taste,. longer than any other effective response when measured at one
year.

At the one year foilou-up. 46% of the preschwt group, 30, of She
early latency grout, and 50$ of the later latency grout' showed consolida-
tion of the problematic behaviors observed earlier o- .ere judged to be
in worsened psychological condition. This decline in the preschool
children mend tinted to the probless of the custodial parent during the
postseparetion year or to onrenIttlAg &Doer between the Oivercing parents
which incespassed the child.

The latency age children we-e more sophisticated and mature in their
grasp of thee and reality. The,efOre, they were better Ole to comprehend
the neaalegf and consequences of the divorce. feelings of shame emerged
specifically with this age grasp. They were ashamed of the implied
rejectiaa to the father's detectors. wetly them feel unlovable. the
younger latency aged cht1deem were lemobilimed by The Comity disruption.
bit the later latency group eta spurred Into organised activity. half
of the early latency and later latency groups suffered a noticeable
decline to school perfeeivence. The later tetanal, gnOwp (unlike at early
totality group) 4114 suffFsed a Meta** deterlerab400 is their peer
rellitSenahips during and after the parental siltieeetTeml. Amongst ell the
children (both in the inproved and unimproved group), only a few ware
able to amine% good relationships with both parcels one year after
the divorce.

Adolescents experienced great anger, sanntis.-a sense of betrayal by
the parents, and intensely strong feelings of severe and embarrassment. In

contrast to the leen() 4 preschool aged chIld, the; felt w responsfbil.
sty for the parents' d, r4. The more intect sdol, ants were concerned
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it their future as marital partners and their adequacy eke sexualperuse. The divorce process seemed to force a PreciPitm deidWilatibn
of the parents. It forced the adolescent to indiv/Joallei his pe-ents.
At the Initial interview more than half of tht adolescents were ..snflicted
by allegiance end loyalty struggles. At follow-op a year later r<Ist had
diseugaged themselves from such loyalty conflicts. A comma elev..,
against the painful experience of the divorce was withdrawal ar Tenting.
The authors felt (HIS ass necessary for the adolescent to coin:
integrity of his development. The degree of parental regressiou
directly related to poorer adjustment in the adolescents.

At the five year follow-up, 58 of the original 60 families were again
studied. Vallerstein and Kelly i1117.) reported that 34( of the children
had regained a sense of well being and self.ennfidence. Another 37% of
the children were judged to be suffering from a moderate to severe depres-
SiOn which was manifested a variety of behaviors including sexual
promiscuity, delinq the form of drug abuse and Stealing. alcoholism.
chronic and pronounced unhappiness Nor learnine, intense anger, and un-
remitting neediness. The reiminin. 255 had resumed appropriate develop-
mental prOgrest. however. even thc.c children continued to experience
intermittent feelings of sadness and resentment toward one or both
permits.

ticalleratein and &ally did ( t employ a comparison or control group
so the uniqueness of the outcome:. to dtvor. is ifficult to estimate.
When age and sex controls are employed the samplcs becalm quite small.
Another problem is that clinical interviews cannot be easily replicated
since data collection and interpretatior relied on the authors' clinical
skills. However, the clinical skills of Wallerstein and telly are con.
stdere4 by some to be a strength rethe then & limitation of the study
(ltvitio. 1979).

LWARACTERISTIC REACTIONS Of chliDREN TO rOlet
MOMS or THE WALLIR5TEls hail lit Lt lrUlLn

11 One leer

Characteristic Reactions ts:. Divorce

Fire scot

7i - 6 ears
be 34

Early Latency
7-T veers
M a

Preich4v1 children were frightened. confined. and
themselves. There was a treat need for physical contact
with adults. Children expressed fears of being sent away
or being replaced. Only S. and 6-year-olds were able to
express feelings and to understand some of the divorce-
related Changes (Mallertitein and Kelly. 1975)

Children expressed feelings of sadness and loss, fear and
insecurity. They felt abandoned and rejected. although
they did not Slane themselves. They had difficulty in
expressing their anger toward their fathers. They felt
angry at their mothers for sanding the fathers ewer. but
hire afraid of incurrsg their mothers' wrath. They held
an intense desire for he reconciliation of their parerts,
believing that the family was 'necessary for their Saffty
and crirtinuu: growth° (Kelly and Pillerslajn,

`MM.. ow
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toter latency tatty latency 'children had a sore realistic undeistandine of

9-11 years divert" and were better able to exprdes their feelings or

S 31 intense sager. They did not feel resOonalble for the divorce. 1

but were Moused and morally outraged 11 their parentt*
behavior. Their loyalties were Ottteleo between the parents
and they fritqamitly felt lonely and rOected. They used

cps- ever coping mechanisms Ustlud;s1 a centime
layeriag of psychological feeCtieolog Wellerstein and
telly. 1976).

Adolescence Adeleseents viers the most openly upset by the divorce. They

1746 years expressed strong fa/limps of mime. sasineSs. shine one

Zl embarrassment. Divorce forced the adolescents to see their
parents at individuals rend to meatless their relationships
with each parted. They also re-examined their own values
and concepts about ,#iat is a good marital relationship. Most

were able to dl 9s themselves from their parent eon.

filet by s year follow /op the divorce (Nallaretels end

lellY. 1974) .

r1 rive-raw foltaw-140

101 children - 34 per cent of children arc happy and thrivinv. P9 per
cent are *sing reasonably well, and 37 per cent are depressed (4alleritein
and telly. 19.901).

Spurr, Adopted -ow an original tae1f In langfollow (1974. table 17-3
p. 301).

5umsoo.1

In ewmaary. the majority Of the father absent studies concePiwollsod

the female-headed family as pathologiial and Manngcneous. The deficit

structere approach of this research produced several conceptual problems

first, the single-parent featly (the father-absent family) was net sini.A4
as a fore to ha studied in its OW right. It warranted investigetion
because of Its deviance tram the traditional two parent family. Such a
conceptual freemoora "ophasixes negative owacames and the problem of the

s',gle parent family.

Second. the single parent status wee coacey,.0alised as the most

lefeetest Vitae shoot these families. Difference* such as the reason for

111001 PrOot states, degree of father absence, social class. presence of
other male models. and the relationships of the ihild to bath divorced

periods were given ltttle etiolation. female-beaded fecilles errs viewird oe

lonseponemam,

The third preblc4 saes the utillicatloir al a linear cow; model ohicn
rud a single static variable, father absence. to eoplaie a particular
negative outcome such as delinquent behavior. Multiple related causes

and multiple outcomes of child behavior were rarely irvestiotee.

Blechman (1982) has pointed out that the commonly used 4 rv-elstional

00119ns 0° not Incvlserete conceptual ndel of causation which fleet

24
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from child to parent rather than p!-ent to child for example. tempera-
mentally difficult children oay en,ourage their parents to divorce. Spinier
sod Mice (1982) found that familic with girls were more likely to divorce
they those with et least one mole c ltd.

The camceptual problems In the father etience litereture led to method-
ological problems such as teadequate controls ter socioeconomic status,
failure to distiagarish types of father obsesses (death. divorce. never married;
aid failure to sae cospartsee grans-

The earlier father absence studies of the 1950's and 1962's conclude
that children from fatherlcss homes are mire emladjosted than ceilerun
*rem fatect boxes. The were recent studies of father-absent homes have
been Less subject to the methodological and conceptual problems of the
earlier studies and teed to report no differences between the two
comps.

Due to the nixed results of the tether absence literature, no trued
ge*Orellzations can be made stout its effect on children (Keno & Stadia.
1973; teepolte. 1278; Shine. 1978; Cashion. 1982; & Illechmen. 1f0,02).
Nowecer. the father absence literature has suggested some facto)' associa-
ted with different esteems for children that should be considered in
future research such as the family's socioeconomic status. parental con.
filet 10th before sad after divorce. and the nature of the relationship
bellow the Child bed the 'Moen' parent. Recent research has begun
to focus on the strengths at slogle-parent farrlies and does net auto-
matically assume that children with one parent will fare more poorly
tbeit children is Imo-parent families. The focus has begun to shift from
exClosively attrlbutiag negative outcomes to family form toward exentning
the lectors which may mediate the consequences of father absence.

(Commit distress and lack of Support systems are two mediating
factors which deserve more research accretion. The role of familial
and emtrefemiliel **port system (birth 'cosmic and noneconomic) in pro-
ranting the adjustment of -h4ldram in a ene-parent family should be explored.

time example is a retant study (fictinshen. Wirdemeyer. & Adelberg, 1981)
identifying three types of netseare structures *sick were adaptive to- 45
simile mothers. These network types provided the mothers with three kinds
of support; direct services. emettemal 'imports aid social letegration.
Direct Services ware Maimed as material aid and advice.. (optimist supports
were defined as behavior which promoted feelings of security and self-esteem.
Social totegrattem referred to the receipt of new informatioa and pew
social contacts plus access to community supports.

Tae easily of origin network was emir adaptive type which levered 4either a physical move back into the parental household or a psycholoeical
revalue with one's relatives. Such a isuppoet network was composed Almost
entirely of kinship ties. The entailed oeluork eyse was composed prtmaril/
of ere friendship ties. Although this type may include relatives. the
en- spouse and Prediverce trio:eds. it is characterized by a heavy concen-
tration of new femmle friends, especially single me4bers. The third adap-
tive, network st-octure which was a source of support was the conjugal
netupet. This type was distingoished by the presence of a male wive is
perceived 4,s the major provider of *import. The male may be a spouse
equivalent she lives with the mother, the es-spouse er someone she

3.3 'hi () S4
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doted for el lemg

Tie three natimork structures were site as adaptive for these wont^

Weise they "fir their role orleatation. /hose women who were career
attested WM here *geeing a new identity referred network struttrs's
hosed primarily s new friendship ties. hose who desired to val.'s%
teatroweesperce rotes erred mare Clesehmit structures such as the

goodly of origin . thews 'Whigs suggested that factors such as
marital status, household states, proshmity of relatives and freeoeecy
of Calltatt ere not by themselves useful as inessorvii of the (polity of

Social Imports.

Meatus be dame to maet the special needs of single -patent families?

Tbe research ea sioglavoront famdlies has implications for social

pally sad practice. If Children roared by acre parent *re et rist because
sem simile presto are low Incas*. poorly gdwcatod sawn. thee policies to
preside seeisJesst sad edvatiessi eellsrSmnitios far memo are needed. If

children are at risk because of a developmental need for seeialscation by
the opposite sea parents, than we Oast develop incoot4ves for net to stay

%volved with their families. If these Calldred are a more at rig* than
civilians veered iv comparable two parent famil, es. them ve should work
to end the stereotyping end public bias ageloWringle parents. especially

ferrate-isesded

The purses* of this Wit is not to devotee social policy roccooseo.da
Rivas or to suggest istervention strategies at the *micro level. The eciphasis

is on the tally as the wilt of intervently. Because of the loeorfant role
family systems theory Currently plays to Oligarch in* therapy (Q.t.. Drage-

rich $ Smith. 1979: Olson. Sprinkle A basalt. 1979). we have these", to

illustrate its impIttability for intervention with single- parent families.
first, a description of major concepts of family systems theory will as

presented. Second. the orgeoisatitim of the multiproblem poor foully.
which is usually remale.heased. will be descrlbed. Yhma levity systex6

concepts will be 01014,4 to Cafe QUIVICS to orate how/witty
fee assessment and iatervestim..

75
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Ti t SINGLE PARENT MART

Ai:natal:sal Bibliography

Gardner, A.A. The Dols sod Girls look about One-Parent families. New Vol:
IL S. PlagiOeS rafts )91L ISM POSOWIT

this book is desigoed to be reed by children she have reached the
third or fourth grade reedIeg level. 101114,11,9 It is sophisticated
enoegb to be helpful for parents as well as children. The book
bogies 'ditto totrodnctlee to emits which peewee this to use

411 releurta fardIsconloos with their childree regarding
the hoe aid issues in families. Al theogh Or. Gardner,

14 psychiatrist, glees odrica for dealing with problems. this is
not a do4t-stiereelf tberapy menial. The three major sections of
the boot address Issues for 'Mlles ioublch a parent is absent due
to death, seperetionor divorce, or sever bevies been earned. Or.
Gusher deals eftargeocticel problems, such as fineoces and social
relationships es telikekthe emotional dyeseics to each foully Ape.

Other hooks also written by Gardner which sty be helpful for events
and childrie are:

Gardner, R.A. The Says and Girls Book *beet Divorce. New fork: Imam
looks, 1INIO. gin peperbalaa.

Gardner, R.A. The and Girls lost shout Step.feedlies. New tars:
Swam Boas, wet. os repeAgai

ostiersseio, J.S., $ Kelly. J.O. Strrivin the ereak-Up: Dow Smelts and
chiltrCopa with Divorce. Seu York &sit-Boas. iia" in oetrirlack1

The goal of the authors in this beet was to report on childrefts° and
parents° moose' he divorce. The book discuses the results of
their longitedseel seedy of GO families (including 131 children) from
the thee of five year folleumup. Esc& tette eta
both custodial sod eel onsets mere studied. A strength
of the hook Is the del ion of the reactions of children at each
developmental levelpreschool, Welty and adolescence. The authors

found that the childftes' leflatnent ores mere eseltfve when (1)
deem retained freemen to both parents, and ft) palatal cooft,ct

1011 ceetrelled. The boob is written to meal le o lop seem& and
need be appropriate for coq meddle-class family facing divorce.

Por tease wishing to read theme, technical and theory oriented reports of
the study, the felloWiag articles are at d:

ittakrsts* J.A. & Nene. J.R. The effects of gamut opine: mg
edelestelit experience. In J. letheey, C. leepernik (Eds.) The Child
tatirak:ChildnenofPaietrtc1110 New York: JAhrifferTi

,

hatImrstels. %LS.. I ally. J.B. The effects of parental divorce: leper.
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testes of the preschool child,_ Journal of the American Acedioy of

Child Psychiatric ISM J, 611"14.

"for a review of the divorce litarstare:

thalerStolo. 4.S..
Childras and Divorce: A Review. Social

Rev Ifig, MO.

MOW
Sitmaticm of the

ork:Filailic boles. 1PH.

The primary use of this boot for
profession's sod for a ley

audience is to develop iinderstanding of the siogle-parent situation.

The book is Wed en interviews Waiver SOO single-parents and

about 40 chltdren growtms tm in one -gaunt homes. It is representa-

tive of bath lowinctme and middle-lame sissle-porent experiences.

the quotes from the siogla-poreots the-
selves add to the authenticity

and readability of the boot. The first two sections of the bosh Pre-

sent minty background ieformition en the ways In Witch people become

sisals parents and the functioniag of their households, 'mending

parent -child relationships and
nalaticoships between foramr spouses.

The third section focuses co the social lives of the single-parent

while tee fourth section discusses the
stresses faced in parenting

alone. Advice for coping with stressors is given. The boot appears

to provide something useful for all single parents.

Children of Divorce. Special Issue of the Journal of Social Issues. 1979,

S514).

The articles in this special Wee are devoted to the coossoienceS of

divorce for children. The issue begin with a well-written .view of

the divorce Meister. ey I. I. Urdu:a. Other articles by Withering-

too, *Mho and Camara, and Robert eleiss feces en process variables

rather than family form. The "divorce as disaster" viewpoint is dim.

cares*, nediatiog factors such as amity relationships and coping

skills of children sod parents are emphasized. The reedier will get a

sense of the pest research and a fool for the trend of the research

So the risrs.

The reticules reviews of the simile-perm* literature are rimed
berms, of the thereoshoess of their coverage. their erganisetion and the

implicative, for teatime.

CeShie. b.i. fooslooheedod
Effects on Children and Clinical

loptScations. Journal of.lbrital amditiolltftnat, *Jell, 1182.

0-45.

Perm, E. 11 Sue., C.E. COSIdren in fatherless families. Is h. N. Cald-

well. I H. I. hicciuti ties.).
Review of Child Owed Research,

III. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, .

hetheVilletOn Let, COX, M., A Con. R. The development of children in

mother-headed families. In N. Hoffsem, and 0. kiss itOs.). The

American family: Dying or Developing. Mem fork: Plenum, 187117-
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MM. SHIRLEY L. SWM,
Cherry Point. NC, December :.?8. 191U.

Ms. LINDA 177nrea,
U.S House of Representatives, Select ( ommittee' on Children, Youth. and Families,

House Oftlee Building, Annex 2, Washington. D.C.
DEAR Ms Irma: Thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony on "Pater-

nal Absents- and Fathers' Roles". Please find enclosed my testimony which was pre
pared with the assistance of Major W. H. Green and Major J. S Anderson. from the
Stuff of the Second Marine Aircraft Wing.

The copies of other military related testimony that you enclosed in your letter of
November 211, 1983 are very informative. When all of the testimony collection on
"Paternal Absence and Fathers' Roles" is available, please send selected additional
segments at your convemience.

Again, thank you for the opportunity to submit testimony In the future if I may
be of assistance pleats. mallet me.

Sincerely.
SHIRLEY L. Sstrra.

Enclosure.
In its role as the nation's Force in Readiness, the United States Marine Corps is

an elite force, and, as such, holds traditional values as important and integral ele-
ments of its existence. One such traditional value is the creed of taking care of our
own.

Taking care of our own is a philosophy that is taught and reemphasized continu-
ouely throughout a Marine's career. As a result of this training, Marines believe
that letting a fellow Marine down is worse than failure in themselves. This belief
extends beyond military duties, to include the entire Marine Corps family. So, in
essence, every Marine believes that he has an obligation not only to his fellow Ma-
rines, but to their families as well. This fundamental aspect of being a Marine
frames the value we place on our family related programs.

With the value of the Marine and their families in mind, let's look first at the
organization that family programs support, and how the family shares in the Ma-
rines contribution to the readiness of that organization, the Second Marine Amphib-
ious Force and the Second Marine Aircraft Wing. As the source of aviation forces
for the Fleet Marine Force, Atlantic, the Wing provides the Aviation Combat Ele-
ment for a Marine Air Ground Task Forte (MAGTF), which is a task organized unit
with Aviation, Ground and Combat Service support elements. Depending upon the
size fore and operational requirements the Marine Air Ground Task Force may be
si Marine Amphibious Force (MAFt, Marine Amphibious Brigade (MAK or Marine
Amphibious Unit (MAUS. Typically the MAF employs a full Wing us the Aviatiuns
Cinnbat Element while the other MAGTF's employ successively smaller aviation ele-
ments, respectively.

The Second Marine Aircraft Wing which provides the Aviation Combat Forces of
the Marine Amphibious Force and in this case Fleet Marine Force. Atlantic. is com-
prised of eight Groups that have 54 separate units (squadron/battalion/detachment)
home based at three separate sites: Marine Corps Air Station, Cherry Point, N.(' .

Marine Corps Air Station (Helicopter), New River, N.C., and Marine Carps Air Sta-
tion, tleaufint ,

Our population Is made up of approximately 17,3941 personnel; of whom are
married, a minimum of 110 of whom are single parents, and 525 of whom are mar-
ried to another service member. Approximately one -half of our Marines and Sailors
have immediate families with them at one of the three home base locations. These
Marines and the squadron's/battalions/detachments they form, see duty all over the,
world and under a variety of conditions.

COMBAT DU'L'Y

Possibility is ever-pre eent
Could happen at any time (when is unknown)
Duration is unknown.
Location is unknown
Threat to life and limb of the Marine is real
Could deploy with his unit or as an individual

OPERATIONAL DEVLOYNIENT ISUCH AB DUTY IN I.EBANON?

Pomibility is ever present
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Could happen at any time or the actual departure date could be known well in
advance.

Duration is normally known but can be unexpectedly extended ut any time
Threat to life and limb of the Marine is real.
Normally deploys with his unit, but could deploy individually.
Could be a routine deployment that unexpectedly is placed into a dangerous envi-

ronment.
Normally two such deployments of approximately six months each occur in a

eormal tour of duty from one of the three identified above.

UNACXXIMPANILD MORN TO THE WPATILIIIPI PACIFIC

A twelve month dents' restricted tour every 5-7 years.
Normally knownd:niiadvance.
Deploys as an unaccompanied individi'
Normally to Iwakuni or Okinawa, Japan.
Can take his family if he pays all msoriated costs !most leave families in the

states).
Earns an overseas control date.
Is considered a permanent change of station, so two family moves within 12. 14

months can occur.

UNIT DEPLOYMENT PIK/GRAM

Two six month unit deployments to the Western Pacific with l2 -iP months be-
e. tween each.

Deploys with his unit.
Normally known of well in advance.
Family stays in place throughout the deployment
Includes predeployment preparation.

TRAIWING KILLRe1

Can occur any time.
Duration can last from a few days to several weeks or months
Can be in 00NUS or overseas.
Normally deploys with hie unit.
Normally known of well in advance.
('an occur several times a year iesperially in unique units/Military Occupational

Specialtiest.
Includes pre-unit deployment preparation

INDIVIDUAL TEMPokAttY ADDITIONAL lion

DOM' individually.
Can lust from a few days to several weeks
Can be known of in advance.
Can be no requirement.

Dune indi vidu a 1 ly
Can last from a few days to several weeks.
Normally known of in advance.
The above show a variety of reasons for the absence of a Marine from hie family.

Each iihaence is unique in and of itself and presents the Marine and his family a
new set of problems and decisions. The manner in which problems are resolved and
decisions made determines the way Marines and families accept and endure the sep-
aration.

Due to the variety and types of nuances, it is apparent teat at any given moment
in time, from 20-60% of the members of this Wing we away from their homes and
therefore away from their families. ;'h majority of these abeencet are organized by
unit, with each unit actually being a smell community.

This community concept is very similar to the command relationships in that we
have a larger Wing community that is made up of eight Group communities, each of
which is comprised of its separate unit communities. These unit communities pro-
vide an excellent climate for unified support from and for the families when the
Marine/Bailor is absent.
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Thew Marines. Sailors, and their families are the concern of every level of com-mand and we the primary focal point of the Family Readiness Program. While theFamily Readiness erograrn is designed to assist in a variety of art-we there is onearea that affects the family more than any other---the absence of its Marine/Sailor.Each type of absence muter; its own unique stress for the Marine and his family.This etrees can be the cause of 'significant problems and has the potential for ad-verse effects on unit readiness and individtm I performance.It is this very climate and piOnsophy that led to the establishment of our FamilyReadiness Program.
The Family Readinessi Program encompasses; a "Key Wives- organization withinthe unit, and a system of family assistance which includes s series of predeploymentbriefs, and identification of resources available.
The Key Wives organization is the essential and haw element of the Family Read-inetis Program, a corps of trained spouses, organized by unit, that is officially recog-nized and assisted by the various levels of command.
The Key Wives perform the following functions:
They help establish the un#s community, or family, arid mold it into a mutuallysupportive cohesive association. This association nurtures the concern fur takingeare of our own and demonstrates to the individual Marine. his: her fumily and thesingle Marine that the unit is a caring organization, with a single mission. that doessee to the wellbeing of its members.
They provide a base of experience' and training 'primarily from the older spouses,that can offer invaluable guidance in a variety of areas both in the civilian andmilitary communities.
They establish and maintain a communications network for mutual support. aid.arid sharing of information.
they provide an informal interfac between the Marine Corps and the familiesduring all absences.

-They provide mutual support as a substitute for that support lust when the serv-ice member is absent.
They are there to help solve problems at the lowest level.They help provide/coordinate healthy activities. especially during deployments.Some examples are picnics, family days. outinge Christmas Parties. etc.The effectiveness of the Key Wives Organisation is not limiteii to the spousesaction only. It is a valuable tied for the unit commander Some of the functiensibenefits it can provide the commander are
('an help purify personal/family information fib- -.
Can establish committees for Transportation. hsspitality, (dr care, emergency re.fermi, and problem solving.
Saves the commander's time.
Assists the commander u, dealing with Marines who t.re single parents sr in jointhouseholds.
Presents feedback on the social climate
Can create an all-wives club for the ere I a unit
To better equip the Key Wives to support the unit. a Training Program is provided which encompasses elements of stress and time managenient, helping and listen-ing skills, and referral techniques for assisting those who need assistance beyond thescope of the Key Wives organization.
An essential elterwnt of the organization of Key Wives is its all ranks coverageSpouses of Marines of all ranks are utilized as Key Wives in order to further thesense of a total integrated community.
But, perhaps the ereatest single product of the Family Readiness P: ()grim is itsabilityto provide unified, organized. effective support for the families when theirMarines are deployed. This support covers ca multitude of areas, but it; so very suc-cessful because of one factor: At the unit level it is founded, managed, and imple-mented he families-wives that are in the same situation. There is a cohesion aridsingleness of purpose that can not be provided from external sources. Those that aresharing in an experience can truly appreciate it, and, therefore, deal with itHow can our nation help in the establishment and maintenance of programs specifically designed to enhance the welfare of our Marine Corps Family 'and all Mili-tary families'?
First; by realizing that military family life is unique and stress laden As recent.tragic events have so dramatically underscored, there is an (-ler present threat thatour service members can unexpectedly become casualties.
Second; by establishment of federally funded programs tai and the service members,and their families. Any costs associated with such program should be viewed as in-
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vestments in our nation's security, because our most precious resource is our people.

and these investments will pay for themselves :11 the long run

The Family Readiness Program within the Second Marine Aircraft Wing is the
embodiment of the "take care of our own" philosophy. But 'beyond any amount of
rhetoric, is the fact that the program is effective. The positive. morale enhancing
impact on the families of our Marines ultimately affects their readiness to cope with

the numerous deployments and absences facing us all. This increased family reach

nests directly and positively improves our combat readiness, since the Marines know
that their families are well prepared for the challenges facing them By way of ex-

ample: before the Family' liteadiness Program was started, a deployed unit of 215

Marines found it tiete5SAUT to return 19 Marines to their home base over a three

month period due to family problems. By comparison, a deployed unit of 129 Ma-

rines only found it necessary to return one Marine during a b month deployment.
The reassurance from the limity programs free the Marine concerns thereby allow-

ing him to concentrate his total energies and attention on the mission

Al'AllEMY Car Alisiot-IATED
Son lingo. Gulff. 1)eceriiher 1.4.s,i

Ms LINDA ITTNE.R.
Professional Stuff Economic Security Task Force. Select °inmate*, .in Children.

Youth, and tamales. House Office Building Annex .2. Washington.

DEAR Ms ITITNER: I was happy to hear our conversations assisted in your planning
the hearing of the Economic Security Task Form meeting on "Paternal Absence, and

Fathers !toles."
My apologies for not being able to attend the hearing on November 10th. but you

had good a representative for military families in the person of Shauna Whitworth'
Thank you for inviting me to submit written testimony for the record, which I

would like to do. Enclosed with this letter is a typescript of a recent personal inter
view with by the Public Relations divisionof my University (United States
international University. written by Anne Slavicek Ms. Slavicek has given prmis
skin to have the m lads included as part of the Congressional re; rid of the hear-

ing.
I believe this an( motion is particularly relevant to the topic vein were address-

ing, mid I am delighted to have the opportunity to forward it on to you.
A Happy Holiday Season to you and yours

Sincerely.
E !,./ kit. I'll I).

Enclosure

Re Written testimony on "Paternal Abseis and Fathers' Rotes- Military hosed eta

Press Release dated November :10, Ps;f, by Anne Slavicek, Public Relations,

United States International University, San Diego.
From: Edna J. Hunter, Ph.D.. Director, Family Research Center, United States

international Ilniversity Dinvtor. Academy of Associated Psychotherapists.

San Diego, Calif
To. Select Committee on Children. h. and Fannin

WHAT MILITARY FAM11.111ti ("AN Tf:fitt if 1,72, ARIA '7 114:14(n 'ATMS, Mont SI-TAHATiON

Your fancily will better cope with a major (WM or with <m parent flying away
from home, if you copy gorse' of the fancily survival techniques used by fatniiIS iii

the military.
That's the suggestion of Dr Edna .1 Hunter. a in,ydrolitgit-4 whom studio; of milt

terry families have shown such families to be emotionally closer cued more cohesive

than the average civilian family
"Understanding how the military family learns to adjust to as unusual stresses

can perhaps assist civilian families in learning how to cope," Dr Hunter says. Direc-

tor of the Family Research Center et United States International 'mversity in San

Diego. Dr Hunter has written :seven books and mon than its artikles studying mill

nary families.
Some of tier suggestions for coping with separations and rude.

Keep it role open feet the missing parent While dais- today decisions must he
made. is spec,.ii effort should be made to keep a missing parent involved its faislrly

deCifilitlftti
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Maintain family rules and rituals. "If you have always eaten dinner together re: afamily before year move, continue to do so. And celebrate birthdays and holidayseven if one parent can't be there.- Hunter advises.
Recognize that each child will have a different reaction to moving or to being sep-arated from one parent. Studies show boys and girls have quite different reactioristo having their father absent for extended periods. Buys whew fathers are absenttend to identify more with their mothers. Also researchers found that the oldestchild is usually the one must affected by separation, Hunter explains
To keep family communication open, make sure the absent parent is informed ofcluinges. And, to keep children informed, an absent parent ,hould write individualletters to each child or take time to talk to each child by long distance
Acknowledge the feelings each family member has about moving or being sepia-ated.
Recognize that the return of a parent is even more stressful than the separation,

Hunter warns. "Families nee. to be aware that then' may even be competition
among the children and the mother for affection from a returning lather, for exam-ple.- Hunter says.

Reserve the first week after a move or after a parent returns for family activities"Try not to have work, relatives or friends competing v. oh children for parent's attent ion.** she suggests
Mothers must realize that how well they adjust will have a direct beering on howwell their children adjust "A mother's distress caused by an impending or actualmove can be transmitted even to an infant or toddler," Hunter says.
While parents need to be aware that relocation can be a hinderance to educational goals and scholastic achievement, they can be heartened by the fact that reloca-tion also broadens the life experiences, values, and acceptance of other people byolder children. Hunter says.
"Once you have learned these trieks'from successful military tannin's you will lecless vulnerable to the stresses: caused by eographic limiter concludes

MILITARY ireessaierers oft INDEPENtIFNCEI.

If you feel sorry for military children who are separated from one parent and orfurred to 111tIVI frequently, you rway be nusdirecting your pity
Children whose parents are serving in the military are more flexible, moremature and have a closer faintly Iffe than most children from civilian families, ac-cording to studies of military families.
"Contrary to the popular per.a.ption military children are not ignored,- explainsDr. F,dria J. Hunter, director of the marriage and family therapy programs atUnited States International University in San Diego.
Dr Hunter explains that military children are similar to the children of as sras.illtown ministereverything the military child does is subject to cluae scrutiny
-rtu- child, especially if he or she lives on a military post, at constantly super'wised. That's because a 14-year-old boy's mischief can reflect on his father's military'career For military families the hon and work environments are much moreclasely related than for civil she said
Hunter explains that eater's research into military faaely life has only becirgoing on for in years, and she 4 that there is a need for additional retienrth spe-cifically Aimed at children of in ' ?'" ary parents. Hunter has atudid families of anseinm of war and of military pertfannel declared missing in action, and she has alsostudied families in which the father was at sea for extended periods
Hunter says the strong character traits she has found in children from ofilitary

families are directly related to the closeness of the families and to support available
to then, Family Service Centers are being opened by all branches of the military topriivide services such as counseling, information on identification cards. or help with
moving for military families. The centers and other service:: designed ta keep famelira happy in the volunteer military are an outgrowth of research Hunter and
others have dune about military families
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ctrl n 11P:VELtIPMENT t
THE r1411.11kEN..: IffiSpiTAL,

Alston, Ma.. /kwerither- 2,tof 1,4,s,,

ColignweWMTHSH PATHII1A SiHROVOCII,
Chusrpersion. EtImanor Nei uray Tusk Force. :41.'11 6imitte 11?! Chrldrun, Youth.

and Filmslies, /Mew tytiee &riding. it /I NeX .2, .usiirnolil. I.('

IhAk t MMUSSW ONMIN Stuaralis:x At the hearings of the Econonm- Security.
Tasb Force of the Douse Select Cinumittee on Childnl. Youth and Families on -Pa
berm Absence and Father's Hole, you and several of your colleagues requested
specific, succinct policy recommendations to increase and sustain father involve-
ment with children and youth Different vehicles . tax nwentives. tax deductions.
federal regulations. funding fiir new programs+ can be used to implement the vary
ing policy goals ',mimed in my written testimony of 11 .1(1.S:1 Koch vehicle mav
reach (Weren't .hgrous of iwuple. Rased on my trstinurny and on discussions with

Mr James Levi. of the Fatherhood Projects rim tam suggesting some prelimi
nary federal initiatives which need more careful amitys to determine which meth
Ids would most effectively reach the ititended rcipien.

1 Tax incentives to employers to einurage the pr vision of short term paid pa
rental leave to fathers as well as mothers at the tune childbirth

2. Through federal regulations. tax incentives, or other roducrnents. the eucoor
agement of employers to change sick day benefits to personal leave benefits allow
ing fathers to stay home to care fur ill children or to he ab.-(ent for half days to lake
ill (-hacker' for rndical care

:1. To establish demonstration programs +through direct grants, aimed at providing
parent education and support to filth( es as well as mothers, to study the effective-
ness of them programs in reaching and involving fathers, and to use that Hr. one
basis for alloeating funds for pumut education programs.

4 To establish demonstration programs +through direct grunts' fur school age chil-
dren relementary and high schooll that provide training in childcare and child de-
velopment as part of the curriculum for boys as well as girls.

Tr To change the health insurance plan reimbursement incentives so that counsel
ling and human service consultations +for fathers as well is minhers, are reins
horsed on an equal basis with medtcalitechnical diagnostic procedures ,For further
informatron, see the Report of the Select Panel for the Promotion of Child Health.
to the S Congress and the Secretary of 11115. Vol 1, pages 14. 3:".2 I During stress.
access to such services may be 4a-it rut( to preventing the withdrawal of fathers from
their children

fi To provide incentives to employers to inmate or facilitate access to quality
child cure

7 To establish as research priorities for appropriate federal agent les the study of
ne the degree of pat.-tar/1 involvement in preschool and s,.'hool settings. and the

effects of outreach trogiarns on sustaining father involvement with NVII0411 Age ..red

adolescent children
'bi the impact of parental shift work on children. on the quality of child care and

on the risks to child health and development
Iftt'reatsed funding for fen cal work training prof:nuns to provide meaningful job

seem-az.; for rill employaMe os
Sincerely,

Mur root 111` YocmAN, M
A.s,4etufeti txtios .4 child Ih.rchipment, Children' flreq.rtill. A%ardrod

Proles4ur of l'erlartr Ilortd Melia Nord

)VFNINf STATtMVNT 111. 114M Ii1.19i4.1.. 'MILLER. A REllit,_,INTATIVE IN ef)Ntatis..*: 1114n14

nil SIATI.. OF CA1.11.4PRNIA. AN!' CHAIRMAN 411-'111. Sin (IMMIrri4. I1N C1111.1it.r.,

ti'ltt "1 ii, ANII FAMILIES

Tu414's hearing adds an important coroporisit to the knowledge base ul this cum

mate,-
It is appropr rote that we 1.4tit at the subject of paternal ntr.efieu hailers' rules

Fathers are obviously critical to ever s family, to every child We know their role is

changing as cultural attitudes about roles cbarrge. and as more and more mothers
work We Ftrongly sense their importance to the healthy emotional development of

a child, but we don't know exactly what the elements of that development am. We

know that many more children now live in single parent honis, which further re
drives greyly' the opportunities for interaction
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Our panels of expeits should help anewer some of our basic questions+. We are also
utihering to a format that has proven eucevasful, and which all members seem tomkt/.

We will first get an overview of the research on this , we'll look at
specific ellects that paternal absence has on children in general, and more par-
ttculurly, in military familiess. Finally, we will look once again to programs, in the
private sector, that successfully deal with some of the problems raieed by paternal
absence

I think it is an important subject and a well designed format, and look forward to
proceeding.

OligNING &TATKNILNI OF HON. DAN MARRIOTT. A Ii&'liERENTATIVF IN CONGRLSS FROM
THE STATE OF UTAH, AND RANKING MINORITV MFNIRILIIOF THE Si taxi COMPAIITIKE ON
CHILDIIIIiN. YOUTH. AND FM:HURD

I would like to thank Congresswoman Schroeder and Congressman Dan Coats for
their initiative and concern in holding thin hearing on paternal absence, and for
working so diligently to ensure that we were able to hear from this outstanding
panel of witnetees. I welcome, all the witnesses. especially General John A. Wick-
ham, Jr., Chief of Stuff of the U.S. Army. and Professor Michael Lamb-from the
University of Utah in my home district of Salt Lake City.

Today we will learn about some of the effects on children of growing up without
their fathers. We will also hear about some programs that are designed to offset the
consequences of father absence. Children living without their fathers lose some of
the love, companionship, and guidance that fathers provide. Research points out
that children without fathers can have problems in school that other children don't
have. They can also have trouble getting along with other children, and in develop-
'n t appropriate rules use men and women.

Throughout today's hearing, it is important to remember that not all children
absent fathers have problems. Many of them do well in school, do not get in

trouble with the law, and grow up to be productive members of society. However.
when a crisis does occur in these children s lives, it can be more difficult for them
than for their peen; who live with the day-to-day support of their fathers.

We also cannot overlook the fact that children who are living without their fa-
there may not he as economically well off as those with father at home. In 19ti1, the
median income' for families where only the mother was present was $14,( f. Families
with both parents present earned a median income of S-'25.636. That's a $17.000 dif-
ference we cannot Ignore The Federal Government simply cannot reasonably make
up these emotional and economic deficits by itself. Hut we can learn about and en-
courage programs and policies that will help families stay together and ensure thatthis gap is cloeed for those who are without their father's support.

CHILI) Dtvu.opstrikvi. UNIT.
Tits CHIWRIt'N'S HOSPITAL,

Mak,s . December 1Y .Y
Congreeeman DAN MAnslorr,
&krt. Committee on Children. Youth, and Families.
U.S. House of ligpresentatioes, Washington, 1W

DEAN CONGREAMAN MARRIOTT. At the hearings of the Economic Security Task
Force of the House Select Committee on Children. Youth and Families on "Paternal
Absence and Father's Role," you and several of your collegues requested specific,
succinct policy recommendation'," to increase and sustain father involvement withchildren and youth Different vehiclez (i.e. tax incentives, tax. deductions, federal
regulations, funding for new progranua can be used to implement the varying policy
goals outlined in my written testimony of 11/10/81 Each vehicle may reach differ-
ent subgroups of people. Based on my testimony and on discussions with Mr, James
Levine of the Fatherhood Project, I am now suggesting some preliminary federal ini-
tiative* which need more careful analysis to determine which methods would most
effectively reach t ire intended recipients

1. Tax incentives to employers to encourage the provision of short term paid pa-
rental leave to fathers as well as mothers at the time of childbirth.

2. Thraugh federal regulations, tax incentives, or other inducements. the encour-
iarement of employers to change sick day benefits to personal leave benefits allow
ing fathers to stay home to cure for ill children or to be absent for half days to take
ill children for medical care.

3. To establish demonstration programs (through direct granno aimed at providing
parent education and support to fathers as well as mothers, to study the effective-
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new of these programs in raclung and involving tattier., and to use that a., one
busts for allocating funds for parent education programs

4. To establish demonstration programs tthrough direct grants, for school age
dren telemntary and high school, that provide training in childkare and child de
velopment us part of the curriculum for boys as well as girls

5. To change the health insurance plan reimbursement incentives su that couns:
ling and human service consultations 'for fathers at well or, mothers) are reim-
bursed on an equal basis with medical,technical diaign. tic provedures iror hither
information. see the Repoli of the Select Panel for the Promotion of Child Health.
to the tl S (ingress and the Secretary of 1111S. Vol I, tgiget. 1.1. 3:2;1, During stress,

access to such services may he critical to preventing the wittidi.iwal of [zithers from

their children
h To provide incentives to employei priw.de or facilitate access to quality

child care
7. To establish as researvil priorows fur appropriate federal al.:entail. the study ot

tal the degree of paternal itivol.i.ment in preschool and school settings. and :hi
effects of outreach programs on su,taining father invohement with school age and
adoleAcent children:

e -
Ito the impact of parental shift work on children art the ipialitv of child cam and

on the risks to child health and development.
S Increased funding, fur federal work traumas tirogt anis to provide nivanitighil lob

security for all employable ISM!)

Sincerly.
H. Ft' M AN. M I1.

ANSial'in le ( lha 1.\41.11 of Ch II! ;41111/0 id (11(11in pa - Asso,141111

Prof ssor of l'ed start' s, Iffy rco-o' _Sledge (4( St Is,m.1

b.


